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“You will be used by the Lord to minister to countless
young people throughout the world.  God will give
you special gifts to use and you will touch many,
many people for Jesus.” 

- Prophetic word by Marilyn Kramer at a Vancouver, BC 
Catholic Charismatic Conference. 
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Foreword

Unlike most Rock dinosaurs who have shed their glittering

skin, there are still a few exhibitionists around, but in Pete

Mason’s case, he has never had the chance to fully realize his

R&R Fantasy. 

If you are interested in spiritual seeking and looking for a

higher meaning in life, there is something in this book for

you.  All in all, it’s a cool book, and since he really needs to

be one, Pete is a cool guy. 

~~~Rolf Kempf, PhD of the Street.
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Chapter 1

Meet the Masons

“You are Peter, and on this rock I will build My church,
and the gates of Hell shall not prevail against it.” 

(Matthew 16:18)

Once upon a time, not very long ago, there was a little boy

named Peter Mason. He wanted to be one of the greatest

people in the whole world. He wanted to be a ROCK STAR.

He believed that his dreams would come true one day if he

tried hard enough. He knew he had to be like “The Little

Engine that Could,” who said, "I think I can, I think I can"
when he climbed up a steep hill. Eventually, because of his

faith in himself, the Little Engine made it to the top of the hill. 

Just like that Little Engine, I did get to the top of the hill, but

God had higher mountains for me to climb. His ways were

not my ways. His were much higher: “Before I formed you

in the womb I knew you; Before you were born I sanctified

you; I ordained you a prophet to the nations.” (Jeremiah 1:5)

I was the youngest noisemaker of five children. Vancouver,

British Columbia, is where I was born on September 28, 1962,
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on a sunny Saturday at Vancouver General Hospital on West

12th Avenue. 

My first baby photo made me look as if I was freaked out

about something. I fixed my eyes on the camera, and my arms

were tense. Maybe the doctor had slapped me too hard, or

perhaps I had a foreshadowing of what life would be like at

home with my zany siblings. 

For most people in life, there is black and white, and then

there is a grey area. However, for me, life has consisted of

mostly black and white, up and down. It has gone from one

end of the pole to the other. To find a balance between has

been one of my greatest struggles. I grew up a rather shy boy

from a cultured middle-upper class home.

I often listened to classical music played by my Mom or Dad

from the big black Yamaha baby grand piano situated in our

living room with a view of the Coast Mountains in Burnaby,

British Columbia. My father was a doctor, and his position

and salary allowed us to have a privileged lifestyle. Many

would look upon my brothers and sister and me as spoiled,

and yes, it is true we were spoiled, and I would have to say

also blessed in so many ways.

We would often eat dinner at the big dining room table with

the beautiful white table cloth and the fine china from

England decorated with ceramic pink and gold flowers. It

was usually on Sundays that we had our big feast. My devout

Catholic mother would bring us all to Mass regularly on

Sunday whether we liked it or not. My Dad would stay at

home on Sunday and watch sports on TV. Mom prayed a lot
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for him, and eventually, he came around to attend Sunday

Mass with us.

I was the baby in a loud, bustling family with a quiet, shy

personality to begin with, and I didn't develop excellent

survival skills for what I was to face later in life. Still, this

quiet, contemplative side of my personality kept me

grounded and also became a strong force of steadiness and

stability for me as the tides of life began to roar.

In the first part of grade one, I was so shy that I would hide

under a chair in the dining room whenever the bus came to

pick me up to take me to elementary school. Sometimes my

Mom would let me stay home because I was so afraid to leave

home and go to school. I don't know why I was so shy. 

The loudest kids in the family were Lorraine and Allan, but

as Dave and I got older, we gave them a good run for their

money. Don was the only quiet one, except when he sang

opera for our Siamese cat Esther or winning a belching

contest. I guess that's why he thought that one day he might

like to be a monk. David was pretty lively too.

The fighting and tension from sibling rivalry in our home

caused a great deal of anxiety for me as a young boy, but at

the same time, in the school of hard knocks, it helped prepare

me for life.

I went to St. Francis de Sales Elementary School in Burnaby,

which burnt down just before I started grade one. The school

that burnt down was made of wood, and they rebuilt it with

red brick. I was in the first class inside the new school.
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Since I was the youngest of five children, I was especially

pampered by Mom and Dad and the whole family since my

brothers and sister were much older than me. Every school

day, my Mom would have a new comic book placed on my

bed when I came home. I ended up with a large box full of

comics to read. 

I grew up in a Christian home, Catholic, to be specific, so

religious figures like priests, nuns, and bishops were a regular

part of my life. Music was a big part of our family life because

not only did my parents both love classical music and play

the piano, but my siblings had lots of rock and roll records

for me to use. As a result, I came to love rock music.

The Mason family was not a quiet one. Some families are

places of peace with not too much excitement going on. My

experience growing up was that we lived in a LOUD

environment.

Perhaps my siblings learned to be loud and competitive from

my Dad and his brothers who loved to debate and argue over

who was right about anything, especially competitive sports

and card games that they often played. The catchphrase was,

"You wanna make a bet?" 

They never played for money, but one day my Uncle Lynn

was losing badly in a game of cribbage, and he told my Dad

that he still thought he could win, so my Dad told him, “If

you win, I will give you my house!” Well, my Uncle ended

up winning the game, and then he said that the house must

be his to which my Dad replied, “It belongs to Freda!”
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Our home was on Canada Way near Willingdon, and we had

a lot of trees and surrounding land to play in. When I was

three, we moved to a dead-end street named Hazelmere

Street, just off Canada Way. There was a cherry tree just

behind our back yard, and I loved eating the cherries. Once

when I sat at the kitchen table and ate chocolate chip cookies

and drank chocolate milk, my Mom held me tightly and said,

"My little Pete!” Although this incident may seem like a

common one, it was the first time I remember my Mom doing

this, and it made me feel cherished. Deep down, I think that

is what everyone wants and needs, whether they are five,

fifty, or ninety-five. My Dad showed his love by carrying me

and playing with me.

Once when my Dad asked me, "Peter, what do you want to be
when you grow up?" I answered, “a moneymaker, dollar maker."
Even at that early age, I sounded like Gene Simmons of Kiss. 

What I meant was I wanted to “make” money, just like in a

mint, but at home. I thought it would be easier to do that than

have some tedious job. We had a little red plastic cigarette

maker I played with at the time, and I figured if you could

make cigarettes, you could probably make your own money.

I was about five years old. One day I touched the red hot

element on the stove, disobeying my Mom who told me not

to touch it. I got a burn on my finger, and it hurt.

When my Dad would lift me high onto his shoulders and

carry me around the house, I had a blast. With his hands

holding mine, I felt safe and, even though I was a little scared,

I loved this fun ride from what seemed like an impossibly
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high altitude. Grasping his neck and having my face against

his bristly cheek intensified the smell of his aftershave,

usually Old Spice.

Standing all of five feet in her flowered apron, my Mom loved

to bake and cook her famous pirogies with onions,

sauerkraut, and borscht. Mom was always busy cooking,

cleaning, or out in the yard gardening. My mother was often

in the kitchen with her wood baking board, and flour

scattered about, making some cookies or treats like chrust,

which is a Polish pastry. My favourite was to eat peanut

butter balls with icing sugar on them before she baked them.

An amusing fantasy I had when I was in elementary school

was that I would lie on the ground and stare at the ceiling and

look at the chandelier and white speckles and pretend to walk

upside down on it. It was a change of perspective, kind of like

Alice in Wonderland. I had a blast pretending that the floor

was the ceiling and the ceiling was the floor.

Imagination is a beautiful thing, and you don’t have to be a

child to exercise it. We should never lose a sense of wonder

in this life, for there is so much to be fascinated by in nature,

the stars, sun, moon and sky, not to mention the oceans, lakes

and rivers and all the creatures in them.

For my first confession, I wasn’t able, for some reason, to

think of too many sins, so I made up a sin. I told the priest that

I stole my brother's watch. It was my brother Dave’s watch I

was thinking of because we played together a lot as we grew

up since he was the closest in age to me, being six years older.

It sounded like a reasonable sin to confess. Years later, I
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admitted my lie in the confessional. It was dark in the

confessional, and I was glad I didn't have to go face to face to

the priest. The confessionals are on the sides in the front of

the church, four in total.

I sensed in my Mom a deep faith and sincere love for God

and desire to see me pray on my own and follow Jesus as a

good Catholic. Just her spending those few moments to kneel

with me at my bed spoke volumes and influenced me far

more than simply telling me to say my prayers. My Mom told

me more than once, "The Catholic church is the true church." 

My First Holy Communion took place at St. Francis de Sales

church. My photo was taken for the occasion at a photo studio

at Middlegate Mall, and I held a beautiful white prayer book

my parents bought me for the event. I still have that book.

My hair was shoulder-length, and I had a smile on my face.

My emotions were mixed. I was nervous but also excited to

receive Holy Communion for the first time. However, my

prayer book remained unused until I was in my early 20’s.

My Mom spoke Polish reasonably well, but she just used to

yell at me for something, usually for not making my bed or

making a mess in my room. She called me a slop and an

empty head in Polish. The Polish words were prozniak and

pustyiep. One of my favourite albums at that time was a

Polish clarinet album. The songs were upbeat, and we would

run around in the house. We played the record on a large

stereo that looked like a desk. 

Mom was very popular with her friends and relatives, not to

mention all of my pals who came over for ice cream,
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milkshakes, and other goodies. She kept our kitchen

cupboards and fridge full of all kinds of yummy food, with

plenty of snacks. She took delight in feeding anybody who

came into the kitchen. She even fed the birds with bread

thrown on the front lawn. Sometimes, though, she pawned

off old cookies and other stale food on our friends. It was her

sneaky way to get rid of them, and we readily received even

these stale treats.

My Mom took us to Mass every Sunday morning, and we sat

in the front right section of the church at St. Francis de Sales.

That was our "place" all the time, right in front of the statue

of the Blessed Virgin Mary. A statue of St. Francis de Sales was

on the right side. In front of both statues were candles we

could light for a small donation. They are called vigil candles.

I liked church, but as I grew older, I was more and more bored

and couldn't wait for it to be over so I could go home. 

As far as personal prayer and devotions, I had zero interest in

any of that. We never prayed as a family at home, not even

before meals. The only exception was grace at Christmas and

Thanksgiving and maybe some other special occasions like

when we had the pastor over for dinner.

My maternal grandparents were Julius Sternik, born in Warsaw,

Poland and his wife Felicia, also born in Warsaw. He worked

as a blacksmith and later as a shoe repairman. My mother’s

deep faith is rooted in Poland and our ancestors there, and also

from Israel, some of whom long ago moved to Poland.

My mother’s side of the family is quite different from my

Dad’s as they were more eccentric and rooted in the Catholic
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faith. Here's a story that shows the Sternik sense of humour;

My Grandpa Julius once sent me a box of baby bottle nipples

because he thought I was a “mama’s boy.” I got a laugh from

it, and so did my Mom. My grandma was a loving person,

but if you ever got her angry, you would regret it because she

was pretty intense, like a little female version of Napoleon.  I

don't recall her getting her mad about anything, actually, but

my Mom has some stories from her days growing up.

Grandma Sternik was not afraid to stand up to anyone. She

was also an excellent cook and taught my Mom a lot in that

regard. 

Grandpa Julius used to go to Mass at least three and

sometimes four times a day when he had a lot of time on his

hands. He loved to pray and loved to attend Mass. He would

often say, “You must be born again.” He was a real man of

God. 

Mom is small in stature, much shorter than my father, but her

warmth and personality is that of a giant. She was born in

Toronto, Ontario a few years after my dad and experienced

the Great Depression of the 1930s. As a child, she used to

linger in a store that sold dolls and dream of owning one of

them, but she never had enough money to buy one.

She had disappointment in her voice when she shared this

story. She was teased at school because she wore clothes from

charity and was known to be part of a family that had to rely

on donations of food to keep going. As a result of her early

experiences, my Mom has always been frugal and never liked

to waste money, even a small amount.
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My Mom regularly went to her local hairdresser to have her

hair coloured light blonde and set with rollers. When we were

in the car, she made a great back-seat driver. As she sat in the

passenger seat, with all her focus on the road, she would give

orders to my father to slow down or speed up or turn right. I

can still hear her husky voice rattling above the noise of the

clanking muffler that needed fixing months ago.

Dad liked corny jokes and loved to tell stories about “the

good old days” when he and his siblings were kids on the

farm in Saskatchewan and in Rainy River, a small rural town

in Ontario, where he was born in 1920. My father was a

teenager during the Depression. Because of this, he was

determined to succeed. He studied very hard and became a

doctor. His father didn’t think he had what it took to be a

doctor, but my Dad proved him wrong. 

My Dad was a brilliant doctor who saved more than one life,

including my Uncle Lynn, because of his accurate diagnosis.

My Uncle Lynn had seen another doctor before seeing my

Dad, and the other doctor missed some vital symptoms that

my Dad picked up on. He would have died if it wasn’t for

my Dad’s help. My Dad referred my Uncle to a specialist who

operated on him right away. He also saved my Cousin

Elaine’s life when her appendix was about to rupture, and

my Dad told her parents to take her to the emergency

department immediately.

My Great Grandfather, John Mason, was born in London,

England. John married Agnes Oseide, a woman from

Norway. I think it's fascinating that my great grandfather is
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from London because it ties me to the British rock scene,

including the Beatles, the Rolling Stones, the Who, Pink

Floyd, and many others.

My Dad loved to keep all kinds of fascinating stuff in his

drawers, such as old cassette players, stamps, adapters, and

so on. Dad, whose name is Leslie, could be rather shy, but he

loved spending time with his relatives and us as well as his

friends from the tennis club.

He had a habit of jiggling the change and his car keys in his

pocket a lot. Maybe he enjoyed knowing that he had some

money there in case he needed it. I can still see my father

leaving for work, usually wearing a finely pressed brown or

grey suit.

Dad was an excellent provider for my Mom and us kids. He

worked very hard as a medical doctor initially in Alaska after

they got married and then later in Vancouver and ultimately

became the Director of George Derby Hospital in Burnaby.

He used to walk to work for exercise as he got older. I

remember him often making house calls which today you

don’t see very often. I loved my Dad and enjoyed playing

tennis, backgammon and ping pong with him.

My Dad taught me how to ski at Whistler Mountain, and we

had free use of the medical cabin at the base of the Gondola

Run because he worked as a doctor there and all of us kids got

complimentary season passes each year. That was a real perk.

My father loved to tell the story of how he once felt an unseen

force lead him to the neighbourhood in Toronto, in which my
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Mom lived. It was near Bathurst and St. Clair Street.

Sometime later, after they had met at a dance and my Dad

drove her home, he realized that it was the same place he had

been led to visit earlier.

He believed their meeting was meant to be. My Mom was

beautiful, and my Dad once told me that he was surprised

that she agreed to date him. She looked like a movie star, and

some feel she resembled Marilyn Monroe.

They got married in Toronto. Back then, my Dad was

Anglican, and Mom was Catholic. The main thing she cared

about was that he believed in God and, of course, that he truly

loved her. She was turned off by previous boyfriends who

scoffed at the idea of God’s existence. They went on a

honeymoon to Montreal by train. It was my Mom's very first

train ride, and she enjoyed it.

In those early years, Dad made a good many house calls but

almost always came right home after work, announcing his

arrival with his loud voice, "Freda! I'm home!" Mom had an

excellent hot supper ready for his return. She would yell, "Come
and get it!" and that was our cue to run to the dinner table. 

My Dad often had time to play with us or take us on some

adventure such as playing catch at Lakeview School or

swimming at the pool at George Derby Hospital or skating at

Deer Lake in the winter.

I love to be part of the Mason family because it is fun when

we get together. Masons love to win and to bet.  Masons, for

the most part, love sports such as skiing, hockey, curling,
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tennis, badminton, bocce, snowmobiling, ping pong, and

skating, to name a few. Many Masons in my family are risk-

takers and entrepreneurs. My Uncle Glen started the Mason

Sewing Machine company.

My Uncle Lynn started the Whistler Mountain Lodge. My

Uncle Lee began the Mason musical instrument business,

called AAA, importing musical instruments from China and

selling them in the USA. Now and then there is a Mason

family reunion in Portland, Oregon. I have an Aunt Barbara

there as well as a lot of cousins. She is a talented artist. 

My Grandpa, Nathan Mason, was a station agent at various

train stations, such as Elrose, Saskatchewan and Rainy River,

Ontario. He was tall and bald. He made a good living for his

family, especially since there were not a lot of jobs in that area

at that time. He was blessed to have a good steady job with

decent pay. He took the message that his son Earl had died

in a plane crash. Earl was a pilot in the RCAF (Royal

Canadian Air Force) in the Eagle Squadron. His plane crashed

while he was doing mock battle routines in a training field In

England.

I enjoyed it when our family would attend the Abbotsford Air

Show. This early exposure to airplanes is what led my brother

David to later become a commercial pilot. Even though my

Dad's side of the family was so loud, I was reticent. My move

from shyness to confidence did not happen overnight. It took

a while to come out of my shell. 

School eventually was fun for me, even though I spent a lot

of time in my later years daydreaming about rock and roll
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concerts. I liked to go to school Masses and sing songs with

all the other kids. One of my favourite songs was, "I saw
raindrops on my window; joy is like the rain. Bit by bit the river
flows till all at once it overflows. Joy is like the rain."

I liked gazing at Jesus on the cross and the statue of Mary on

the right side of the church. I was well-behaved at Mass, for the

most part, when in elementary school. Coming together as a

school for Mass made me feel that life was much more than just

school. This bigger picture involved God, prayer, faith, and

heaven. I looked forward to Mass, even in grade one.

We used to have an old manual typewriter, and I would type

“Peter Mason is one of the greatest people in the whole

wide world. Peter Mason is one of the greatest people in the

whole wide world.” over and over on a sheet of paper, often

with at least two or three layers of carbon paper to make extra

pages! Humble eh? I didn’t struggle with self-esteem issues

in my youth. From a very early age, I had aspirations of

greatness. It mostly centred around the concert stage.

I was fortunate to have not only a little dog named Skippy

and also a horse named Cochese. Skippy was small but very

aggressive to mail carriers and dogs much larger than he was!

He bit the postman once. I also watched lots of television as a

child and as a teen. My favourite show was Happy Days.

My oldest brother, Allan, loved guns and was in a Canadian

Forces Reserves unit for a while. He loved to make shooting

noises with his mouth and imitate the sounds of shotguns,

machine guns, and explosions. He talked extremely loud and

was always full of energy. We would often go shooting
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together, even when I was just a few years old. He would fire

his rifle at a target or tin can and then ask me, “where did

the bullet go?” I would then point at the direction the bullet

went.

Al taught me how to shoot guns and hit bulls eyes.

Adventure was something that I loved. Once I got my brother

Al to shoot at me in the Skagit Valley with his rifle while I

stood behind a tree so I could hear the bullet pass me by. He

used a 22-caliber gun.  It was not the wisest thing to do.

We used to go to the shooting range quite often and blast

away at paper targets, tin cans, and other objects. We brought

a shotgun, Winchester lever-action rifle, a .303 and semi-

automatic 22. Sometimes we filled plastic jugs with water

coloured with red food colouring to simulate blood

splattering when we shot it.

He was an expert marksman with many awards for shooting

on the back of his shooting jacket. I became a crack shot as

well.  I loved to go on our frequent shooting adventures and

had a blast, and I learned to be a more accurate marksman,

once hitting a bulls eye at 600 yards with a rifle. I loved the

smell of gun powder, and I would clean my rifle with a brush

and oil.

Allan would often proclaim loudly, "I am the firstborn!" I
would sometimes remind him that Jesus said: “the first will

be last, and the last will be first!"

Al loved Elvis and tried to sing like him and even entered a

singing contest by a radio station once. He didn’t win. He
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forgot the words to the song so he called my Mom up and she

told him the words on the phone. 

My brother Don, the second oldest, was much quieter, but he

had his noisy side too. Don loved to read books and tried to take

up painting but didn't do much with that. He bought a

professional easel with oil paints. Don also decided to become a

Trappist Monk in the USA but ended up back home only a few

months later, like most of us in the family predicted. Don did

buy a cool looking white monk’s robe that he demonstrated for

us while he held Esther, our Siamese cat. He sure looked holy in

that white robe with a hood, especially with his neatly trimmed

beard and his arms open to symbolize prayer.

He told us how he got caught by the monks in the middle of

the night when he raided the fridge for goodies. Don once

bought a big wooden barrel and tried to make wine, like a

monk, with his bare feet in the basement. We tasted it, and it

was just like pure vinegar. He gave up wine-making after

that. Don used to sing opera for our cat, and she always ran

to him and purred with glee.

Don liked the Everly Brothers, and I thought their song “All

I Have to Do Is Dream” was cool. Don also taught me to love

reading, especially horror books such as The Raven by Edgar

Allan Poe. I loved to read horror novels and comic books

when I was younger. My favourites included Dracula and

Frankenstein.  For comics I loved to read Richie Rich, Wendy

the Witch, Casper the Friendly Ghost and Archie.

Don took me and my friend Rob Herbach to see the horror

movie “The Exorcist.” It made me so fearful of the devil that
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I could hardly sleep for a long time. Rob had no trouble

sleeping in his parents’ basement. One night I heard what

sounded like a demon growling outside of my bedroom

window. Perhaps it was just an angry cat, but it freaked me

out. I had to sleep between my Mom and Dad for at least a

month, which they graciously endured.

My sister Lorraine grew up with all brothers, and so she had

to be tough to deal with all four of us boys. She is pretty with

blonde hair and blue eyes and has an inner strength which

she has had to have to survive in this family. She reminds me

a lot of my Mom and looks a lot like her as my Mom also is

beautiful.

Even though Lorraine is tough on the exterior with a loud

raspy voice and the ability to fight for anything, she has a big

heart and is very kind and generous. She is the sort of person

you would want in your corner if you ever had trouble. 

Lorraine was madly in love with Ringo. When the Beatles

played in Vancouver on August 22, 1964, her photo was on

the front page of the Vancouver Sun the next day. She was

screaming, with her arms stretched out to the Beatles while a

cop held her with a horde of other screaming teenage girls

behind her. My Mom was horrified. 

I was too young to see the Beatles play. Anyway, like so many

other times, they didn't play long at all because they couldn't

hear themselves nor could anyone hardly hear them because

of all the screaming. It lasted about twenty minutes or so.

Lorraine was into the Stones too, but her love for them was

nowhere near her devotion to the Fab Four. 
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I was closest to my brother David, age-wise, and emotionally.

He was blonde, like me, wiry and always joking around. One

of his first nicknames was “Dibby Doinks.” David was my

constant playmate when I was young. We played with plastic

soldiers, cap guns, bouncing balls, firecrackers, and all sorts

of things. It was fun to have an older brother closer to my age

to play with.  Sometimes I would light the plastic soldiers on

fire to see them burn. The stench of burning plastic filled the

living room.

I am grateful for the Godly heritage that I inherited. These

values were passed on to our generation. I also learned to

laugh and appreciate humour and the importance of taking

a risk and fighting for what you believe.
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Chapter 2

School of Rock

“And it shall come to pass in the last days, says God,
That I will pour out of My Spirit on all flesh;  Your sons
and your daughters shall prophesy, Your young men
shall see visions, Your old men shall dream dreams.” 

(Acts 2:17)

I started listening to rock and roll at a very early age. I came

to love it more than regular school. The school of rock seemed

more fun, more exciting, and seemed to offer me a greater

future than my regular studies.

The first instrument I owned was a drum set. It was a

beautiful white kit with a kick drum, snare, upper tom, floor

tom, and cymbals. I wanted to be like Ringo Starr and

pounded the daylights out of those drums.

My Dad bought me my first sunburst semi-acoustic with a

whammy bar, volume and tone sliders electric guitar at Sears

on Kingsway Avenue in Burnaby. It was called a Sear's

Special. Later my parents got me a guitar amp and fuzz pedal. 
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Their ears were never the same, nor were our neighbours. The

first song I remember learning how to play as I got older was

"Smoke on the Water" by the band Deep Purple, from their

Machine Head album. The next song I learned was “Takin’

Care of Business” by the Canadian rock band BTO (Bachman

Turner Overdrive). My brother Dave taught me how to play

the 12 bar blues and power chords.

I took guitar lessons up the street off of Canada Way. The first

concert I played guitar at was for the United Conservatory of

Music in Vancouver, with Burnaby Junior Guitar. We played

a song called “United We Stand.” It certainly wasn't a rock

song! I was nervous, but it was fun to play before a few

hundred people. There were a few different groups that

played that night, with a total of twenty-eight songs.

I felt embarrassed because this was certainly not a big rock

show. Still, I knew I had to learn the basics of the guitar if I

planned to rock on later, so I stuck with it for a while longer

and then dropped out of my classes and moved to another

teacher in New Westminster at E. Jessen's Music. My teacher

was a cool guy with long blonde hair, and he was a great

guitar player and teacher.

My school was the environment where my most significant

transition took place. I think, more than all other factors, it

was exposure to bands like Led Zeppelin, Kiss and Rush

through my brother Dave and my school friends Rob

Herbach, Mike Powell and Brian Power that led me to come

out of my shyness and step into the wild world of rock and

roll. Mike was the class clown and made cross-eyes for the

school photo session.  Brian was one of the tallest in the class.
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Rob had some posters of Kiss in his room and other bands,

and he had Queen's album “Night at the Opera.” Rob lived

close to our elementary school, so we often went to his place

after school and listened to records. It was usually Mike and

Rob, and I. Mike lived pretty close to Rob and Mike's parents

eventually got a swimming pool and hot tub. Mike always

joked around, and the three of us had a blast together. 

Brian came from a huge family. They had seventeen kids! There

was a sign outside their home that read “Population 19.” They

had a long dining room table. Could you imagine if you had 16

brothers and sisters? Man, it must have been noisy there. Brian

and I would listen to Pink Floyd's “Dark Side of the Moon” at

his place with his excellent turntable and big speakers. The

album sounded awesome on that sound system.

This new school family also included the father figures of the

priests. Father Brown is the first priest I remember, and Father

John Swinkels. Father Brown came over for dinner once, and

we had hot dogs. It was a great experience to interact with

priests like Father Brown who was often funny, and played

little tricks on us and gave a great example of a man who is

happy with his life and vocation as a servant of the Lord.

I joined the school choir, but I got kicked out of it. The director

of the choir at St. Francis de Sales elementary school booted

me out because I was changing the words to some of the church

songs. Instead of "I cannot come to the banquet, don't trouble me
now. I have married a wife, I have bought me a cow," I sang, "I
cannot come to the banquet, don't trouble me now.  I have bought
me a wife.  I have married a cow."
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I also changed the words to another hymn. Instead of "Do not
worry over what to eat, what to wear or put upon your feet. Trust
and pray and do your best today and leave it in the hands of the
Lord.” My version was, "Do not worry over what to eat, what to
put upon your stinky feet!" My friends in the choir cracked up,

but the choir director was horrified, and she immediately

booted me out of the choir. I enjoyed getting attention for

unusual or funny behaviour.

Our class watched a video on the life of Padre Pio. He is now

a canonized saint, which means he is in the “canon” or official

roster of Saints. He was a well-known stigmatist from Italy.

Like St. Francis of Assisi, he had the wounds of Christ on his

hands, feet, and side. Padre Pio was a member of the

Capuchin Order of Franciscans (OFM Cap), and he had the

stigmata for fifty years. He had a beard and wore a brown

habit with a white cord around his waist.

The video made a strong impression on me and led me to

consider being a priest when I grew up. He also was the

victim of false accusations of sexual impropriety and had his

faculties for preaching, celebrating Mass publicly and hearing

confessions removed for many years. Eventually, the church

realized that he was innocent, and he was once again free to

celebrate Mass publicly and preach again and hear

confessions. He taught most loudly, though, through his

silent witness of union with Jesus through his sufferings.

I made tie-dye t-shirts in elementary school. My sister let me

play her albums, and so did my brother Dave, so I had lots to

choose from until I started to buy my records at A&B sound

in Vancouver.
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My thoughts of becoming a priest didn’t last long because the

lure of rock and roll was so strong. Black Sabbath was my first

personal purchase in terms of albums. It was their Volume IV

album which had the classic image of Ozzy Osbourne giving

the peace sign with his arms stretched out. 

My Mom used to do my homework for me. I was too lazy to

do it myself, so she helped me out in elementary school. I used

to put my projects in plastic binders to make it look better. It

didn't help me to get better marks, and I didn't do very well

academically in elementary school. I was a daydreamer.

My Mom and Dad bought me a stereo one Christmas and the

Black Sabbath album was the first one I played on it. I was so

excited to have my stereo system. One of these days I would

like to go out and buy an old stereo system with a turntable

and massive speakers that have proper bass, mid and

tweeters so I can hear music the way it was recorded and

meant to be.

Thanks to my friends and my brother David I got hooked on

some fantastic bands. Unfortunately, my marks went down,

but my knowledge of rock and roll went up. When I was in

grade 6 or so, I had a dream that repeated itself several times:

I was in a vast concert stadium, just about to begin the show, and
then the dream ends.

Several times I had this dream, and it always bothered me

that I never got around to rocking out for all the people. These

dreams were all in elementary school and possibly into grade

eight or nine, but not after that. 
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I can't tell you how frustrating that dream was. It was like I

was ready to rock this huge stadium full of people and then...

complete darkness and I wake up. It was like the curtain fell

at the moment I was about to enter the world stage. I estimate

I had that dream at least twelve times for perhaps two to four

years.

St. Francis of Assisi used to dream about becoming a knight.

He even went into battle but was captured and spent some

time in captivity. God’s plan for St. Francis was not that he be

a great knight but that he rebuild his church by becoming a

great saint. 

Lorraine got totally into the hippie movement. Her room was

full of Beatles' photos, albums, tie-dye t-shirts, and skirts.

Since I didn't have a microphone at the time, I would sing

with a brass hose nozzle, belting out various songs from the

Stones, the Beatles, and other bands, and jump around like a

maniac. I have a funny photo of me screaming away with the

guitar in the background while my Mom poses for a picture

in the foreground.

It was my version of karaoke. I had an active and vivid

imagination. If I imagined I was a famous rock star, I fit the

part perfectly and showed it off. It was kind of like “fake it

'till you make it.”

I was following the Catholic way, and it was time for me to

take the next step in my faith just as all of my siblings had

done before me. Confirmation marks a person’s entry into a

more mature practice of faith, a bit like a Bar Mitzvah for

Jews. 
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Archbishop James F. Carney confirmed me at St. Francis de

Sales church. My Confirmation sponsor was Anthony

Mazzucco, who is married to my Cousin Janie. The

Archbishop told us that Confirmation made us "Soldiers for
Christ."  It sounded interesting to me but didn't mean much

to me personally. I wasn't thinking about a war for Jesus

against sin or the devil at that time. 

I listened to a lot of the Rock and Roll songs of the sixties, and at

the same time, I heard the great music of Bach, Beethoven,

Handel, Mozart, and other classical composers through the

piano playing of my parents. I would tinkle the keys on the

piano at a young age, and gradually, I learned how to make

major and minor chords and was soon improvising. I eventually

learned Chopsticks and the theme of Peanuts (Charlie Brown).

It was a valuable musical education for free. I also liked to

open the piano lid fully and step on the sustain pedal and

strum all the piano strings, creating a soundtrack-like effect.

I liked the low notes the best as they sounded so ominous and

dissonant. I loved horror novels, and the sounds I made

would have fit well in a horror movie.

I concentrated on music, and at the same time, because of my

love of rock music, I slowly became fascinated with the devil.

I admired his power and wanted to enjoy a wild lifestyle. One

day in grade seven, I gave my soul to Satan. It took place

while I was in the bathroom, sitting on the toilet, which was

a fitting place to pay tribute to Satan. I did it interiorly, not

saying any audible words but handing my soul over to the

devil in my heart.
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I was fully aware of what I was doing. Since I enjoyed doing bad

things, I figured I might as well join the devil’s team. I had a lot

of fun with rock and roll, getting drunk, smoking pot, and using

hash on a hot knife. The occult began to interest me more and

more and I used tarot cards, ouija board, and had a mask of

Satan. My walls were dark red and my ceiling black. I put up a

poster of Satan with horns, a pitchfork, and a wicked grimace.

Below the image was the title "The Devil." He had an evil grin.

My Mom had to be bugged by me for quite a few days before

she finally gave in and let me paint my room the way I

wanted it. The ladies in the paint store said to my Mom when

she bought the black and red paint, "What are you painting? A
brothel?"  She replied, "No.  My son's room."

I still believed in God and went to Mass every Sunday, but

didn’t care at all about religion and rarely prayed. I took up

space in the church. Sometimes I bugged the people there

because I talked out loud and even threw pieces of paper over

the balcony to try to land them on peoples’ heads below.

Once my friends and I were making so much noise that the

priest, Father John Swinkles, said over the church sound

system: "If those teenagers in the balcony don't stop fooling
around, I will remove them myself personally." We stopped

fooling around because we didn't want to get kicked out of

the church by the pastor. Father Swinkles was Dutch and

fairly heavy set with a thick accent. 

Once I got my head stuck between two iron bars in the

balcony of the church. I put my head through them to see if I

could do it, but then I couldn't get my head out again. It took
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a while, and I squirmed a lot, but I eventually got my head

out and then felt like a fool.

I had a very engaging childhood because of the unique

personalities of my siblings and the pretty much total freedom

my parents gave each of us to pursue whatever we were

interested in, whether it was Beatles’ rock concerts, guns, playing

drums and guitar, monasteries or making wine in a barrel.

By no means was it a perfect upbringing, as I do believe we

all could have benefited from more discipline and daily

chores, but we sure had a lot of fun. I went from a shy little

boy, feeling very anxious about the loud fights between my

siblings, to a much more confident student in elementary

school, where I focused mainly on how to be a good rock

guitarist, singer and grow my hair longer.

I believed that I would do something significant in the world.

Later, that became channeled into rock star dreams, but

initially, it was just an ego-inflated assurance of a pre-teen

loudmouth kid who would not allow anyone or anything stand

in his way. 

At my elementary school, I stood out for various reasons,

none of which were academic. I got the prize for the longest

hair of all the boys in the school in grade seven.

I once brought a dead mud shark to school for "show and tell"
and forgot to take it home on Friday. By Monday the whole school
reeked of rotting shark, and I was the talk of the school that

day. My friends thought it was hilarious. It gave me a good

laugh too. Other kids brought "nice" things to school like
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dolls and toys for “show and tell.” They would show stamp

collections and other hobbies. 

On another show and tell day I brought my new home stereo

complete with turntable and brand new Black Sabbath album.

The volume was loud, and I played it for all my grade seven

classmates, much to the chagrin of my teacher who couldn’t

stand the noise. Even in elementary school, I was a real rocker

and often daydreamed about becoming a rock star.

I wanted to rock hard, rock loud, and have tons of fans. I

regularly would imitate the sound of a massive crowd of

people cheering at a rock show and then say, usually to my

friends Rob and Mike, "Thank you, fans!” What a poser I was.

Brian Power was the first friend I had met in elementary

school who played drums. We would get together to jam on

Stones songs, some Beatles and other bands like the Steve

Miller Band.

We had a home-made Fantasy sign on Brian’s kick drum. It

was painted with neon paint, so it glowed when we turned

on our blacklight, and it looked cool. I placed a couple of

electric fans in front of the drum set and would yell, “Alright

fans, are you ready to rock!?” I played electric guitar with my

fuzz pedal that was called a “Big Muff.”

The School of Rock appealed to me because it united my

friends and me with a common interest and fun pastime as

well as many hours of listening pleasure to various albums. I

found something I was good at with lessons, practice, and
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encouragement from my parents. It helped me to be confident

and come out of my shyness.

The seed planted about following Jesus like Padre Pio was

left dormant and was replaced by my worldly desires for rock

and roll fame. 

"Do not remember the sins of my youth, nor my transgressions;
According to Your mercy remember me, for Your goodness' sake,
O LORD." (Psalm 25:7-9)
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Chapter 3

The Rock Star

“How can a young man cleanse his way? By taking
heed according to Your word.” 

(Psalm 119:9)

Moving from elementary school to high school was scary.

Being in grade seven, I was on top of the pecking order. Now

I was about to enter a school where I was at the low end of

the totem pole. My parents sent me to a private all-boys

Catholic school. It was called St. Thomas More. “Ugh!  What

a drag! Boooorrring - no girls,” I said. 

The school had a nasty reputation. I heard stories of tormenting

teachers cracking the whip on their young victims, and I’m

talking about physical discipline in the form of punching and

hitting, not to mention detentions and belittling.

It felt like I was about to enter an army camp. One huge

adjustment was a school with about three hundred boys and

zero girls. It was a total boys club, complete with jocks,

rockers, stoners, gays, nerds, and misfits.
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Those were the days of wild weekend parties, drinking

alcohol and lots of pot and hash. I once heard that if you

smoke banana skins, it could make you high so I tried it, but

nothing happened. I also tried smoking nutmeg but didn’t

get a buzz from that either. I sniffed glue a couple of times

out of curiosity but didn't do it anymore.

My friends Rob and Mike and I would hang around a lot and

listen to different bands. It was through Rob that I got

introduced to the groups Kiss and Rush. Neither Rob nor

Mike played an instrument, but they were totally into bands

like Pink Floyd, Led Zeppelin, and many others.

Ray Nelson and I also had a lot of fun listening to music,

smoking cigarettes, and playing pool in our basement on our

big snooker table that my Dad got for free from one of his

patients. He eventually started working out with weights and

became strong and worked as a bouncer for various

nightclubs. Ray was Scottish and had blonde hair which he

kept reasonably short. We used to imitate his Scottish mother

calling him, saying, “Oh Raymond” in a thick Scottish accent. 

Kiss was the first rock concert I ever attended. Rush, from

Toronto, was the opening act, and they blew me away too.

The date was September 26, 1975, two days before my 13th

birthday. It was at the Pacific Coliseum, and I recall the

crowds of teens who banged violently against the stadium

doors, screaming in unison and swearing over and over again

for them to open the doors. “OPEN THE #%&^*#& DOORS!”

“OPEN THE #%&^*#& DOORS!”
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There must have been hundreds of people crammed against

the plexiglass or whatever it was, and the doors were pushed

in about half a foot, almost to the shattering point. I was

caught in the mob, not against the doors, but about two or

three people thick away from them. 

It was the primal spirit of rock and roll and rebellion at work,

and it impacted me greatly. I realized that ROCK was serious

business and the fans were hardcore, at least Kiss fans were.

Dee Lippingwell, rock photographer extraordinaire, took

photos of the concert. The sound, the lights, the special effects,

and the real fire explosions blew me away. I could feel the

heat hundreds of feet away. They used stage blood, and Gene

Simmons breathed fire. It deeply impressed me. All I wanted

to do was do what they were doing.

I wanted to be a rock star and rock the world! I bought a pair

of brown four-inch platform heel shoes, painted them with

silver spray paint and put in metal studs so I could walk

around and look like Gene Simmons. Most of my friends had

their Kiss shoes as well.

I even drew, with coloured pencils, my version of the Kiss

concert which you can see in the photo section of this book.

It included the roaring crowd, follow spot operators and

mixing console. 

It was only later in high school that we had a full band called

Fantasy with the addition of Lou Iannone and Gary

Portelance on guitars. Gary played lead guitar. He had a cool

sunburst Gibson Les Paul, which he used to bring to school
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to show it off. My first bass was a sunburst Fender Precision.

I switched to bass guitar because Lou and Gary were better

at lead guitar than I was.

Lou came from an Italian family in Cloverdale and, in

addition to being a great guitar player, was also a good athlete

in football and basketball. Gary was quite strong and a good

lead guitar player. 

After a while, we set up a concert space in my Mom and

Dad's basement and painted the wood ceiling beams with

large spots of fluorescent paint that glowed when we turned

on our big black light. It looked cool. After I smoked pot, it

looked even better as it was like a star-studded night sky. I

would show family home movies and slides on a large white

sheet. I had a large mattress behind the sheet to crash on.

We played songs by the Rolling Stones, BTO, Bad Company,

Steve Miller and other bands. We used to practice at

Dottenwill Hall in New Westminster since Brian had an uncle

who was a priest there, Father Myles Power. It was right

below St. Peter’s church, where we sometimes went to the

Sunday evening Mass after skiing at Whistler Mountain.

In grade eight, I remember my first class. A huge teacher, Mr.

Barr, probably 6' 3", 250 pounds, threatened us when he said

that if we got out of line, "I'll make wallpaper out of you!" i.,e.

pound the living daylights out of you. He had jet black hair

and looked like Brutus from the Popeye cartoons. 

He never did follow through on his threats. The warning was

all that was needed to maintain control of the class. He turned
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out to be a nice guy, and he was one of my favourite teachers

there.

“Room 10:22” was the first song I ever wrote. It was a parody

of the bizarre life at STM in high school during grade ten,

inspired in part by Alice Cooper’s music, which I also listened

to a lot. One of our teachers, Mr. Slocum, brought his acoustic

guitar to school and played it for us, and he sang Mr.

Tambourine Man. It was inspiring to see him do that for us,

and as a result, he was one of my favourite teachers there. 

Later on, I got a wah-wah pedal, but I used my fuzz pedal a

lot more. We played a couple of gigs in school gyms and

broke up around grade ten. Brian and Lou went on to form a

cover band called Dealer with Tom Nelson on bass, who was

a friend of my brother Dave’s. Dealer still plays together once

a year out in Cloverdale.

My brother Dave taught me how to rock. It was mainly by

listening to his albums that I learned the ways of rock and

roll. Geddy Lee’s bass playing influenced me greatly,

especially on the album 2112, which I listened to frequently.

I joined another band in Surrey, and we only played one gig

at a wedding. We didn't have a band name. Daryl Hok was

on rhythm guitar, Rich Mutcheson on lead guitar and Blair

Godin on drums. Daryl went on to work in a studio as an

engineer in Surrey.

One of our claims to fame was to play the Rush album 2112

in its entirety. Blair was an incredible drummer and pulled

off Neil Peart’s parts excellently. I had no trouble learning all

of Geddy Lee's bass parts. I eventually bought a black
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Rickenbacker bass after the example of Geddy. The guys in

the band introduced me to the music of the Police, which I

thought was great as well as Van Halen.

My Dad used to drive me out there every week for band

practice, and I would take the bus home. My parents were a

great support in my musical career, which was a huge help.

Mom used to bother me about cutting my hair because it was

so long, but I would respond with the same mantra, "Moses
had long hair! Jesus had long hair!" I just used their names to

rationalize my having long hair.

My friends and I loved going to the roundhouse at Whistler

Mountain for lunch and eating burgers there and listening to

rock music on the jukebox. One of my favourite songs to hear

was The Joker by Steve Miller. I also would sometimes carry

a wineskin filled with vodka and orange juice.

I loved freestyle skiing and hitting big moguls on runs like

Chunky’s Choice and Goat’s Gully. I attached a horn on one

of my ski poles to show off when I was blazing down the

mountain with my long hair flying in the wind. One day I

discovered that someone had stolen one of my ski poles while

we were having lunch at the top of Whistler. I took someone

else's ski pole that was the same as mine. This theft was the

only time I ever stole anything.

My brother Dave and I spent the most time together of all my

siblings. He also went to St. Thomas More, but he left in grade

12 to go to a public school, Burnaby Central, where there were

girls he could date. Dave taught me how to comb my hair to

get the maximum rocker effect by parting it in the middle and
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backcombing it. I always used a blow dryer after I washed

my hair, which made it look more like a lion’s mane. 

Once I barely got home from a wild party. I drank beer,

smoked pot, and ate handfuls of magic mushrooms and

broke beer bottles on a sliding pole at a playground in a park

near Burnaby Lake. 

The police caught all my friends and they were taken home

to their parents, where they, I assume, got a good scolding. I

panicked when I saw the police and ran and hid in the bushes

and forested area of Burnaby Lake park and hid in a burned-

out tree trunk that had been hit by lightning.

In my mind, I was an escaped convict from Okalla Prison, and

the flashlights of the police who were looking for me were

giant searchlights from the prison walls. It poured rain and

because I was well hidden in the tree trunk, the police never

found me.

After I spent a few hours and shivered, I eventually crawled

home on my hands and knees up a gravel lane near Lakeview

elementary school and down the sidewalk on Canada Way,

as I was unable to walk because of the effect of the beer, magic

mushrooms, as well as the pot I smoked.

When I got home I looked in the mirror, and my face was

bloodied, my hair a mess and my clothing filthy. Instantly, I

thought about the sufferings of Jesus. I saw in my face the

bloody face of Jesus seen on the Shroud of Turin. I crawled

into my bed and slept the drugs and alcohol off until the

afternoon. The next day, my Mom asked me why my clothes

were all muddy, ripped, and everything.
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I lied and said that a friend of mine pushed me. The friend I

spoke of was there, but he certainly didn't push me. I told him

about it later, and he laughed, even though it bugged him at

the same time. 

Another time I was with a group of my friends and some

girls. I got so drunk and stoned that I tackled a girl named

Laura and brought her down to the grass.

One day, I stole a bunch of Gravol pills for motion sickness

from one of my Dad’s medicine drawers and ate quite a few

of them to get high before I went to a basketball game for my

school at the PNE or Pacific National Exhibition. 

I overdosed on the pills. I felt like I would get sucked into the

pavement in the stadium but, fortunately, did not have to be

hospitalized or have my stomach pumped.

Some of my friends used to sniff gas, but I never got into that

because I thought it was a stupid thing to do and I heard you

could damage your brain so I passed on it. For Halloween,

however, I did put gas into a glass spray can that used to have

hair spray in it, and went around with a lighter and shot a five-

foot flame around Burnaby, which was potentially dangerous!

Fortunately, I didn't blow anything up or set myself on fire. I

got the idea from Gene Simmons of Kiss after he spit fire out

of his mouth at their concert in Vancouver. It was like, "Look
ma! I can shoot out flames!"

Mimicking our teachers at STM was a real talent of mine. My

friends laughed their heads off at my impersonations of them.
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At that time, some of our teachers enforced brutal “discipline.”

On one occasion, our teacher, one of the Christian Brothers, took

one of the more “tougher” students and banged his head

repeatedly against the blackboard. It was cruel and entirely out

of line, but it's the way the school operated back them. I was

told by students there now that nothing like that ever happens

at STM anymore. They said there is no more physical

punishment. I was glad to hear that. 

One day one of the Christian brothers, punched me hard in

the head because I yelled at some girl while we were in the

school bus on the way to a Knights basketball game. He

literally stopped the bus on Canada Way, walked down the

aisle and punched me hard in the head, and said, "Remember
the name on the bus, honey child!" The name, of course, was "St.
Thomas More High School." I wasn't a happy camper after

that, I'll tell you. I felt his behaviour was not a very good

Christian example on his part.

As the saying goes, “Children learn what they live.” I believe

in discipline, but he crossed the line. I was really mad at him

for punching me and held a grudge for quite a while.

Eventually, I forgave him, but it just gave me one more reason

to think about leaving STM for a public school instead.

In those days, hitting and punching was normal. Many parents

sent their sons there to "straighten them out." There were two

students I knew who committed suicide during the time I went

there. One of them was the one who had his head repeatedly

banged against the blackboard by one of the Christian brothers.

There were, of course, many good teachers there, both among

the Christian brothers and lay teachers.
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The new principal, Brother Caruthers, kicked me out of

school for a day because I refused to cut my hair. I just put it

up in curlers, which was my Mom's idea, to trick them into

thinking it was short, but it rained out, and it went long again,

and the principal got mad at me and sent me home. Oh well,

at least he didn’t punch me in the head.

There were lots of drugs at school as well, even though it was

a Catholic school. We would smoke pot and hash on the way

to school in our carpool and at lunch. One of my high school

friends would pick us up to go to school near our home. Now

and then we would skip out of school and get high at my

place, turn on some rock music, often an album by a UK band

called Camel, and watch family slides and home movies in

the basement with the blacklight adding an amazing effect.

We didn't have drugs like crack cocaine in those days.

Cocaine was around and heroin too, but I didn’t use it, even

though I had the chance to on at least one occasion. 

We had some good bands for concerts like Amy Cannon, Lee

Aaron, Bowser Moon, Trauma and a bunch of other acts. 

I once forged my tickets so we could get in free. At one dance,

I got so drunk that I couldn't even stand. I don’t recall my

parents ever telling me not to take drugs or get drunk. I guess

they just assumed I wouldn’t.

After grade eleven, I left the Catholic school system because

the principal bugged me about my long hair and most of my

friends, like Rob and Mike, had left for public school because

there were girls there, and there were none at STM. I was also
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tired of the verbal abuse and threats of violence from some

teachers. One of the teachers punched me hard in the gut

because I was arguing with my friend and former band-mate

Lou. 

At Burnaby South I had new interests. I joined the “Track

Team,” but we weren’t runners. We smoked pot pretty much

every school day at the railway tracks beside the school. I also

joined the progressive rock band Tom Foolery. We were a trio,

very much like Rush, and our drummer, Phil Haslip, was

terrific and could play like no other drummer I had met before.

His drum kit had chrome drums, roto-toms, and double kick

drums. He even painted a custom design on his kick drums

with our Tom Foolery logo, a court jester, and his name and

our band name on them. 

Steve Jensen, who looked like John Lennon minus the glasses,

was on guitar and was very creative and zany in his style. I

was on bass and shared lead vocals with Phil, although he

sang most of the songs. We got interviewed once, and it was

broadcast on Co-Op Radio. Stirling Faux of CFOX radio came

to one of our Tom Foolery rehearsals. He liked us and worked

with us a little as an advisor. We had a concert at the James

Cowan Theatre in Burnaby, which was a great success. It was

a sold-out show. 

There were over four hundred people at the concert, almost

entirely from Burnaby South High School. We had a huge

party out in a park off of Rumble St. in Burnaby after the

concert and many people told us they loved the show.
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Phil got me my first job at Galaxy Signs on Buller Ave. in

Burnaby, where I worked as a janitor part-time after school. I

don't know why I took the job because I didn’t need the

money as I got an allowance from my parents. Phil worked

there as a graphic artist. He had long, straight blonde hair,

almost to his waist. To me, he looked a lot like Alex Lifeson

of Rush. 

I would sweep the floors, pick up scrap pieces of steel and

plastic, clean the lunchroom, and clean the bathroom. For my

promotion one day, the boss bought me a proper brush to use

to clean the toilet. The guys I worked with gave me the

nickname "Longhair." I even had some t-shirts made with

“LONGHAIR” on them and wore them during concerts

sometimes.

We played a gig at a night club in downtown Vancouver. I

was underage so, technically, it was against the law for me to

even be in the club, let alone drink all night, which I did. I met

this attractive blonde lady, and we ended up drinking

together in my parents' black and orange Volkswagen van

and kissing until about three or four in the morning. She

invited me back to her place for “tea,” but I declined and just

wanted to go home. I was drunk and exhausted.

When she left, I started to drive home and ended up driving

the wrong way down a one-way street, completely unaware

of what I was doing, and I went through a red light because

it was not facing towards me. I rammed into a car that was

driving through the green light on the cross street. I hit his

car so hard that it got wrapped around a telephone pole. 
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Fortunately, he was not hurt, but his car was a wreck. The

crazy thing about it was that the officer told me that the guy

I hit just got out of jail for drunk driving.

The police officer, a woman, asked me if I had been drinking.

I said, “Yes,” and that I had a few drinks at a nightclub I

performed at earlier. In those days, I don't think they even

had breathalyzer tests, so she just let me go, and I drove home.
Crazy, but the accident helped me to sober me up fast.

I felt like a complete fool because I smashed the front end of

my Dad’s Volkswagen van. I apologized and gave my Mom

and Dad a big card with money in it to help cover the cost. I

even drew a little image of me and wrote, "Oops!" I signed it,

“Peter, the car-wrecker.”

Another time, I was at a wild party at my friend Mike’s place.

It was a packed party with people drinking, smoking, and

generally having a blast. We had Peter Frampton's hit song

“Do You Feel Like I Do?” cranked at full volume. A neighbour

must have complained about the noise because the police

showed up and ordered everybody out. 

Foolishly, I wanted to go back to the party, so I walked right

back in to the party right in front of the police, so they

grabbed me and put me in the back of a paddy wagon, along

with a few other rebels, and drove us around for a while and

then took us to the RCMP detachment near Burnaby City

Hall, where they stripped searched us and stuck us behind

bars in the "drunk tank" for the night. I was not too excited

about the strip search they did on me, searching for drugs.

Oh well, that’s the price of disobedience to the law. I got out
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the next morning quite early and walked home, and my

parents didn't even know I had spent the night in jail. It was

about a twenty-minute walk up Canada Way.

I listened to albums, vinyl LPs, by Led Zeppelin, Humble Pie,

Slade, Alice Cooper, Pink Floyd, Peter Frampton, The Beatles,

The Rolling Stones, Kiss, and many other rock bands. Music

also really helped me to be a more outgoing and confident

person. It became a massive part of my identity and how I

saw myself concerning others, the world, and my future.

I had a poster of Robert Plant on my wall and grew my hair

long like his, dressed like him, sang like him, and listened to

tons of Zeppelin. He was my idol. 

Finally, I graduated from Burnaby South Senior Secondary in

1980. Technically, I failed grade twelve because my average

was forty-eight percent, a failing grade, but they passed me

anyway. I still have a copy of a card with the school crest on

it, and it said, "This is to Certify that Peter Mason has fulfilled all
school requirements for participation in Commencement Exercises." 

They probably didn't want to see me back in school. I didn't
even go to our grad party downtown for some stupid reason.

Instead, I stayed home, drank some alcohol and listened to

rock music. Going to school was boring to me. All I wanted

was to play rock and roll, and that was it. I loved to drive my

Dad's T-Bird, which was dark green and had an impressive

interior, and the girls loved it.

My high school yearbook was called Esbiad, and I had a lot

of friends sign it. One of them wrote, “Pete Townsend. Hope
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your new album does well. I'll see ya in the big leagues next year."
Another friend, Lisa, wrote, “Pete baby, good luck with your
band and don't forget me when you're famous." 

Roy Munz said, “Hey Pete, I hope you make it because I will."
Rhonnie wrote, "Send me a ticket when you get to the coliseum."
Jen wrote, “You harsh rock ‘n roller - I love it! I wish you success
in the future - and when you're rich and famous - will you buy me
a car, like a Mercedes or Porsche?"

I am very grateful for my time at this school because it

prepared me for the real world. STM was fun in many ways,

and I liked some of the Christian brothers who taught us.

Some were hilarious, like Brother Martin. He always called

me “Manson,” after the infamous Charles Manson. 

Still, I could not wait to get out of there because of three main

reasons. First, there were no girls. Second, the principal

cracked down on me for having long hair, and third, I was

just not a jock like the majority of the guys there, not to

mention the physical abuse. 

All the stoners and rockers either quit school altogether or

moved on to public schools. At Burnaby South, we had

awesome parties, and I brought my acoustic guitar and played

tunes like Rocky Mountain Way by Joe Walsh, Stairway to

Heaven by Led Zeppelin and Take it Easy by the Eagles. 

My first song at all these parties was Take it Easy. Great song.

Nevertheless, I did learn a thing or two, and STM will always

stand out in my mind as the School of Hard Knocks, no pun

intended! Looking back, I had a lot of fun with my friends in
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high school, both at St. Thomas More and Burnaby South. I

didn’t apply myself very much academically, but I sure went

to a lot of fun parties! My musical talents grew, especially

with our band Tom Foolery. I thought I was getting ready to

enter the stage of rock and roll success, but God had other

plans for me. 
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Chapter 4

On the Road

“No one is holy like the LORD, For there is none
besides You, nor is there any rock like our God.” 

(1 Samuel 2:2)

Now that I completed high school, I needed to figure out

what to do. I had zero interest in university. After I graduated

from high school, I worked at various jobs like a courier

driver with Loomis Messenger, driving a truck and

swamping with Korres Moving and as a pesticide applicator

with The Weedman.

I also worked as a gardener-landscaper with Gigling's

Custom Gardening and Landscaping. My boss was Benno

Gigling, a hard-working German man. He taught me how to

work hard, prune, and trim hedges. I got in great shape and

had a good tan too. 

I just wanted to play in our band Tom Foolery and hopefully

get famous with them just like Rush took off in Toronto. Tom

Foolery was a great band. I felt like I was in Rush because we

were a progressive rock trio. Phil and Steve did all the
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songwriting. Some of my favourite songs were Wings on the

Nile and Up and Coming. I sang the ballad “Donna.” 

However, over time, I got bored with the band because I wanted

to sing lead vocals more than I was. Phil was a great vocalist,

and I guess there wasn’t a real need to bring me in any more

than I already was. Eventually, I quit the band and started to

search in the Buy and Sell newspaper for another group.

My friend Scot Menard replaced me in Tom Foolery. Scot is a

solid bass player and loved to listen to Rush. I found some

guys to play with and went on the road with Roxcity. When

I first auditioned for the band, it was in their practice space

in Surrey. That’s where we prepared for our tour of Western

Canada, and we played a mix of covers with original rock

songs from our album, an EP with four songs on it. A couple

of our original rock songs were “Action City” and “Night

Child in the Sky.” Excellent tunes. 

The leader of Roxcity was Roland Kitt, and he was the lead

vocalist. He looked like Rod Stewart and wore tight red

leather pants on stage. He also played rhythm guitar. Danny

Frisk was on drums, and he was tall and had long hair. Our

lead guitar player was Brian Brown. Brian looked a lot like

Burton Cummings, but shorter. He had a lot of girls after him,

as did Roland and I had my fair share also.

We were loud, heavy, and loved to party. I wore tight khaki

leather pants with knee-high moccasin boots and some

women ran on stage and grabbed my legs and hung on. I got

the idea for the moccasins from seeing Ted Nugent in concert

at the Pacific Coliseum, the Motor City Madman. I loved how
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Ted would run with his band on stage at the start of his show.

He was a real wild-man with a guitar. My favourite song of

his was Cat Scratch Fever.

I would even find women show up in unexpected places after

concerts, seeking to meet me, including my bedroom. In

Calgary, I gave one hundred per cent at our concerts, and I

ran around the stage like a wild man. I also threw my guitar

in the air, lied down on the stage and so on. My influence for

stage antics also included Chuck Berry and Mick Jagger.

I loved the energy, power, lights, stage, touring, fans, and the

sheer explosive characteristic of rock when you crank it up,

turn it loud and blast the walls down, sonically speaking.

I even got to like the constant high pitch ringing in my ears

“the morning after” we played shows in bars on tour. It was

a reminder of the excellent rock show we put on the night

before, actually well into 2 a.m. often. I loved it ever since I

got my first electric guitar, amp, and fuzz pedal. My family

and home life prepared me in a superb way for rock and roll.

We played a wild gig in Red Deer, Alberta. Some of the

patrons there were so drunk and rowdy that one guy got

pushed through a big window while we were playing. There

was broken glass all over the place.

I didn’t go to church on the road. Once, after a gig in Calgary,

I watched a movie about the life of Jesus. It was called Jesus

of Nazareth. The actor who played Jesus, Robert Powell, had

these amazing deep blue eyes that went right through your

soul. It caused me to think about my spiritual life briefly. God
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planted a seed in my heart. My relationship with God at that

time was pretty much non-existent, and I didn't go to church

because Sunday was the day we slept in from playing late on

Saturday night. The movie about Jesus made me think that I

needed to take a break to think about the bigger picture. God

was planting a seed in my heart through that movie. 

Sunday was our day to drive to the next city to play in. We

had a big white cube van. I had to lug my big Ampeg V4B

cabinet around, and the head also weighed a ton. At that time,

I mainly used a red Vantage bass. 

One day Roland, the band leader, took me aside on stage and

asked me to tone it down because he was the frontman, not

me, even though I did sing lead vocals on some songs. So, I

toned it down a few notches from then on until I quit Roxcity. 

I lost interest in the band immediately. When I was on stage,

I wanted to feel free to do whatever I wanted, as loud as I

wanted, and whenever I wanted, all within legal boundaries,

of course. As Shakespeare wrote, "To thine own self be true."
At one point I had six bass guitars: A Fender Precision, a BC

Rich, a black Rickenbacker, my red Vantage, a white Hamer

and a fretless Godin.

I quit Roxcity while on the road in Calgary, as I was worn out

with the wild lifestyle. The band flew in a replacement bass

player in, and I flew back to Vancouver. I joined with some

musicians in Surrey to form a group called Quantum Leap. 

Our logo for the band was a mushroom cloud from a nuclear

bomb. Bob Dickson was on guitar, Bob Cottingham on bass
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and Al Dupuis was on drums. I was the lead vocalist.

Bob was totally into Led Zeppelin, and so was I. He was a

great lead guitarist, very much in the style of Jimmy Page,

and Bob knew when to sit back in a song and not overplay it.

He had blonde hair and looked like Alex Lifeson with shorter

hair. His day job was working as an engineer, and we

rehearsed in a large garage next to Bob’s home. Bob's

nickname for me was “Space Mason” because I spent a lot of

time daydreaming and coming up with reflective song lyrics. 

Bob Cottingham was a rock-solid bass player, and Al was

excellent on drums. It was fun for a while, but now and then

tensions would arise between band members. In other bands,

we sometimes joked around and bugged each other and stuff,

but it was all done in a good vibe. Things like that made me

feel less than excited about staying in the band.

We recorded a couple of songs in a mobile studio where I got

to record with the original tube mic that Robert Plant used on

one of the Led Zeppelin albums. It felt awesome to sing into the

same mic Plant sang into for at least one Zep song. The mic was

used for Stairway to Heaven. It was quite large. I horsed around

for a while, did my Robert Plantisms on some Zep songs. One

of the songs we recorded was called “In a Dark Time.” Bob

Dickson wrote the music, and I wrote the lyrics:
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"It's early mornin', 
the break of day. 

Darkness has flown in; 
Lights faded away.

Knight-fighting peasants 
gather round town. 
Find all your weapons 
or hide underground.

It seems that somethin' has happened 
and everyone here knows 

Those who are comin' aren't happy
and they shall be the foes.”

Bob and I ended up forming another progressive rock trio

called Tyranny. Bob was on guitar, and Darry Major and

Roger Grace played drums with us at different times, and I

sang and played bass, keyboards and acoustic guitar.

I started writing songs and lyrics that expressed a search for

meaning in life, like “Questions in My Mind.” The words were, 

"What makes the stars shine and the earth spin? What makes a
man think he is real?" 

Another song was “This Is My Rock.”

The lyrics are;

"Far away there is a place 
I seem to lose the human race.
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Everything is so unreal. 
I must describe the way I feel. 

Beyond the cliffs of city time, 
the civil life is oh so blind."

At that time, I was on a search. I spent a lot of time just gazing

at the stars in the night sky, the mountains, the ocean, trees,

and flowers. I entered deeply into myself and wanted to find

out who I was and who I was meant to be. I wanted to

discover my reason for existing, and I felt, deep down, it must

have something to do with God. For, I reasoned, if God is the

Creator of the universe and all that exists, surely there must

be a Divine plan for my life that I could discover.

Darry was a heavy drummer and looked a lot like Slash of Guns

n’ Roses. He was with us when we had an underground

concrete practice room in Vancouver, almost like a bomb shelter.

Bob Dickson’s friend Paul would sit in on most of our sessions.

Darry was keen on us gigging in bars and pubs, but Bob was

resistant and said he didn’t want to be “a jukebox” for people. 

Bob and I loved our original stuff, and Darry wanted us to

learn things like ZZ Top, the Rolling Stones, and other bands.

We had zero interest in any of that. Our agenda for the band

was to prepare for recording and put together a killer live

show.

Darry eventually left the band because he could see we

weren't open to bar gigs with covers. Roger, who replaced

Darry on drums, had short hair and looked like one of the

Beach Boys but he was a heavy hitter on the drums as well. I
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bumped into Roger at the Queen's Cross pub in North Van a

while back, and we reminisced about the old days with

Tyranny and our one show. I wasn't happy with the way

things were going in Tyranny, so I shut it down after our only

show at James Cowan Theatre, in Burnaby. I was the leader

of the band.

Bob wasn’t happy either. He was pretty miffed at Roger for

being so late for our concert. It all just seemed like such a

drag, so serious and no fun for me anymore. I read in Keith

Richard's book “Life” something about rock and roll, and he

said that if it was no fun, then people shouldn't do it anymore,

otherwise, what's the point?

I was restless and unhappy, and I continued to search for a

purpose in my life. At that time, I went to Mass every Sunday,

but I was going through the motions of standing up, sitting

down, kneeling, receiving Holy Communion, and so on. I had

not yet gone through a profound spiritual transformation

from within, but it was soon to come.

I was searching, longing for meaning in my life. It’s hard to be

a single rocker without a band to play in. It is important to have

guys to bounce ideas off of and jam. I felt like a musical orphan,

lost at sea with no direction and no land in sight.

Reading a children’s poetry book offered me some respite,

especially the poem “This Is My Rock,” which was about

being alone in a unique place, on a big rock, looking down at

the busy world, almost like the Beatles’ “Fool on the Hill”

song. I realized that maybe it was good that I was alone and

searching. Perhaps I could find truth, love, and meaning.
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Chapter 5

The Awakening

“Behold, I stand at the door and knock. If anyone
hears My  voice and opens the door, I will come in to
him and dine with him, and he with Me.” 

(Revelation 3:20)

Our little dog Skippy died a couple of years after I graduated

from Burnaby South. He was half Chihuahua and half

Pekingese. My Mom found him dead one day on the

driveway. He had a heart attack. He was quite old, in dog

years, that is. It was a sad day for me as we had Skippy ever

since I was a kid. I loved him so much, and he was my

childhood companion for so many years. In a way, my dog’s

death was a foreshadowing of a kind of death to my old way

of life that was soon to take place. I wept as I thought of all

the memories I shared with little Skip. We buried him in the

back yard under an apple tree, which has been cut down since

then. 

I met a girl who was in Burnaby South named Alison at a

party. She had long brown hair and a sweet smile. We soon
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began to date and became boyfriend and girlfriend. Even

though I had dated other girls in high school a little, she was

my first “official” girlfriend. 

She was Irish and had beautiful brown eyes. We had a great

time together at parties, canoeing, walking in parks, camping,

and hanging around together. It was great to have a

girlfriend.

It was very comforting to feel loved by her. Even though

things seemed to be going well in my life, there was a void in

my heart. I didn’t know what was missing, but I felt that

something wasn’t right. 

One day, an unusual thought came to me, "I am a Catholic." I
realized that I had not lived as a follower of Jesus should, and

I felt guilty. I slowly began to believe that God must have

something to do with these feelings. It was 1982.

There was a little booklet I read called “This Was Your Life,”

and it showed how some guy who died who went into hell

for his sinful life, even though he went to church. He had

been living a double life, by sinning his head off on the

weekends and then went to church on Sundays, looking holy.

I identified with him. I was going to Mass on Sunday’s but

on Friday and Saturday nights I was getting drunk and

smoking pot and partying. 

Then, in the same booklet, it showed how his life would have

turned out if he had followed Jesus sincerely. In that version,

he died and went to heaven and received his eternal reward.

It did have an impact on me, but I wasn't “converted” at that
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point. However, I did a lot of deep thinking about my life,

where I was going, and where I had been.

I had no idea that I was about to have a life-changing

encounter with God. On a sunny day in May, I was mowing

our front lawn. At one point, I sensed a strong presence, the

presence of Jesus. I stopped the mower and just stood there.

I stood near the end of the front section of grass at our home,

closest to the driveway and a large square concrete pillar with

large rocks inlaid.

An image of Jesus knocking at a door appeared in my mind,

and Jesus said to me interiorly, “Peter, I am what you have

been searching for. Open your heart to me, and I will give

you peace and a new life.” I told the Lord that I was like the

prodigal son, but that if he wanted me to, I would open my

heart to him. So I prayed, opened my heart and gave my life

to Jesus, accepted him as Lord and Saviour, and expressed

sorrow for all my sins.

As soon as I prayed this prayer, I felt a weight lifted off me. It

was probably a demon or a legion of evil spirits or just the

weight of the world. The power of the Holy Spirit filled me

joy, peace, and love. I finished the lawn and went inside. 

My mother noticed a change in me and said, "What happened
to you?" All I said in response was “Jesus.” I felt fired up about

what had just happened.

I had experienced what Scripture teaches about coming out

of the kingdom of darkness: “But you are a chosen

generation, a royal priesthood, a holy nation, His own special
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people, that you may proclaim the praises of Him who called

you out of darkness into His marvellous light.” (1 Peter 2:9)

It felt like I had a brand new life. What amazed me was the

experience that Jesus was indeed alive and spoke to me. He

wasn’t just some dead religious figure that did a bunch of

good deeds for people like healing them of diseases and

multiplying loaves and fishes. Now I knew him as the risen
Lord who had the power to change lives, particularly my own!

A few days after this powerful experience, I went to

Confession, also known as the Sacrament of Reconciliation,

at St. Francis de Sales church. It took me three attempts to go

through with it.

During the first two attempts, I would walk towards the

church but turn back because I was afraid to tell all my sins

to the priest in the confessional. I also tried to rationalize my

position by saying to myself I would tell my sins to God alone

and skip the priest.

My knowledge of the Bible, though, convicted me because I

remembered how Jesus told the apostles, "Those whose sins

you forgive are forgiven." (John 20:23) So, on my third walk

to the church, I finally made it inside.

The priest, Rev. Maximos Basha OSBC, welcomed me and

heard my Confession. He had a thick Lebanese accent and a

beard. He encouraged me and said that even though I had

not paid much attention to Jesus all these years, the Lord had
never abandoned me. He said, “You stopped loving God, but God
never stopped loving you.” I felt a huge spiritual burden taken

away. I walked out of that church and felt like a new man.
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From that point on, I wanted to please God. I began to

participate actively in Sunday Mass and eventually began to

walk to Wednesday Mass. I found some winding trails

through a wooded area on the way to the church. I loved to

pray after Mass, especially after I received Jesus in Holy

Communion. God transformed my life in ways I could hardly

believe. He filled me with a joy I had never known before,

and a burning desire to share Jesus with everyone.

Alison was still with me through all of this, and it

dramatically changed the dynamics of our relationship.

Quickly we began to drift apart in our relationship, for I tried

to force her to share my Catholic spiritual vision, and

eventually, it became too much, and she broke up with me

after a surprise birthday party she held for me with all my

friends.

The break-up was hard for me, and I felt it deeply. I was

feeling down for several months. I remember listening to Neil

Young's music at the time, “Lover, there will be another one . . .
When you see me fly away without you . . . It’s over. It's over.” 

My world seemed to be over, grey, sad, and empty without

her. It was necessary to grieve, but this sorrow eventually led

to a new desire to please the Lord. It was a real 180-degree

turn for me at that time. I had a deep hunger for God and

loved to begin the day with quiet prayer, and I read the Bible

and the lives of the saints. Also, I gave up smoking pot and

drinking alcohol and focused on friendships in my church. 
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I still had my long hair, which got me a little opposition at

times. Once, while I was walking back on the side aisle after

I received Communion, some man murmured out loud to me,

"Get your haircut, you punk!" 

It amazed me how this man could judge me just by the length

of my hair. He had no idea where I had come from and how I

loved the Lord and gave my whole life to him. I thought of

the time that Jesus said, “Men look at appearances, but God

looks at the heart.” (1 Samuel 16:7)

I helped to start a youth group in my parish with my friends

Leroy Persoon, Lawrence Rankin, Peter Andru, Phil Lobo,

and others. Leroy came from a large Dutch family of 11

children. There I met some great Catholic girls. However, I

seemed, at that time, to lose all interest in dating, for Christ

had captured my heart and I wanted only to live for him, to

love him and serve him as a Christian musician, travel the

world and proclaim the Good News to all, especially with

music.

Jesus knocked at the door of my heart, and I opened it to him.

Opening my heart to Jesus was the best decision I ever made

in my life. Everything changed on that day, including my

music. I let go of my dream of rock stardom and instead

wanted to follow in the footprints of the saints in knowing,

loving, and serving the Lord. 
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Chapter 6

The Narrow Path

“Seek and you will find.”
(Matthew 7:7)

Music continued to be an essential part of my life. I joined

PROCAN or Performing Rights Organization of Canada,

which is now called SOCAN or Society of Composers,

Authors and Music Publishers. I began to study the business

aspect of music, such as publishing, entertainment law,

management, and so on. I also continued walking on the new

spiritual path God opened up for me. 

At one point, I sold all my musical equipment because I saw

it all as a distraction from focusing on God, and I felt I made

rock and roll an idol in my life for many years. I sold

everything. I placed an ad in the Buy & Sell newspaper, which

said, “Going out of Music Business. Everything Must Go!”

The one thing I regret selling was my cherry red Gibson

ES335 electric guitar. It took a while, but eventually, people

started encouraging me to use my musical talents in the

church.
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For starters, I began to play my brother-in-law Sheridan's

sunburst acoustic guitar at home. Then I joined the choir at

St. Francis de Sales. We rehearsed once a week in the evening.

We sang at the eleven o'clock Mass on Sunday morning. 

There were lots of young people in it, some my age, some

younger, and the leader at the time was a guitar player and

singer named Anthony Craig. He had a beard and was very

friendly and a good director. 

Eventually, I bought more and more musical equipment like

electric and acoustic guitars and recorded a three-song demo

called “Pete Mason.” The songs were “Let’s See Some

Action,” “Information Line,” and “Me Loving You.”  “Me

Loving You” was a song I wrote about Alison, who I still

missed. None of them were Christian songs.

CFUN radio played all three songs. It was refreshing to hear

my music on a major radio station for the first time. That was

the same day I met Mike Reno, the lead vocalist for Loverboy

at the Bryan Adams concert in the Commodore in Vancouver.

We talked briefly about music. 

For a while, I rented a rehearsal room on Terminal Avenue

near Main Street in Vancouver. I would have various

musicians come and jam with me, and I once auditioned for

another band who came down that had a popular song on

the radio at the time, “There’s Nothin’ She Don’t Know About

the Beatles or the Stones.” 

I hung a large image of Our Lady of Perpetual Help on one

of the walls of my rehearsal room. It felt sometimes consoling
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to take a glance at her image, which I always thought looked

mystical, and I liked the shade of green as well.

After I released my three-song cassette tape, I worked hard

to get it into the hands of anyone I thought might be

interested in either working with me or promoting my music.

My dream of rocking the world wouldn’t die. 

I went to a PRO reception in Vancouver called “15 Years on

the West Coast.” I met a lot of music professionals and

musicians there and handed out quite a few of my tapes. I

met Randy Bachman of BTO, Drew Arnot of Strange

Advance, Michael Godin of A&M Records, Dee Lippingwell,

a rock photographer and many others. Dee did some photo

work for an album of mine called Full Circle much later, and

she is a good friend to this day. 

Brian Barry called one day, and he offered me a position in a

band that Frank Ludwig, the former keyboard player for

Trooper, was putting together. I turned down the offer. I was

more into my solo career at the time and not interested in

being a side player for someone else.

One night I met Darby Mills, the lead vocalist for the

Headpins, at a night club in Vancouver. I had put together a

band and invited her to come to a showcase gig I had in

Richmond at a club called Gators. It was my first and only

concert as “The Pete Mason Band.” 

Darby came to the show and told me afterward that she liked

my songs, but she said, “You need a new band." I had a huge

backdrop in black with my name in large silver letters.
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Cliff Jones, the manager for the Payola$, also came to the

show. I had met Cliff, and he was interested in the idea of

working with me in my career as a solo artist. An A&R rep

from Capitol Records also came to my show, as they liked my

demo. I had great feedback from the music industry people

in Vancouver as well as England. 

I recorded a song called “Rock and Roll Isn’t Changing.” It

was a fast rock song with influences from the Who and

Loverboy. My friend Ray Nelson, who worked as a bouncer

there, said it was the worst night for fights in the club for

years. There were all kinds of fist fights breaking out, and

someone got so drunk and high that at one point, he started

to attack me outside the nightclub before the concert! A friend

of mine was so drunk and high that he blacked out. 

I was discouraged about my career in music. It was

frustrating. I put a lot of work in recording my three-song

cassette, getting Cliff Jones interested and Capitol Records

and it all ended up in a fiasco.

That night made me think twice about a career as a touring

rock musician. I didn’t like the idea of playing in that kind of

an environment for years to come. I called all the guys in my

band shortly after the gig and told them I was shutting it

down. I also called up Cliff Jones and told him the news as

well. The saying goes, “God writes straight with crooked

lines.” I felt discouraged and somewhat confused. Why was

all this happening to me? 

I was hoping to play my music, have fun, and follow Jesus

at the same time. Why did there have to be a conflict between
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my professional rock life and my faith? This dilemma created

considerable tension in my life. I wanted both, but I felt that

God was calling me to make a decision. A large part of me

did not want to die to the dream of rock and roll. Even

though it bothered me, I knew, at that time, that I needed to

shut the band down to search for my way spiritually and

musically.

Cliff Jones called a couple of weeks after my showcase concert

with an offer. He asked if I would be interested in auditioning

for the Payola$ as their bass player. They had a big gig

coming up. They were opening for Supertramp at BC Place

Stadium in Vancouver.

Cliff told the Payola$ about me, and they were interested in

having me meet them and audition. I thought about it for a

bit and decided to learn some Payola$ songs and do the

audition. I memorized their big hit song, “Eyes of a Stranger,”

and a few others on their album.

Around the same time, Anthony Craig, our choir director,

invited me to come to a charismatic prayer meeting with him

in Delta. The church was Immaculate Conception. It was a

pretty wild experience. 

People sang loudly, danced around, waved their arms in the

air, spoke in tongues, prophesied and all kinds of things I had

never seen in the Catholic church before. Even though it was

strange to me, I had a great time that night and began to go

to prayer meetings more often, starting with Holy Name

prayer group in Vancouver.
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I played guitar and sang in Okalla Prison in Burnaby for the

inmates’ Sunday Mass there. It was at 8:30 in the morning and

Father Gordon McKinnon was the priest who celebrated the

Mass. Later on, Father Basha celebrated Mass there. It was an

exciting experience. There were about twenty-five inmates

who came to the celebration. I got to know some of them a

little.

On the day of the audition for the Payola$, Bob Rock and Paul

Hyde greeted me by my car and helped me lug my

equipment into their rehearsal space, which was the New

York Theatre on Commercial Drive in Vancouver. The first

thing that Bob Rock asked me, even before we got into the

building was, “Are you willing to cut your hair?”

He said that because I had long hair and they didn't! They

were “mods,” and I was a “rocker.” I answered him back,

“Maybe.” I don't think it was the answer he wanted!

I played a few songs with them, including “Eyes of a

Stranger,” “Rose” and “Romance,” and I did the bass parts

precisely as recorded by them and then we jammed on

another song. They thanked me and said they’d be in touch.

I heard a while later that they hired another guy, a bassist who

used a slap technique.

It would have been fun to open for Supertramp, as they were

one of my favourite bands at the time and still are. However,

I was not at all into the Payola$ music or image. I only did it

because Cliff suggested it to me and I thought it would be

fantastic to play in a vast stadium.
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I joined a Christian band called Karyn, after the name of the

lead singer. I was the only male in the group. We sang original

gospel songs, and I played piano and also sang harmony

vocals. We played at quite a few different churches in the

Lower Mainland of Vancouver. We recorded an album

together, and I played guitar on the album as well. The ladies

in the band were amiable and a lot of fun to join in singing

and performing. 

One of our songs was called “His Love Will Never End.” We

got a great response from the people in the churches in which

we played. We sold our cassette tapes after the service was

over.

The first spiritual song I wrote was “How Can I Know You?”

on Sunday, August 14, 1983, in my bedroom. I wrote the song

on my acoustic guitar, and it took me about half an hour to

complete it. I played it for the choir shortly after that and even

sang it as a meditation at Mass on Sunday a couple of weeks

later. 

We had “many good comments,” according to my spiritual

journal. The choir loved the song, and this encouraged me to

write more songs, which I eventually did, with religious

themes.

The song lyrics to How Can I Know You are:

"You are the power and the glory 
of the New Jerusalem. 

You are the answer to the story just begun. 
You're the one.
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CHORUS 

How can I, how can I know you? 
How can I, how can I know you? 
How can I stand in your love?

I had a dream of a city of gold. 
I felt like cryin' ‘save my soul!' 
Then I woke with tears in my eyes. 

Still, I wonder why? 
Why should I cry?

CHORUS

I hear the thunder and I, 
I hear the rain. 

And now I'm callin', 
I'm callin' out your name. 

And I can hear the words you say. 

I am the Way, Truth, and Life. 
I am the Way, Truth, and Life. 
I am the Way, Truth, and Life."

Bob Seger’s song “Night Moves” inspired me. I felt like I

started a new story in my life, a real adventure with the Lord.

I began to pray the Rosary and began a devotion to the Sacred

Heart of Jesus. Shortly after I joined Karyn one of my 

songs, “How Can I Know You?” was broadcast on Cable 10

television.
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The Heart of Jesus with flames and a cross impressed me as

a powerful symbol of his burning love for me and all people.

I developed an intense devotion to the Immaculate Heart of

Mary, also with a burning flame.

There was a SEARCH weekend that I went on. SEARCH was

a Catholic youth movement that puts on retreats in parishes.

The weekend took place at my old elementary school: St.

Francis de Sales. 

They taped over all the windows of the school with thick

brown paper so we couldn't see outside. They also took away

our watches, which I thought was a little strict. Still, it was a

great weekend. 

I sang a couple of my new Christian songs on Saturday

during Mass with the group, and on Sunday, I made a “music

offering to God.” I offered all my talents to the Lord and said

that I wanted to play and sing for him alone.

I got the idea and the words for this offering from a small card

I obtained somehow. I had never given my musical talents to

God before, so it was a significant gesture for me to make and

it felt good to do it, kind of like “starting over” musically with

a renewed vision of purpose for my music. 

This time God was in the picture and not sitting on the bench

as before. Elvis Presley once said to someone who called him

“the King” “I'm not the King, Jesus is.” Elvis knew his place

and gave glory to God for his talents. I heard that he always

ended his concerts with the hymn How Great Thou Art.
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My favourite Christian recording artist was John Michael

Talbot. I used to pray for a long time while listening to his

“Lord’s Supper” album in my room in my prayer corner. One

day Father Nick Boomars, our pastor, blessed my Yamaki 12-

string guitar, which I still have. It's my oldest guitar, going

back to at least 1979. 

I became quite involved in the life of my church with the

youth group, Bible study, and prayer group. I began to record

jingles with Westward Communications in Vancouver at

Pinewood Studios. It paid well, and I got to record with some

top Vancouver musicians, including Jim Vallance on drums,

who was Bryan Adams songwriting partner, Nancy Nash on

vocals, John Roles on vocals - toured with Chilliwack and

Gerry Doucette, Terry Frewer on guitar and Rene Worst on

bass.

More jingle work came with KOKO Productions and Griffiths

Gibson. Nancy and John and I did a jingle for LG73, which

was a popular rock station in Vancouver. We did it at Ocean

Sound, and it was fun to hear my voice on LG73 a few days

after we recorded the jingle. 

It was great to record in the best studios in Vancouver. One

of them was near the top of a large building with an

incredible view of the city. I even wrote some jingles myself,

including one called “Dole Banana,” which I recorded in my

shower because of the excellent acoustics!

I joined a group called M2W2, which stands for “Man to Man,

Woman to Woman.” We would visit inmates at Okalla prison

in Burnaby. The first inmate I visited said he wanted to get a
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sex change. He tried to shock me with his language the first

day we met, perhaps to see if I could take it or would come

back again.

Having toured as a rock musician and with all the wild and

crazy experiences I had, he didn't scare me off at all. I visited

him regularly for quite a few months until he was released. I

drove him into Vancouver the day he got out, and we had

lunch, and that was the last time I saw him.

One day I went to David Sinclair’s place in Burnaby. He lived

only about ten minutes from our home. He liked my demo tape

and offered me a future audition for a band he was forming

with Frank Ludwig and others. It was a recording project as

well. I was grateful to him but wanted to pursue a solo career.

The saying goes, “A bad book can destroy a monastery.” Well,

then a good book can build one. My life was changed when I

read a spiritual book with lots of photos in it that was in our

house. It was called the “Life and Times of St. Francis of

Assisi.” I could relate to his wild and carefree youth and his

sudden conversion to follow Jesus.

As I read the book, a growing desire to be like St. Francis grew

in my heart and soul. I wanted to be a radical like him; give

away all my unnecessary stuff, wear a simple habit, and

preach to the birds. I could relate to his conversion from a

party-loving youth to a man touched by Christ’s love. I

wanted to follow his example of radical gospel living.

It was now time to storm heaven. I found out that there was

a Third Order, or Secular Franciscan Order, for people who
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were not priests or nuns and I discovered that they had a

group in Vancouver. I made a twenty-four-day novena to St.

Therese of the Child Jesus and the Holy Face.

Soon after that, I went to my first SFO or Secular Franciscan

Order meeting at St. Francis of Assisi Church in Vancouver on

the corner of Semlin and Napier, an old brick building. It was

the St. Francis Fraternity. I felt a definite call from the Lord to

this kind of spirituality and way of life of St. Francis of Assisi.

I enjoyed the meeting and decided after I prayed and thought

about it for a while on that day, that I would join them.

Becoming a member involved an initial three-month pre-

novitiate and then a year of novitiate.

An early entry of my “spiritual journalling” in my daily

journal was on Tuesday, December 20, 1983, when I wrote,

“Thank you, Jesus, for showing me your will for me more and more
each day through prayer, Scripture, friends, etc., and for my time
with Fred L. and the SFO and Donna, and Ray's call, Bonnie's
card. Goodnight, my Lord!"

A growing hunger to receive the Body and Blood of Christ at

Mass developed within my soul. The realization that Jesus

nourished me spiritually at every Mass with his flesh and

blood became an ever-deepening mystery of faith for me. I

started to go to daily Mass at St. Francis de Sales. Jesus said,

“He who eats my flesh and drinks my blood abides in me,

and I in him.” (John 6:56)

I served at the altar and was a reader for quite a while as well.

Even when I worked as a courier driver for Loomis, I was able
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to attend morning Mass, either with the Missionaries of

Charity in Vancouver or at the old St. Mary’s hospital in New

Westminster. It was a great way to start the day.

I loved to pray in silence after Mass for quite a while as well.

I entered into deep mystical states of prayer sometimes, as I

was caught up in the love of God received in the Holy

Eucharist, the Body and Blood of Jesus. I was like an open

sponge soaking up everything God was willing to give me. I

wanted more from God; in fact, I wanted everything! The Lord

poured out abundant blessings on me.

One day I joined a group called Catholics United for Life,

based out of the United States. They were a pro-life group

that did sidewalk counselling outside of abortion clinics,

trying to persuade pregnant women not to go ahead with an

abortion. I purchased a lot of pamphlets from them and

would park my truck outside the abortion clinic near

Vancouver General Hospital and hand out the brochures to

women who were entering the clinic. 

One day a security guard arrested me and told me I was not

allowed to be near the entrance to the clinic. The BC Catholic

did a front-page story on my ministry there, and it inspired

others to do the same. I was thrilled to hear that they rescued

at least one unborn baby from abortion through their efforts. 

To try to make a living with music, I put out an ad in the BC

Catholic that had the headline MUSIC. The advertisement read:

“Singer/songwriter/guitarist available for weddings, funerals,

Christian music ministry, and entertainment. Professional
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recording studio experience. Play 6 and 12-string acoustic and

classical guitar. Variety of styles. Good references. Pete Mason.”

Pope John Paul II was coming to visit Canada, so I joined the

Vancouver Papal Choir in preparation for his visit. He was to

visit Vancouver on September 18, 1984. We practiced once a

week for many months, and we sang a lot of Latin songs, and

I sang in the tenor section.

Gaetano Giuffre directed the choir, an eccentric Italian man

and the organist was Peter Togni. We recorded an album that

was for sale after the Papal Mass and in other places. The

album was called “Celebrate Our Faith” and included

Giuffre's composition “Tu Es Petrus,” which means “You are

Peter” in Latin, echoing the words that Jesus spoke to his

disciple Simon re-naming him, Peter. 

I always looked forward to our Papal choir practices because

it was fun to sing with so many people, and our director was

such a character. Also, there were some cute girls in the choir

I liked to talk to whenever I could as well. 

My friend Judy Waddell and I went to the Life in the Spirit

Seminar at Holy Name Prayer Group in Vancouver. It lasted

for seven weeks, and I also helped with the music ministry

at that prayer group, playing guitar and singing. I played

guitar and sang in many prayer groups in the Lower

Mainland, including St. Stephen’s in North Vancouver and

Our Lady of Mercy in Burnaby.

Even though I walked with Jesus every day, I still sinned

sometimes and still had areas of weakness. I wrote in my
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daily journal, "Forgive me, Lord, for all my failings through the
Blood of Your Son. Help me to be strong, with the power of the Holy
Spirit, to boldly proclaim my faith in you and be a light to others in
darkness. I love you, Father, Son, and Holy Spirit. I long to be
united forever with you. Take my life for your glory."

Around that time, I started the practice of fasting on bread and

water on Wednesdays and Fridays. At one point, I only ate one

meal a day on all the other days, I had a bowl of hot oatmeal

for breakfast. I lost a lot of weight and started to get sick a lot. I

had been reading about the lives of the saints and wanted to

imitate their various austerities. I went overboard. The church

teaches that virtue lies “in the middle,” which is in moderation.

The church teaches that we are to avoid extremes.

I did a lot of crazy things after reading the life of St. Francis

of Assisi, such as putting ashes from the fireplace in my

oatmeal, putting cold water on my hot meals to make them

taste bland, rolling in the snow with only a swimsuit on and

sleeping outside in the garden shed in the winter. I cheated

by bringing a portable heater, and my brother Dave teased

me. I also walked barefoot in a nearby forest only to step on

a nail. I had to get a tetanus shot. 

In my spiritual life, I slowly began to realize that what was

most important was to love God and do the will of the Father.

All the devotions I practiced were excellent, but there was

nothing like an intimate union in love with Jesus through the

Spirit of Love and loving the Father through the Son. 

My heart was captivated by Jesus, and I loved Him more than

anyone else in the world. I just wanted to be holy, to be a saint
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like St. Francis and lead the whole world to know and love

Jesus as I had discovered.

The Lord was setting the stage for a major revelation for me,

a Divine invitation to go deeper with Him, to follow where

he wanted to lead me. Jesus called Simon to follow him and

gave him his new name: Peter. "Now when Jesus looked at

him, he said, “You are Simon, the son of Jonah. You shall be

called Cephas” (which is translated, A Stone or Peter [In

Greek]). (John 1:42) I was seeking, and soon I would find

what I was searching for: the will of God for my life.
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Chapter 7

The Call

“For I know the thoughts that I think toward you, says
the Lord, thoughts of peace and not of evil, to give
you a future and a hope.”

(Jeremiah 29:12)

Most people love a good mystery, a who done it. God is a

mystery, the greatest mystery. A mystery like God cannot be

"solved" or every completely “understood.” All we can do is

enter the mystery of God, who is LOVE. I was soon to

experience God calling me to a radically new form of living,

giving myself totally to his service.

The Secular Franciscans had a three-day retreat at Westminster

Abbey in Mission, and I attended it. I met with one of the monks

who used to be married, but his wife died. The community

buried her under the large bell tower. His name is Rev. Bede

Reynolds, OSB. He also wrote several spiritual books, like

“From Riches to Rags.” He signed my Bible.

It was during this retreat that I had a very profound spiritual

experience. It took place on March 10, 1984.  After about two
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hours of quiet time in the chapel below the seminary

classrooms, I began to feel a unique awareness of God’s

presence in the room. I saw a misty, light cloud form, slowly

filling the chapel and surrounding me.

As I gazed in amazement, I heard a deep voice speak very

slowly to me, with remarkable power and majesty. God said,

“PETER, I WANT YOU TO BE A PRIEST.” I knew it was the

voice of God the Father. The words I heard were both outside
of me and within me.

They seemed to penetrate my whole being. In mystical

theology, it is called an “auricular locution.” The misty cloud

slowly faded, and I was left to ponder the phenomenon. I

thought, "I don't want to be a priest." I didn’t want to give up

the possibility of marriage.

The problem is that it was such a powerful experience that I

could not deny it happened. I felt awe that God would choose

to speak to me in such a way. Still, it went against my plans

for my life, as I wanted to be a Christian musician, rockin' for

Jesus, and not a priest. I also thought I might one day get

married. I went home from the retreat and tried to forget

about this incident. 

I wrote in my spiritual journal on September 11, 1984, "Grant
me true wisdom Father, that I may seek nothing but to enter your
eternal glorious kingdom. Thank you for taking me from the
darkness of sin into your splendid light, which is brighter than the
sun! Forgive me for worrying over what I should eat, or where I
should sleep. I pray that I may continue to strive to live according
to your Holy Gospel."
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Various opportunities continued to come up for my Christian

music ministry. A man named Ron Klassen invited me to play

for the youth at the Willingdon Youth Detention Centre in

Burnaby. Ron, a youth pastor, wore a large wooden cross

around his neck that one of the young inmates had carved for

him in the past. I wrote a song called “Follow Me” to play for

them. I eventually recorded that song, along with several

other songs I wrote, on “The Journey” album I released years

later in 1989.

Having already been inspired by the life of St. Francis of

Assisi, I also decided to read about the life of St. Clare, who

was a follower of St. Francis’ way of life and became the

founder of the Poor Clares, which is the “Second Order” of

the Franciscans. I read how she had cut all of her beautiful

long blonde hair off when she decided to follow the way of

life that St. Francis of Assisi had embraced, so I took a pair of

scissors and cut off all my long hair the next day.

I wrote in my daily journal, "Cut my hair off short for you,
Lord!" It was a real hack job, but it did the trick. I made the

change. I felt like a new man, both interiorly and exteriorly.

The new short hair was a symbol of giving myself to Christ.

I walked around Burnaby to see what it felt like to have short

hair. I had long hair continually since about grade five. My

friend from school, Theresa Griffiths, used to cut my hair

regularly after that. We also went out together for dinner,

concerts, and other activities. 

Of course, it doesn’t matter if our hair is long or short: what

matters is where our heart is and that we are full of love. 
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I took part in a “Receiving Ceremony” with the Secular

Franciscans at St. Francis of Assisi church. It was another

initial step towards full profession as a member of the SFO.

Six candidates entered into the novitiate that day. Father

Michael Connaghan, OFM led the ceremony. This step

marked my entry into the year-long novitiate.

During the ceremony we were asked, "To follow Francis and
his vision of Christian life; to live a life of prayer, to experience a
true change of heart, and to be of service to the church and all
people." A Mass was celebrated, and we each received a

Franciscan medallion with a Tau cross on it to wear as well

as a copy of the SFO Rule.

Brother George, an elderly Franciscan brother in the OFM,

said to me, "You're another St. Francis!" I wrote in my journal

that day, "Ha! Ha! Not quite!" I felt excited to make my initial

commitment as a Franciscan. It was kind of like starting high

school on the first day. I was hungry to learn the life and

spirituality of St. Francis of Assisi.

As time went on, I would sometimes spend more than two

hours at a time praying in my room on my knees, sit down,

listen to the Lord, read Scripture and the Lives of the Saints.

I simplified my possessions radically. I only had a couple of

pairs of pants and a few books and not a lot more. I slept on

a thin mat in my bedroom on the floor in imitation of some

of the saints I read about who gave up sleeping on

comfortable beds. 

The next day, I made an interesting observation in my daily

journal, "Feeling the Spirit change me every day, my appearance,
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spirit, and intellect! Praise God." I threw out fifty-two rock

records. I felt the need to make a clean break with my past,

and I had a lot of Black Sabbath albums and other stuff that I

didn't think fit with my new spiritual outlook on life. 

I also used to wear a poncho most of the time and the day

after I threw out my albums I wrote in my journal, "Mom and
Dad don't want me to wear the poncho (worried that people will
think I've lost my mind)". I liked to wear it because it reminded

me of St. Francis of Assisi and my call to conversion and

gospel living.

When we completed the initial weeks of the Life in the Spirit

Seminar, we were ready and hungry for the “fire of God” to

come upon us more deeply. I received the “baptism in the

Holy Spirit” at Holy Name Prayer Group.

It was a powerful experience to have people lay their hands

on me and pray for the power of the Holy Spirit to come on

me. I began to pray in tongues and made my first public

prophetic word, which included the Scripture “God has called
you out of the darkness into His wonderful light!" (1 Peter 2:9)

Praying in tongues is basically to allow God's Spirit to pray

through you, to utter what seem to be non-intelligible words

and phrases. Sometimes these utterances are, in part, actually

foreign languages, but most of the time they are “heavenly”

languages known only to God. Sometimes God gives the gift

of interpretation of these tongues to another Christian.

All roads lead to Rome. Well, at least the path I was on did. I

went on a pilgrimage to Rome with a large group of youth.
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Father David Hughes was the chaplain for our group. A priest

I knew named Father Sampietro told me that day, "We all have
the instruments to become great saints!"

We arrived first in London, England, and visited Westminster

Cathedral. I met an older woman from England that day in

the nearby Catholic church, and she had me over for tea and

crumpets. It was a tiny little kitchen but cozy and fun. Our

final stop was Rome. 

It was the first worldwide gathering of youth with Pope John

Paul II. I was excited about going and couldn't wait to arrive

in Rome, especially, given the fantastic history of the city and

the significance of it for Christians all over the world.

Mother Teresa was present at Mass there. We exchanged the

sign of peace with each other. I took her hand in mine and

kissed it, and she gave me a stern look. I'm sure she didn’t

want me to venerate her as a living saint, which is what 

I did. I guess I just got carried away because I admired

Mother Teresa and thought I'd take the opportunity to kiss

her hand.

My friend Allen Peterse and I prayed to be used by the Lord

to reach out to the youth of the world for Christ, and we got

interviewed by Father John Bertolucci for his TV show “The

Glory of God.” 

Allen signed the back of a photo of me praying in the church

at Rome. "My friend, May the JOY, Peace, and Love of Jesus that
we felt in Rome endure a lifetime ."
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We took a bus trip to Assisi and had Mass at the tomb of St.

Francis. It was amazing to be in Assisi. I felt so close to St.

Francis. Some birds were chirping nearby, and it reminded

me of how St. Francis would preach to the birds, and they

would respond to him in thanksgiving for his words. I loved

to pray before the San Damiano crucifix that spoke to St.

Francis. We also saw the body of St. Clare, which was on

display, partially incorrupt.

On that same evening, we had a fantastic torchlight

procession to St. Peter’s with hundreds of thousands of youth

from all over the world. The torches we carried were about

three feet long. 

It was a fantastic event to see and experience. A little while later,

the Pope started to speak to us outside of St. Peter’s and there

was a massive downpour of rain, so we all ran home quickly.

I arrived home from this pilgrimage and felt spiritually

renewed with a deep sense of the universality of the Catholic

church. I wrote, “Lord Jesus, I will sing for you everywhere. I shall
not be ashamed of your Holy Name. Keep me, guide me, in your
holy and true love. Amen."

This happy feeling only lasted a while. I began to feel empty

inside, frustrated that somehow, God was not with me

anymore. No longer did I feel the tangible presence of the

Holy Spirit in my heart and soul. I got so mad once that I

punched the wall and said, “I'm mowing the back lawn!”

I stomped outside and proceeded to mow the lawn and

complain to God at the same time. I said, “Why have you
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abandoned me? I have given you my life, and I don't feel like you
are leading me or with me anymore!”

Then the Lord spoke to me interiorly. He said that it was

because I ran away from his call for me to become a priest

months earlier at Westminster Abbey that he frustrated my

plans for my life. 

The lights went on, and God convicted me of running away,

like Jonah from preaching to the Ninevites. I finally

surrendered my will to God’s and told him that if he wanted

me to be a priest, I would do it.

I felt guilty for running away from the Lord's clear call, but I

was relieved that he clarified why my life seemed to be at a

dead end. At least now I was on track with the Lord again,

which was a whole lot better than spinning my wheels doing

my own thing. Sometimes we know what we should do, but

don't do it because we don't want to.

The mysterious cloud that surrounded me and the

mysterious voice of the Father that penetrated my whole

being had overcome my resistance. The “Hound of Heaven”

caught me and I laid down my arms and fell into the loving

arms of the Holy Spirit who has captivated me ever since, in

spite of my numerous attempts to “go my own way.”

Since I had turned to God and surrendered fully to his call on

my life, I was on the right path, and I knew it in my heart.

This spiritual journey led me to a deep understanding of

Jesus and peace and joy that was beyond words.
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God respects our freedom of choice and will allow us to bear

the consequences of choosing something that was not his will

for us. This process is a life-long task, to listen to the Lord and

do what he tells us to do, no more, no less. I called up a

Franciscan priest, Father Martin Bettin, OFM and told him I

wanted to study to be a priest. 

His nickname was “the body snatcher” because he had the

reputation of swooping into various places and “snatching”

guys out of a different vocation, e.g., Diocesan priesthood,

and recruit them to join the Friars Minor. I figured I would be

a Franciscan because St. Francis of Assisi was such a radical.

Father Martin was stocky and looked like he could be a

wrestler.

I also thought the regular priests, i.e., Diocesan priests had a

very dull, office-manager-like lifestyle that did not appeal to

me at all. I envisioned boring meetings with little old church

ladies and other activities like that, and they were not my cup

of tea. 

I wanted to be radical. I wanted to own almost nothing, to

have one robe to wear, wear sandals, fast and pray all the time

just like St. Francis.

Bruna, the classy Italian lady who lived next door to us, said

to me, "What's got into you? This isn't you! How long will this
last?" I'm sure that many people felt the same way. I acted

completely different from the way I used to behave. To go

from a long-haired wild-man rock musician to a Bible-toting

choir boy with short hair was a bit of a shock to most people,

including me!
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I wrote a song around that time called “Set Jesus Free” based

on my experiences in Rome. The idea for the song was to

allow Jesus to work in our lives and not restrain him by

closing our hearts and minds to what he wants to do. 

One of the bishops who spoke in Rome was the one who used

the phrase "Set Jesus Free!" during his talk to the crowd of

young people from all over the world.

Confession is good for the soul. I wrote a letter and asked for

forgiveness from my Mom and Dad for not being honest with

them in the past. I repented for the things I had done behind

their backs. My parents were lax with us, and I didn't get any

discipline for smashing the family van or getting my Dad's

Winchester rifle stolen at a party I had. I also wrote letters of

apology to my brothers and my sister for any ways that I

offended them. It felt great to do, like the fifth step of Alcoholics

Anonymous.

I only got one spanking once for something I did when I was

a young boy, and once my Dad disciplined me for mouthing

back to my Mom for something. Of course, my parents

accepted my apology and forgave me instantly with no

further mention of the past.

One night I tried to sleep outside but woke up cold and wet at
midnight on the porch. So much for imitating St. Francis

sleeping outside with a rock for his pillow! On January 17,

1985, I wrote down, for the first time, a prophetic word the

Lord gave me in prayer in my spiritual journal:

“My son, Do not fear for anything; nothing will be

wanting to you; nothing will be missing for you. I will
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use you abundantly. Seek more and more my will for

your life. Desire to use my gifts for the good of all, and

to lay your life on the line for all you meet, and to

spread my joy and my peace and my love to all.”

On April 21, 1985, I made my final profession in the Secular

Franciscan Order. “Phil Guidon handed us the Tau cross, candles
& Roy McIntyre the Holy Gospel. As I left the church, Phil said,
'Walk with Francis!'"

Now I was called to live with simplicity, joy, and love for the

poor and all God’s creatures. It was a very moving and

emotional ceremony. I took it very seriously and saw it as a

significant step in my spiritual life and relationship with

Christ. 

I now saw St. Francis of Assisi as a real brother in the Lord

whom I was called to continuously journey with in spirit and

learn from his thoughts, words, and actions how to better

model my life after Jesus.

Father Martin and I met, and he eventually had me move to

Saskatoon to begin studying philosophy to join the

Franciscans in Lumsden, Saskatchewan, which was close to

Saskatoon. One day my parents and I made the journey by

van to Saskatoon. We eventually arrived, and I was excited,

but a little nervous, about this significant new step in my life.

Going to university, preparing for the priesthood, living in a

different city in a separate province and cooking for myself

were new experiences for me. When it was time to say good-

bye to my parents, I felt a tinge of sadness and felt alone.
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Now I was away from home and on my own, and I didn't

know anyone in Saskatoon. I quickly shifted into action mode

and set up my room, bought some food, and started to meet

fellow students at STM or St. Thomas More College and make

friends, and also played guitar at the weekend Masses and

eventually in the charismatic prayer group once a week in the

evening. I went through a jar of peanut butter every week and

ate a lot of celery and cheese.

The Friars in Lumsden, which is about an hour from Regina,

had a great retreat centre that I visited at least a couple of

times, seeking God's will and direction. It was there that I

wrote my song “Carry On the Dream” from my album “The

Journey.”

One cold winter day, when the temperature was forty below

zero, I saw a native man being removed from St. Thomas

More College. He sat on a step outside the church and started

crying and said, "Nobody loves me!" He was drinking a bottle

of Listerine. 

I walked up to him and said hello. I asked him what was

going on. He told me he wanted to sleep in the church

because it was too cold outside, but they would not let him,

so they kicked him out. Then he said again, "Nobody loves me,"
and continued weeping. 

I told him, "I love you, and you will stay at my house tonight. I
live across the street.” He was thrilled to hear that. I helped

him walk across the street to my house, for I lived in a house

that was literally across the street from the church on the

third floor. He came in, and I gave him my bed to sleep on,
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and I took his bottle of Listerine and poured it down the

toilet.

I gave him some food and something good to drink, and I

slept on the floor, and he had a good sleep on my bed. He

ended up staying with me a few days and brought more of

his Native friends to me so I could pray with them as well. It

was an inspiring experience, and I could see Jesus in this poor

man. As Mother Teresa would say, it is “Jesus in the distressing
disguise of the poor."

One day I asked the Lord for some particular gifts and graces,

"Use me, Lord Jesus, as your instrument. I ask for the gift of
prophecy and discernment of tongues, and healing and miracles.
Above all, the gift of love, Father, through Your glorious Son, Jesus
Christ, forever and ever. Amen!"

I was not afraid to ask the Lord for such things as I had a

sense he was prompting me by his Spirit to reach out beyond

my limited vision for spiritual life and ministry. I knew these

gifts were not so much for me but Christian ministry, in

service of others.

After a couple of years in Saskatoon, I started to get a little

disillusioned with the Franciscans. They didn't seem radical

enough for me. They had nice cars, lots of books and

computers. I thought they would be more like the early

followers of St. Francis who had practically nothing but the

robes they were wearing.

I started thinking about joining another religious community.

When I was back in Vancouver during summer breaks, I
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would attend the early morning Mass at the Missionaries of

Charity MC chapel at Corpus Christi parish in Vancouver.

I got to know the MC sisters very well, and one of them

encouraged me to visit their MC Fathers in Tijuana, Mexico.

I did not realize they had priests in this order that Mother

Teresa of Calcutta founded, so I jumped at the opportunity

and flew to California and took a bus to Tijuana, where I was

to make a "Come and See" with them. 

I was immediately impressed with their community. The

members of the order were enthusiastic, austere, joyful,

prayerful, and very disciplined. They were all in bed by nine

p.m. and up at five a.m., praying right away. They would

reach out to the poor living around them by visiting and

praying with them. I thought I had found my community, but

things quickly changed for the worse.

For starters, there was a big guy from Malta sleeping right by

me who snored all night loudly. His snoring kept me awake

almost the whole night. Secondly, there were Mexican

workers outside who started bulldozing just outside my

window at around three a.m. I guess they did it because it

was cooler than working in the heat of the mid-day sun, but

this, to me, was insane.

How on earth could I sleep with all this noise? There were

stray dogs all around outside, barking most of the night. It

was indeed a nightmare as far as quiet was concerned.

I complained about this to the Lord in the chapel, saying,

“Lord, what on earth is going on? I came here out of obedience to
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you, and I can't even sleep here! I'm going to collapse if this keeps
up!” 

Then, in the silence of my heart, I heard the Lord speak interiorly,

“I want you to become a Diocesan priest in Vancouver. I want

you to make an appointment with the Bishop there.”

Well, that came out of the blue for me. That was almost the

last thing I wanted to hear from the Lord. Diocesan

priesthood? Can you spell “B-o-r-i-n-g?” At least that’s how

I viewed it. Who needs the endless committees, the boards,

the bingo committees, the little old ladies’ teas, and so on? I

wanted a radical Christian community, not an office manager

job with a collar.

I met the superior of the MC Fathers there and told him what

happened. He understood and encouraged me to follow what I

sensed the Lord was calling me to do. The next day I announced

to the community that I was heading back to Vancouver. I teased

them by saying I was going to San Diego to have a burger and a

beer. Some of the guys groaned because most of the time we got

macaroni and cheese with water to drink.

When I got back to Vancouver, I soon made an appointment

to meet Archbishop James F. Carney. He was a large man,

knowledgeable and well-known as a very conservative

bishop. He liked me and my personality and story. He had

heard about my musical pursuits and how I often talked and

played guitar at Catholic charismatic prayer meetings.

He asked me, “Do you believe in healing?” I said, “Yes, I
certainly do!” He accepted me as a seminarian for the
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Archdiocese of Vancouver and said I should finish my studies

in Saskatoon. Then he told me he would send me to study

theology at St. Peter's Seminary in London, Ontario.

I began to receive vivid and prophetic dreams in great detail.

The first dream I had was called "Repairing the Church." I had

the dream while staying with a priest friend in Bella Coola,

Father Desire Potanko, who had various encounters with

demons in his ministry.

In the dream Father Potanko and I were on the top of a very high
roof, which was symbolic of the Church, which had massive towers
on each side. The towers had wiring, symbolic of communication,
which had been violently destroyed by an enemy, Satan. 

I was working on the highest tower and Father Potanko was lower
than I was. He ended up falling off the roof and being shocked by
the loose wiring and falling, screaming to the ground to his death.
I felt an obligation to carry on the work of repairing the towers, the
Church, and the life of priestly duty.

I woke up from this dream at two-thirty in the morning and

knew that it was not an ordinary dream. It was a prophetic

dream from God, so I did something I had never done before.

I wrote the dream down on paper. Thus began my practice

of keeping a journal of my dreams, which I continue to this

day.

My brother Dave was killed only four months after this

dream when his plane crashed on Mount Waddington in BC.

I was staying in Dave’s trailer in Bella Coola at the time when

I had the dream about Father Potanko. He was a commercial
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pilot with Wilderness Airlines and was married to Michelle

St. Goddard and had two young sons, Simon and Matthew,

who was just a newborn baby at the time of the fatal crash.

It was a tough time for me, for my Grandmother, Felicia

Sternik, had also just died in Toronto and I was about to write

my Christmas exams in Saskatoon, which I now had to write

in January. They never did find the plane wreck or any of the

bodies of my brother and the three passengers. 

We had a memorial service at St. Francis de Sales but no

coffin, which was a surreal experience. I played guitar and

sang at the memorial. One of the songs I sang was Take Up

Your Cross by John Michael Talbot.

It grieved me so much to lose my brother in this unexpected

way. Nothing had prepared me for such a kind of loss. The

death of an elderly relative was one thing. My brother was

young and full of promise.

My next prophetic dream is titled "Pope Paul VI Comes to Visit
Me." Here is the record in my dream journal:

"Pope Paul VI came to my room in Burnaby. He said I
would renew the church through prayer, fasting, and
witness. He said I must suffer for the salvation of souls as
he suffered. He reminded me that Jesus and Mary are with
me to give me strength."

That was the dream. Very short, but very clear and vivid. From

that point on, I began to receive a great variety of dreams with

visits from St. Therese of Liseux, Padre Pio, the Blessed Virgin
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Mary, angels, demons, Blessed Mother Theresa, various

cardinals, archbishops, bishops, priests, nuns, Satanists, St. John

the Baptist, Pope John Paul II, Pope Benedict XVI, Queen

Elizabeth II, President Obama, President Donald Trump and

other public figures. I have a dream journal that is full of

prophetic and spiritually significant dreams. 

Archbishop Carney wrote me a letter on November 21, 1988,

"Dear Peter: I was very happy to receive your kind note of
November 8 when I returned from my ‘ad limina' visit to Rome.
The trip was a rewarding one – I expect you'll hear some details
from Bishop Mahoney. It is good to know that you are pleased with
the way your courses are going and that you plan to be home for
Christmas. I would certainly enjoy a visit with you while you're
here . . . Asking God to bless you, and to keep you always close to
Himself through your Church, I remain, Yours sincerely in our
Lord, Most Reverend James F. Carney DD, Archbishop of
Vancouver." I was always glad to get a personal letter from

my Archbishop, especially an encouraging one.

In 1989, I released my first professional album on cassette

called "The Journey." It included the first Christian song I

wrote called "How Can I Know You?" The album cover was

one I took myself with a tripod and self-timer. I stood on a

trail in Burnaby that I used to walk on to go to daily Mass. It

had lots of greenery on it. It was symbolic of the spiritual

journey I was on.

I wrote a monthly magazine, The Pilgrims’ Voice, and I had

various sections, including philosophy, pro-life, evangelization,

and so on. I would mail it out once a month to subscribers. It
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started out being the size of a regular magazine, but as I

progressed in my studies, I needed to condense it to just a few

pages. I took a course in Latin for a year.

Eventually, the time came to finish all my studies at STM

college and get my degree in Philosophy. I had a date for the

event, Alice, who I knew from Burnaby, a charming blonde

girl with short hair. She is Polish. My parents came out as

well, and I had a blast at my graduation, I smoked my pipe

and drank wine.

It was a real milestone in my life and something I look back

on with fond memories. So many great friends were made

there, some of whom I still keep in contact. Some are priests,

such as Father Blair Bernard, Father Michel Nault and Father

David Kowalski, and one is a nun, Sister Chantelle Bonk PM.

It was my home for three years and remains, in a way, my

home whenever I visit it.

One day a few members of the STM charismatic prayer group

gathered to pray for Chantelle. The Lord gave me an inner

vision of her wearing white and a veil. This image touched her,

but she did not want to become a nun. Her plan was to get

married, but God had other plans for her. She surrendered to

the call of the Lord, and she joined the Sisters of the Presentation

of Mary. She is happy in her vocation as a spouse of Jesus.

One day, I felt inspired to write a personal letter to Pope John

Paul II. I shared who I was and what I was doing and asked

for his prayers and blessings on my life and ministry. I heard

back from him on July 10, 1989, via the Secretariat of State,

First Section, General Affairs, the Vatican:
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"Dear Mr. Mason, The Holy Father has received the kind
letter and enclosure which you sent to him. He is grateful
for your thoughtful gesture and invokes upon you grace and
peace in our Lord Jesus Christ. His Holiness also directs me
to convey to you his Apostolic Blessing. Sincerely yours,
Monsignor C. Sepe, Assessor."

It was so good to get this letter. I figured I couldn’t get a

message much higher unless God Himself sent me one in the

mail, which wasn't too likely.

After graduating from STM in Saskatoon, I moved back home

to Burnaby for the summer and got re-connected with family

and friends. I am grateful that the Lord called me to serve him

as a priest. It is good to know that God has a beautiful plan

for our life if we only work with him and follow the guidance

of the Holy Spirit. At first, I ran away from God's call to the

priesthood but eventually surrendered to his Divine plan

because I knew I would not be happy unless I embraced the

will of God fully in my life. 
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Chapter 8

The Seminarian

“And as He walked by the Sea of Galilee, He saw
Simon and Andrew, his brother casting a net into the
sea; for they were fishermen. Then Jesus said to
them, “Follow Me, and I will make you become
fishers of men.” They immediately left their nets and
followed Him.” 

(Mark 1:17-18)

A seminary is where men go to study to become priests. Some

become ordained priests. Many last only a few weeks, months

or a year or two and then quit or are sent home by the faculty.

Some leave secretly in the middle of the night. It is a place of

spiritual formation and education in many different areas,

including moral theology, Scripture, Church History,

Bioethics, and other subjects. 

Eventually, the time came to move to London, Ontario. My

Mom and Dad and I made the trip in their camper van. It was

a long journey but rewarding in the end. When I arrived at

St. Peter’s, I was overwhelmed with the immensity of the
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buildings. It seemed like a Medieval castle. All we needed

was a moat and some alligators. 

There was a lofty bell tower, giant sculptures, massive pipe

organ, stained glass windows, and vast property surrounding

it. I loved to play the pipe organ sometimes and would play

some of Bach’s music, i.e., the Fugue in G minor, as well as

the Phantom of the Opera and even the old "Wedding Song"
(Here comes the bride, all dressed in white . . .).

I would also improvise a lot of songs on the pipe organ late

at night before going to bed. I used to practice violin in the

rotunda because it had excellent acoustics, as well as a section

of the stairwells with their excellent natural reverb. St. Peter’s

is an impressive seminary to behold. It even comes with a

cemetery, i.e., a crypt, with the mortal remains of various

deceased bishops from the area.

My Uncle Bob, my Dad's brother, gave me a bag of hot red

candy lips, and said, "These are the only hot lips you'll be getting
from now on." It was hilarious. They tasted like cinnamon.

Uncle Bob worked as a high school teacher in Thunder Bay,

and he was the youngest of my Dad's siblings.

It was around my first week in the seminary that I got to meet

Maria, a pretty Spanish lay student. She had black hair. I

made sure to sit beside her in class as much as possible. She

eventually married Dan, one of the seminarians, after he

decided to leave. I guess he wanted to sit beside her too.

When I started to study theology at St. Peter's the population

of students was around one hundred and thirty, which was
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pretty much a full house. It was almost like being back at St.

Thomas More high school again with no girls around, except

for a couple of female students. Sports were a big thing for

us. We played soccer, basketball, ice hockey and went

bowling.

I had my nose broken playing basketball when a short

Mexican guy accidentally elbowed me in the face. There was

blood all over the floor, and I went to the hospital. Father

Patrick Feurth, the rector, said I was tough in the way I

handled my broken nose and carrying on with other things

right after I got back to the seminary from the hospital.

The Life Chain organization approached me a year or two

after I entered St. Peter’s and I authorized them to use one of

the songs on my first album, called "Choose Life," as the theme

song for the Life Chain video in Vancouver. 

I applied myself to my theological studies, and I did very

well, marks wise, and I made the Dean’s Honour List. I also

taught myself, with the help of some textbooks, how to read

ancient biblical Greek and Hebrew. For a time, I also tried to

learn Spanish and German at the same time, but it proved to

be too much.

I became reasonably good at American Sign Language or

ASL, thanks to an optional course the Seminary offered there.

A priest, Father Tom Ashton, taught the class. He knew sign

language and a woman named Mary, who also was an expert

in ASL. They made a good pair of teachers and were quite

comical at times.
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There was a video project I did with sign language featuring

Jesus and a woman. I tried to get Jesus to say, “I love you” to

the woman, but instead the sign I was using made him say a

swear word. I felt like a fool, but it was good for a laugh. 

The first album of mine that I registered with the National

Library of Canada or Bibliotheque Nationale du Canada was

The Journey. I released my second album in 1990 called "Real
Love." 

It featured harpist Lori Pappajohn, who went on to form

Winterharp, a well-known harp and medieval instrument

group based out of New Westminster. Krissy Salfinger, from

the Heritage Singers, also did some vocals on the album.

Sherri and Stacy Rempel did excellent harmony vocals, and

Paul Kuyt was on bassoon and bells.

The photo of the musicians who helped me featured the inside

of a church in Delta, BC I had served as a seminarian in the

summer months. The song Real Love I wrote for a youth pro-

life conference somewhere in Ontario around the London area. 

I had written on the cassette lyric sheet "Dedicated in memory
of my brother David Mason." I wore my round John Lennon

style glasses for the photoshoot. 

I mailed my albums to Krystal Records in Boston, MA, a

division of the Daughters of St. Paul, a Catholic order of nuns

dedicated to spreading the good news through all kinds of

media and tools of social communication. I received an

encouraging letter from Krystal Records while at St. Peter's

Seminary: 
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"Dear Mr. Mason, Thank you for submitting the tapes for
our review . . . We are always encouraged to learn of a
Catholic artist singing for the Lord. Your songs are very
beautiful and very meaningful. We want to encourage you
to continue in your music ministry.

We will be forwarding to each of our centers all the
information regarding your tapes and where to get them. They
will be able to order individual tapes directly from you. Please
keep us informed of your new releases. We ask the Lord's
blessings on you and all your loved ones. A blessed Easter to
you. Sincerely in Christ, Sister Bridget Charles, fsp."

During the summer breaks, I lived in a parish in the

Archdiocese of Vancouver. I wrote a letter to my sister and

told her about my experiences in the parish. 

I wrote to her, "I help in the church at Mass, bring Holy
Communion to people at home, visit school children and help with
the youth group . . . I'm busy doing my music, selling tapes and
getting ready to record some new songs on July 12, 13 and 14th. I
am going to put them on CD and get them made in New York. I'll
have to raise a bit of money (might cost around $2,500 or more)."

In 1991, I released two albums: "Solace," which featured Chad

Allan, who used to play with the Guess Who. Chad played

the bass guitar on my record. I also released “Full Circle,”

which was a CD based on a week of silent retreat I spent at a

Carmelite retreat centre in Niagara Falls. 

I composed the music during the retreat as part of my

meditation. In the CD insert for Full Circle, I wrote, "Silence
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and meditation upon God's word created the space in which these
songs came into existence. The songs are presented as a dialogue
between God and the disciple. A brief narrative is given before each
song as well as a scriptural reference."

How I prayed and read Scripture and composed music at the

Niagara Falls retreat marked an important development in

my musical and spiritual experience.

Never before had I literally “heard” the melody of a song as

when I did with the song “Enter the Mystery.” The chorus of

strings, violins, in my head was breathtaking. I heard it as

soon as I woke up. 

In a letter to my parents, I wrote, “I am studying early Christian
music and comparing it to the pagan music near the time of Christ."
I was excited about the church history paper I was writing.

To be able to research ancient Christian music and have it as

part of my curriculum was a significant bonus for me because

I saw it as entirely relevant to my life and ministry, which I

knew would include music to some degree.

I sometimes struggled when I remembered my wild past,

thinking, "How could someone who has been so sinful become a
priest?" Anxiety is a tough thing to experience. What kept me

going was my prayer time and regular guidance from my

spiritual director. The director I had at the time of my fears

about going ahead to be ordained was Father Tom Collins.

He listened attentively to my concerns and assured me that

what I was going through was quite common. Father Tom

helped me to stay in the seminary when I was seriously

considering leaving.
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At one point in my third year at St. Peter's, I got to know a

nice girl named Loretta. She was also cute and had long

brown hair. She was taking some courses there and also went

to a charismatic prayer meeting I attended at a nearby parish.

We got to be close friends, and it developed into mutual

affection and even the beginnings of a romantic relationship.

We kissed a lot. My real hot lips had finally arrived. One of

her girlfriends remarked to me that I was acting quite

romantic for a seminarian. She was not judging me, but just

pointed out that our relationship was pretty obvious. We

talked about our future and the idea of me taking a year off

from the seminary to date each other. 

She told me I could find a job in London, and we would

develop our relationship over time. I wasn’t too keen on

finding a menial job. Still, being with her would make it

bearable, I thought. Such was our plan.

However, I had a dream the night after I spoke to my Mom

about my plans that changed everything. In my dream

journal I wrote,

“I had a dream that Satan was clogging the phone lines
between my home in Burnaby with my Mom on the phone
and me in London at the seminary."

I had called my Mom the day before and told her I was

planning to leave the seminary to look at dating a girl. My

Mom was not happy to hear my plans but accepted my

decision. It was only this dream that stopped me from leaving

St. Peter’s. 
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I told Loretta about the dream and that I was going to stay in

the seminary. I also shared the dream with Father Tom. He

saw the hand of God in my dream telling me to stay put in

the seminary. Loretta supported my decision, and our

relationship changed, for we both knew we couldn't hang

around with each other anymore.

It was a tough thing to go through for both of us, for we had

a great time together, but we both saw the dream as a sign

from God that I needed to stay where I was. After one of the

classes that we shared at the University of Western Ontario,

Bioethics, I gave her my St. Peter silver medallion and chain,

and she said she would always remember me.

This temptation that the Lord had allowed me to go through

gave me more confidence in going ahead with studying for

the priesthood.

I took violin lessons briefly with Josef Lanza, the concertmaster

of the London Symphony Orchestra. He was a superb player

and an excellent teacher. On my first day, I was noodling around

on my violin, as I usually did in the reverb-rich stairwells of the

Seminary, and Josef wondered what I was doing.

He liked what I was playing, I gathered, and I sense he was

impressed by my ability to improvise at a reasonably

advanced level, for someone who was learning how to hold

and play the thing and use the bow. It was my years of guitar

that kicked in to assist me, I figure. Josef taught me some

useful basic positioning techniques as well as suggested

various scale practicing books for me to buy and use, which

I did. I enjoyed lessons with Josef but decided to stop taking
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them after a short while and concentrate on my Christian

music writing and recording. 

My music was featured in the “Radio Survey” of the

Canadian Gospel Music Countdown in 1992 and the “Music

Note Feature” in The Catholic Register, and I did a video of

my song “Prayer Before the Cross,” which aired on London

Inter-Faith Expression, Cable 13 in London, Ontario. 

The lyrics were mainly a prayer of St. Francis of Assisi. The

rector, Father Patrick Feurth, told me that my songs on my

"Full Circle" album reminded him of the theology of St.

Augustine. The next album I recorded I composed during a

week of silent retreat at a retreat house in London, Ontario. It

was called “Silent Retreat” and was a very different and

creative album, with songs like "Listen, White Clay, Empty
Place, Grace Dance, Spring, Enlightenment" and others. 

For Grace Dance, I played my native drum and moaned a

melody. It was meant to be symbolic of a dance for God's

grace. I played a sitar on one of the songs. It was a strange

kind of retreat because of the way I wrote the songs. A couple

of days before the retreat, I felt quite anxious, and it was a

snap decision on my part to even go on retreat.

I was initially supposed to go to Toronto to visit my relatives

but felt the need for silence and more prayer, so I stayed in

London. Still, the retreat helped me enter more profoundly

both into God's presence and my soul.

Going to confession sealed the retreat as a positive spiritually

refreshing experience. Once again, musically, this retreat
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represented a departure from the norm for me. It was less

scripturally based and more nature-inspired at times with

odd experimental use of the guitar and strings and a native

drum.

My Cousin Gerry in Toronto thought it was my best album.

Gerry played drums in his band Tank and also is an artist. It

was undoubtedly the most artistic. I published it under my

WTL Records label.  WTL stands for Way, Truth, and Life.

David Sinclair played a dobro guitar on Prepare the Way and

Ian Hampton, a cellist with the VSO or Vancouver Symphony

Orchestra played cello on Love's Guest. 

Another relative of mine in Toronto thought it was my worst
album, so you can’t please everybody at the same time. My

retreat director, a nun, suggested I walk outside and “listen

to the trees,” which I thought was a cool idea. This retreat put

me much more in touch with the presence of God in all of

creation, including trees, flowers, and seeds. My song

“Listen” states, "Listen to the flower. Listen to the tree. Listen to
the water. Listen to the seed." St. Augustine has a poem in which

he refers to listening to creation as it proclaims the glory of

God who created all things.

As I said, before making this retreat, I went through a very

arid spiritual experience. I struggled with my guilt from my

past, my sins, and anxiety about what the future would hold. 

My musical compositions formed a big part of my retreat

experience. I felt that this album was much more genuine,

more profound, and expressive of what was truly going on

within my soul than my previous retreat album, “Full Circle.”
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It was very much a big leap into unexplored territory,

musically speaking, for I was not trying to write a “great

song” or even a “retreat album,” as I did in the Full Circle

album. No, this was very raw, spontaneous, and

unpretentious. 

I was not thinking of John Michael Talbot in terms of guitar

style or singing, or anyone else. It was a preparation for some

of the more free, bizarre, and spontaneous things I would do

later on in my musical career.

I finished the seminary academic program and did a year of

pastoral internship at St. Jude's Parish in Vancouver. I had to

write Archbishop Exner a petition to orders, i.e., a request to

be ordained a deacon. He wrote back to me, "Having sought
the advice of those concerned with your training, and with prayerful
consideration of your request, I am very pleased to call you to the
diaconate."

The Archbishop ordained me a Deacon on June 12, 1993, and

I was assigned to St. Jude’s parish in Vancouver for a year,

before returning to the seminary for my final year there. Tears

welled up in my eyes after the Archbishop laid hands on me.

The church was full of people.

It was like I finally “made it” after a lot of trials and suffering.

I had reached a significant milestone in my life, which was

also a vital stepping stone to being ordained a priest the

following year.

In my “note of thanks” in the ordination booklet I put

together I wrote, “On this special day I give praise and thanks to
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Almighty God for calling me to be His servant. I thank our Blessed
Mother for her intercession and helping me to respond to God's
call..."

We had a great reception in the school gym, and all my

immediate family members and quite a few friends were

there. We had wine and lots of goodies to eat. I loved my time

of diaconate ministry at St. Jude’s. It was a very orthodox

parish with lots of people coming to a weekly novena in

honour of St. Jude on Wednesday nights, with the veneration

of his relic and special prayers.

I preached on Sunday and helped with the youth ministry,

visited the students in the elementary school, helped teach

RCIA, the Rite of Christian Initiation for Adults, and brought

Holy Communion to the sick and shut-ins and performed

many other pastoral duties. 

I enjoyed listening to the electronic bells that chimed at six in

the morning, noon, and six in the evening for the Angelus.

The chimes played a little melody. Real bells would have been

far superior, but the electronic ones sounded kind of cool

nonetheless.

A number of the children from St. Jude’s school made me

cards of congratulations on my ordination as a deacon. They

drew candles, crosses, hearts, balloons, stars, and all kinds of

things on their cards.

I was amused by one card by a girl named Cindy, who drew

hearts with stars and balloons. She wrote, "DEAR DEACON
PETER. I hope you have a good time being a deacon. I had a good
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time when you came to teach us about God and when you gave us
the rosaries. We will all miss that. P.S. Cindy.”

I was with Father Rick Gagnon, who is now Bishop Gagnon,

initially the Bishop of Victoria, BC but now the Archbishop

of Winnipeg, Manitoba and he was a wonderful priest to be

with and taught me a great deal about ministry.

In a letter to my family, I wrote about my year at St. Jude’s

parish and ordination to the diaconate:

"I went through some difficult times, but the good Lord gave
me the grace to persevere and trust in Him. One of the ways
I experienced spiritual and other types of renewal was my
habit of taking a day of silent retreat once a month. They
were days of great peace, rest and joy in the Lord... The
greatest moment of the year was my ordination as a deacon
on June 12, 1993, at St. Jude's church in Vancouver. It was
a very moving ceremony for me and for many of those who
came. Some said it seemed like a wedding! It was, in a way."

The days following my ordination were full of joy and

gratitude for all that had happened. I was eagerly looking

forward to all that I would experience in my upcoming year

at St. Jude’s with Father Gagnon. The assistant pastor was

Father Joseph Nguyen, a Vietnamese priest who was very

jovial. He is now the Bishop of Kamloops, BC.

Just as Satan showed up as soon as Jesus was about to begin his

public ministry (Mark 1:13), I was about to have my first visit
from the devil as a newly ordained deacon. It took place after I

spoke at a Catholic Charismatic Youth Conference at NWSS,
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New Westminster Senior Secondary, in New Westminster. I was

one of the guest speakers there, and I shared my testimony.

Father Craig Scott was one of the priests who gave his

testimony as well. Before becoming a priest, he worked as an

undercover police officer in the narcotics division.

At one point, a young woman screamed, then started laughing,

crying, and writhing on the floor. She was short and had long

dark hair. I said a simple prayer to take authority over unclean

spirits. I started by saying, "I bind you, Satan, in the name of Jesus!"
The demon possessing her, screamed out, "Noooooo!" and she

showed signs of diabolical possession. 

I began to pray in tongues only to hear the demon possessing

her praying in the same tongue and the same words I was

praying. It was a freaky experience, and I knew Satan was

mocking my prayers.

A priest was called to help. His name was Father Joe Ponti. I

was friends with Father Joe. He was quite involved in the

Catholic charismatic renewal. He embraced her, and the Lord

touched her with peace. She later shared how she felt a

presence within her, reacting against my prayers. Her family

was involved in various forms of voodoo and witchcraft in

the past.

I went home exhausted, much more aware of the battles I

would face as a priest. The next day I had a bizarre

experience. As I was leaving the rectory to assist at Mass in

the morning, A large altar server confronted me. He stopped

me in my path, stood in front of me, and looked me straight

in the eyes and said, "We don't want you here! We're going to
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kill you!" I knew that it was a demon speaking to me through

him, so I said, “Begone, Satan!" And he began to shake and

got out of my way. Then I served as a deacon at Mass and

shared with the people the event that had taken place with

that possessed girl in my sermon.

I was pretty shaken up by all these demonic activities, but I

was not afraid. I looked forward to my next day of silent

retreat for I knew that would help me unwind. Rather than

focus on these negative things, I decided to pay more

attention to the positive things I was involved in at the parish.

It was during the internship year that I bought a new

handmade violin on Vancouver Island. Hugh Sutherland

made it, and it cost me $2000. I used some of the money that

people gave to me after I was ordained a deacon. The violin

is a replica of Guarninni del Iesu (of Jesus) and has a fantastic

tone. I also bought a Pernambuco bow in Vancouver for $500

as well as a hardshell case.

I looked into making a unique 30-day Ignatian retreat, so I

went to the Jesuit Center for Spiritual Growth in Wernersville,

Pennsylvania. My retreat director was Rev. George

Ashenbrenner, SJ, a well-respected Jesuit author, and retreat

director.

During the retreat, which was 40 days for me because I

arrived early to have a more extended period of prayer, I

meditated on hell at one point for three days and fasted.

I composed a brief piano part for a song called "Hell." It

consisted of the six lowest notes on the piano played six times
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in a series of six sections, i.e., 666, the number of the Beast.

Years later, with our band Myztery, I recorded it. This

recording combines the part I composed during that retreat

and terrifying experience I had in Toronto a month before I

was ordained a priest, coming out of a week of silent retreat. 

During the retreat, I wrote out a list of all my sins since my

youth. It took at least four pages of paper. I took the paper

and wrapped it around a stone and tied it with a thorn

branch, accidentally pricking one of my fingers in the process.

Blood started dripping from my finger. I threw the rock and

list of my sins in a small tranquil lake on the retreat grounds

and noticed that the ripples extended throughout the whole

lake. 

This retreat was so amazing in many ways. I entered very

deeply into my past life, reflected on both the good things

and the bad things and also made a very detailed

examination of conscience and general confession, which was

also a very healing experience for me.

In a letter to my family, I shared my retreat experience:

"It was the most powerful retreat and religious experience
I have had in my life. The merciful love of God was revealed
to me in a way I had never experienced before. It was truly
entering into the history and mystery of salvation. I felt as
though I was brought back through time, from the Creation
and to the end of time. It was a life-changing experience, to
say the least, and one which will continue to deepen over
time."
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I related my adventures after the retreat:

"Two days after my long retreat, I hopped on one of ten
buses of youth to go to the World Youth Day in Denver,
Colorado to see Pope John Paul II! Denver was also a
powerful spiritual experience that touched me deeply. The
highlight for me was the open Mass of the Assumption with
500,000 people in attendance. It felt a little like heaven on
earth with all those people."

It was a fantastic experience being with so many young

people from all over the world and Pope John Paul II, who

was such an amazing, dynamic and holy man. I was so

inspired by his life, his words and his teachings and read just

about every encyclical or pastoral letter he ever wrote. Shortly

after World Youth Day was over, I returned to St. Peter’s to

complete my final year of studies, now as an ordained

deacon. It was our last year of studying theology and

practical experience in preaching at parishes as deacons. 

While I was away, there was a Catholic Educator’s conference

in Vancouver, and they had me compose the theme song for

the conference. I wrote the song “Proclaim His Name to the

Nations,” based on Psalm 47. We had at least 1,000 copies of

the song with lyrics and melody printed for the people at the

conference. 

It sounded like a David Haas song in some ways,

intentionally written to be easy to sing. Not my most creative

song but a good conference song, I thought.

I wrote a letter to my parents;  "I had a good time of spiritual
direction today with Father Tom Collins. The Rector gave us a
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petition form for ordination which I will fill out soon, and then it
will be sent to Archbishop Exner.'

A couple of months later I wrote in another letter, "I went bike
riding today. The snow has melted too much to go X-country skiing
anymore, so I will now start biking again... We had our Deacon class
group photograph today. I enjoyed preaching at Holy Rosary Parish
in Burlington this past weekend. Tomorrow is my day off. I plan to
have a relaxing day... We are making videotapes of ourselves practicing
celebrating the Mass. It is a good way to learn and correct mistakes."

As deacons, we lived in a completely separate building,

known as “the Deacon House,” which was also very

beautiful. They newly renovated the rooms, and it had a great

kitchen area where I practiced making Japanese meals and

also baked sourdough bread and ground peanut butter! 

In a letter to my parents, I described my baking skills. "I baked
one ‘Easter' loaf of bread with red and green maraschino cherries,
raisins, and other tasty ingredients. It turned out really good!
Everyone enjoyed it."

Not everyone appreciated my efforts. One day I was cooking

with garlic, and the smell of garlic went through the whole
deacon building! I heard a few complaints and had to modify

my recipe after that. 

I also told the story of meeting former Prime Minister John

Turner in Toronto: "I met John Turner at one of the services on
Good Friday at Holy Rosary Parish. He shook my hand and
congratulated me on becoming a priest. He said we need more
young men like me to be priests. I was surprised to meet him."
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I always looked forward to the times we got to drive to

various cities and towns to preach at the weekend Masses. It

not only gave the local pastor a break from having to prepare

his sermon that weekend, it also gave us a break from the

seminary and experience preaching in a variety of different

settings and groups of people.

My Aunt Julia Sternik, my Mom's older sister, was a holy and

hilarious woman. She wrote to my Mom and Dad a letter in

June and spoke on the reality of diabolical attacks that she

heard I had from time to time:

"Tell Peter that Robert, (my Uncle) and I are constantly
being bothered by the devil and not to worry about it. I
sprinkle my bed every night with holy water and wear my
scapular and say my rosary every night and also say two to
four rosaries before Mass."

My Aunt Julia would send me a Mass card of prayers every

year from the Marian Helpers Centre in the USA. She

supported me a great deal with her prayers, as well as my

Uncle Robert. Satan attacks those who are striving for

holiness and who pray for others to draw closer to God. 

The time came to go on a week of silent retreat, and I decided

to go to Madonna House in Combermere, Ontario as I had

permission from my group leader and spiritual director at the

time, Father Tom Collins, who many years later became the

Archbishop of Toronto and is now a Cardinal. 

I asked for permission from him to go for a week of silent

prayer to Madonna house on my own, as I had already had a
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couple of week-long directed silent retreats as well as a thirty-

day, plus ten days on my directed retreat. Father Tom agreed

that it would be okay for me just to go and listen to the Lord

and be led by the Holy Spirit and read Scripture and pray in

silence.

Little did I know that I was about to experience what it feels

like to be in hell. I made a week-long silent retreat on my own

at Madonna House. I spent a whole day and night in a small

log cabin, called a Poustinia. There was a bed, a desk, and a

wood stove, and that's it.

I received a word from the Lord. Madonna House teaches

that when one makes a Poustinia, praying and fasting and

reading the Word of God, the Lord will usually have a specific

word for that person sometime during the retreat. The word

I received was “Fear not! I am with you!” (Isaiah 41:10) I was

grateful for this word but did not know what it meant for me.

I was about to find out, though.

On my way back to Toronto on the bus from this retreat, a

thought came to me. The thought was, “You have sinned too
much to be a priest! If you get ordained, you will destroy the
church!" These horrible thoughts bothered me a great deal. I

realized it was the voice of Satan, the Accuser.

It was just the beginning of a great spiritual struggle. Another

disturbing accusation coming to me was that I made a huge
mistake by not having an actual spiritual director during my

retreat and that I was wrong in thinking that God wanted me

to go through with my ordination to the priesthood. 
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All of this happened on the bus ride. It was not at all pleasant.

The disturbing thoughts would not go away. I began to feel

rejected by God for all the sins of my past. My bus ride took

me to Toronto, where these horrible thoughts continued. This

three-day ordeal took place from April 22 to April 24, 1994. I

was staying in the Basilian Father's residence. 

Satan was telling me I belonged to him, that I was condemned

to hell, and that I might as well kill myself and get it over with

because I was condemned anyway. Images of death flashed

through my mind; suicide by jumping in front of the subway,

strangling, gas, slashing my wrists with a knife. I was unable

to sleep. I didn’t even have the strength to get up and attend

Sunday Mass.

A priest came to my bedside. His name was Rev. Lawrence

Faye, CSB. He immediately sensed Satan was on my case and

began a series of exorcism-type prayers, all to no avail as far

as I was concerned. It did not release me from the hell and

darkness I was feeling but only served to agitate me more. 

I was taken to the emergency ward at a hospital in Toronto a

couple of times where they gave me some sleeping pills to

put under my tongue. They helped me get a little sleep. I had

about three hours or so of sleep, but that's it. They certainly

did not lift the darkness.

The most significant pain and torture was my feeling entirely

rejected by God and separated from him for all eternity. In

my mind, at the time, I was convinced my state would never

change and that death would not bring relief but only seal

my fate. 
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It seemed I had no escape; neither life nor death offered me

hope for God had rejected me because of my grave sins. I can't

convey how painful it feels to be separated by God for all

eternity. It truly is the most painful suffering for the poor lost

souls in hell and the demons.

After three days of this, I met with a priest-psychologist,

Father George Freemesser, CSB. He immediately read from

Ephesians 6:10-12:

“Finally, my brethren, be strong in the Lord and in the power

of His might. Put on the whole armour of God, that you may

be able to stand against the wiles of the devil. For we do not

wrestle against flesh and blood, but against principalities,

against powers, against the rulers of the darkness of this age,

against spiritual hosts of wickedness in the heavenly places.”

As soon as he read this, God transformed my spirit and the

spirit of heaviness and separation from God left me. The

priest-psychologist told me I had been through a violent

diabolical temptation. In my spiritual journal, I wrote, “I'm
free!" I spent the rest of my time in Toronto with my parents

and my family enjoying our time together. 

St. Peter's seminary was a unique place to live, study, pray,

and learn. I'm glad I didn't throw in the towel to try out

dating. I'm so happy I completed my Masters of Divinity

degree. It was exciting to be learning Hebrew, Greek, and

Latin, enough to help me out in my sermons and later in my

songwriting. Most of the guys there were pretty solid.
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Still, I did not experience a vibrant Christian community there

as I did in our prayer meeting in Saskatoon at St. Thomas

More College. Too much head knowledge. We did have a

charismatic prayer meeting, but it was pretty mellow

compared to what I was used to in Vancouver.

I feel every seminarian should experience a deep, personal

experience of giving his heart, soul, mind, and body to Jesus

and receive the baptism of the Holy Spirit and operate with

the power of the fire of the Spirit and all the charismatic gifts

God pours out on him.

All the church, including priests, need to be renewed daily

by the Holy Spirit. It is time to let the Spirit blow where he

wills and open the doors to complete renewal of the church.

We need holy and wise priests, and the same goes for bishops.

Jesus asked Simon, “Do you love me?” three times. He asks

the same of you and me.
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My Dad and I with my first guitar.
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My drawing of a Kiss/Rush concert.
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Tom Foolery concert in Burnaby, BC. 
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Roxcity: Brian Brown, Danny Frisk, Me, Roland Kitt
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Playing bass in Tyranny. Photo by Rhéal Girard.
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My solo career promo photograph by Victor Dezso Foto.
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Praying in a church in Rome, Italy.
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My ordination as a priest.  Photo by Karen Kilbride.
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Walking in the Sea of Galilee
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Playing guitar at a retreat.
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My parents, Freda and Dr. Leslie Mason
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Myztery Concert   (Photo by Dee Lippingwell)
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Myztery    (Photo by Steve Dunsmoor)
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Myztery in Drumheller, AB  (Photo by Lisa Clarke)
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Chapter 9

The Priest

“You are a priest forever according to the order of
Melchizedek.” 

(Hebrews 5:6)

The time came for me to be ordained a priest. I flew back to

Vancouver, the city by the sea. I was eager to get ordained

and start living out my vocation as a priest. I knew the Word

of God, I knew church teaching, but I did not understand

what my parish assignment would hold for me. I would find

out soon enough.

St. Francis de Sales parish had an announcement about me in

their bulletin: 

"He will celebrate a Solemn Mass of Thanksgiving here in
our parish the following Sunday, June 12th at 11:00 a.m.
A parish reception for Peter will be held in the gym after the
Mass. On that occasion, we will have a chance to show our
support and appreciation for Peter."
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I made a pre-ordination retreat at Westminster Abbey in

Mission. I loved the fresh country air as I walked the grounds

of the Abbey. Grazing cows could sometimes be seen down

the hill, looking like a small white army of holy cows. I wrote

in my journal, "I am at peace," during the retreat. The next day

I wrote, “Music is a gift I have from God. I should use it."

The day before my ordination to the priesthood, I wrote:

"Praise You, Lord! Tomorrow I will be ordained a priest!.
Merciful love is my calling in life. May I be Merciful Love
to all people."

Archbishop Exner ordained me at Holy Rosary Cathedral in

Vancouver on June 5, 1994. This cathedral is beautiful with

the stained glass windows and a high ceiling. 

It is a breath of fresh air, spiritually speaking, right in the

middle of Vancouver. Nevertheless, it is an imposing

structure with the massive stones and lofty bell tower stuck

right in the heart of downtown. It almost seems to be out of

place, a piece of the sacred in this bustling and worldly

cosmopolitan city.

Breaking with tradition, I made my way to the front of the

cathedral to see and greet the people coming in. I suppose I

broke some unwritten rule, but I didn't care because I was

excited to see who was coming to my big day. Later I escaped

to a more private place in the cathedral rectory chapel. I spent

time in silent prayer before the ordination Mass, listening to

the cathedral bells ringing loudly. Peace and joy filled me at

that time.
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The actual moment of ordination took place when the

Archbishop silently laid his hands on me and prayed that I

would become a priest of Jesus Christ. He kept his hands on

my head for at least ten or fifteen seconds. I was the only one

ordained on that beautiful sunny day.

The cathedral was full of people, including family members,

friends, and many people I met through my ministry in

various prayer groups and parishes. It was a powerful

moment of surrender to God, the culmination of many years

of prayer, study, spiritual struggle, and I relished the feeling.

I made it! God did it! What an incredible feeling! My life

changed for all eternity: “You are a priest forever according

to the order of Melchizedek.” (Hebrews 5:6)

“And you shall gird them with sashes, Aaron and his sons,

and put the hats on them. The priesthood shall be theirs for a

perpetual statute. So you shall consecrate Aaron and his

sons.” (Exodus 29:9)

Now I was a priest of Jesus Christ, fulfilling a call I had heard

many years ago to leave everything to follow the Lord, and

serve him. After the ordination Mass, we had a great

reception in the cathedral hall. We had lots of good food and

drinks. I gave many “first blessings” to family members,

friends, and anyone who came up for one.

It was an incredibly joyful day for our family and my friends. I

had hundreds of holy cards made to commemorate my

ordination. They had a colour icon of Jesus on the cross with

his mother, Mary at his right side and St. John on the other side

and a couple of angels. The text reads “Peter Leslie Mason,
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Ordained to the Priesthood, June 5, 1994.” Quite a few of my

classmates had their photo on the card, but I opted for an icon.

I wrote in my spiritual journal that day:

“Ordained a Priest! + Praise & glory to You, Most Holy
Trinity! Thank you for the amazing gift of the priesthood!
May I be a holy priest... O cross of Christ; I embrace you
with joy!" The ordination booklet I created for that day

stated: "I give thanks and praise to the Lord of the harvest
for calling me to work in His vineyard as a priest... Thank
you to all of you who have come today. I love you all very
much, and I am proud to be your priest. Please pray that I
be a shepherd after the Heart of Jesus. May God bless you
always! Spread the light of Christ!"

In the June 13-19 issue of the BC Catholic newspaper, I was

featured on the front page giving Holy Communion to my

mother. The headline read, “New Priest for Vancouver.”

James Hanlon, a friend of mine, wrote the article. He quoted

the Archbishop, "We... celebrate the gift of the holy priesthood, by
which the Body and Blood of Jesus comes to us." Twenty-nine

other priests were concelebrating the ordination Mass,

including Father Tom Collins, rector of St. Peter’s Seminary.

The deaf community present had the Mass interpreted for

them. Archbishop Exner proclaimed in his sermon that day,

"Once a man has been ordained a priest it is really Jesus who
continues His teaching ministry through that priest; it is Jesus
Himself, the Priest still present among us, who continues to
sanctify us through that priest... This is the great goodness of
God which we celebrate today, thanking God for the vocation
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of our ordinand Peter, for his response to this call and for the
family which nourished and supported this vocation."

“He Heard the Lord’s Call” was the title of an interview that

was published in the same issue of the BC Catholic. James

Hanlon interviewed me. During the interview, I said, "I was
converted from a life in which my faith meant little to a life in which
I devoted myself to seeking God's will... Within the next year, I cut
off my long hair, threw out fifty-two rock records, and renewed my
baptismal vows."

Looking back, I realize that not all of the rock records I threw

out contained immoral lyrics, but I felt I had to part with rock

music if I wanted to work as a priest. It was a symbolic

cutting off of my past life and all the wild stuff that went

along with it. 

My first assignment as a newly ordained priest was in a busy

parish in Vancouver, Corpus Christi, where I was appointed

assistant pastor. Father Jim Comey was the pastor. I loved my

new life of prayer, preaching, celebrating Mass, teaching,

hearing confessions, offering spiritual direction, meeting with

the youth group, consoling the bereaved and many other

aspects of ministry I performed. I made the Legion of Mary

promise and met with the Legion of Mary regularly. Before

that, I had been an auxiliary member of the Legion of Mary.

Members of the Legion of Mary pledge to pray the Rosary

and meet together to pray.

The Missionaries of Charity Sisters’ convent was located right

beside the church. It was the same convent chapel I used to

go to for early morning Mass and adoration.
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I also kept busy with my music and a Catholic weekly radio

program called “We Believe” that I started with the approval

of Archbishop Exner. For a while, I operated the show as

“Sacred Music.” For my program “We Believe,” I would

interview different guests every week and play Christian

music as well on KARI Radio 550 AM, in Blaine, Washington,

USA.

Each broadcast cost me $80.00 at the time. My show had a

potential audience of over two and quarter-million people,

and it was Greater Vancouver's largest established gospel

station. My contract was with Birch Bay Broadcasting Co., Inc.

The radio program made the front page of the BC Catholic,

July 3-9, 1995 issue. Pictured with me was Father Stan Galvon

and Father Gary Franken, who were the Vocations Directors

at the time.

Laureen McMahon wrote the article:

"Archbishop Adam Exner OMI of Vancouver and
Archbishop Thomas Murphy of Seattle have both given
their support to the broadcast. In a letter to Father Mason,
Archbishop Murphy wrote, ‘Thank you for your initiative
in providing radio listeners in southwest British Columbia
and northwest Washington with Catholic programming.
The archbishop also offered to prepare a list of possible
program guests from the Seattle Archdiocese." I said, "In
the modern world, the Church should use modern
communication methods to reach and teach the faithful."

I sometimes aired interviews with well known Catholic

converts like Scott Hahn, which got me into trouble with
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some of the listeners who were anti-Catholic. I created a brief

radio ad for my program which aired on KARI Radio:

"Turn on your radio and get ready to hear good news for a
change on ‘We Believe,' the new Catholic radio program
every Sunday, 4:00 to 4:30 p.m. Join host, Father Peter
Mason, as he interviews a variety of exciting guests on
current issues of interest to Catholics and Christians from
all denominations. Learn the truth about what the Catholic
Church really believes on ‘We Believe,' Sundays from 4:00
to 4:30 p.m. on KARI."

I had the chance to visit the land of Israel, the Holy Land, the

land of my ancestors on my mother’s side. An opportunity

came up for me to lead a pilgrimage. I led a tour with a large

group of pilgrims, which lasted fourteen days, starting at the

end of April. I was the tour chaplain. 

Israel was a fantastic place to visit and pray in! I loved that

trip, and my Mom and Dad and Aunt Julia also came on the

pilgrimage. We flew to Toronto and then Tel Aviv. From there

we went to Tiberias, Jerusalem and surrounding areas like the

Sea of Galilee, Cana, Nazareth, the Dead Sea, and Masada. I

bought a bottle of wine in Cana that I later gave to my parents

for their 60th wedding anniversary.

To walk, touch, and pray in the very places that Jesus himself

walked and prayed in was a very moving experience. My

favourite spot in this regard was the Sea of Galilee. I reasoned

it didn't change much since the time Jesus calmed the storm

and also walked on water before the frightened apostles.
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I felt connected with history at that moment. It was a warm

sunny day, the sea was tranquil with a few waves rippling in,

and my bare feet were touching the water on the shore amidst

the rock and sand. It felt like Jesus would show up any

minute with a bunch of fish to cook on a fire.

Another highlight of the trip was visiting our Jewish relatives

in Tel Aviv: David and Fania Sternik. It was terrific to meet

relatives we never knew existed until the day David showed

up at my Uncle George Sternik’s place in Toronto when I was

still in the seminary. 

They arrived at his doorstep on a Jewish holiday. They both

looked a lot like my Grandma Felicia Sternik. Fania was also

short, just like my grandma. We found out that we have many

other Sternik relatives all over the world, including a rabbi in

Jerusalem.

Eva Manly, Producer for Inter-church Television, BC, wrote

me a letter after I appeared on her show, where I played

guitar, sang, and shared the story of my becoming a priest. I

sang and played my song “Prayer Before the Cross” on guitar.

It was based on a prayer of St. Francis of Assisi. She said she

would like to hear what it would sound like in a heavy metal

version.

She wrote, "Thank you for being a guest on Pressure Point... The
program, ‘Exploring New Dimensions: The Rocking Priest', will air
on Rogers Cable on Monday, March 4, 1996,... March 5... March 9...
and March 10... thank you for helping us to provide a valuable
program and also for sharing your time in producing this program."
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At Corpus Christi, I spent many evenings surfing the web,

visiting the Vatican art gallery and many other sites. I regularly

surfed the internet. I later learned how to build websites and

spent a lot of time doing that. I had done much reading of the

church’s documents on Social Communication.

A year later, I was sent to St. Ann’s parish in Abbotsford to

be an assistant pastor. It was in the Fraser Valley in the “Bible

Belt” of BC. I wrote a good-bye message to the church

members at Corpus Christi:

"Dear friends, I would like to thank you for a wonderful
year at Corpus Christi. I will always look back on my first
parish as a priest with joy and thanksgiving. Your prayers,
support an encouragement have meant a great deal to me. I
will miss you all as I journey. Please remember me in your
prayers. May God bless you with peace and joy always!"

I continued with a busy schedule of priestly duties, teaching

the faith for RCIA, helping with youth ministry and bringing

Holy Communion to the sick and shut-ins in hospitals, care

homes, and private residences. This weekly visiting with the

sick and elderly was a special part of my ministry there, as I

was able to be present several times to people who were on

their death bed, including some who just came back to the

church and one man who died from AIDS.

Archbishop Exner wrote me a letter permitting me to operate

my record label, WTL (Way Truth and Life) Records. "I hope this
permission will allow you to continue with your music, without
jeopardizing your primary ministry to the faithful of the Archdiocese."
I was grateful to the Archbishop for this permission, for he

could have denied me this opportunity.
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The idea for a new community for the Archdiocese called the

Missionaries of Merciful Love came to me one day. I saw that

so many religious orders of women were dying out and there

was not much of anything attractive to young women seeking

to become Brides of Christ, other than the Poor Clares in

Mission, because not every woman wants to be a cloistered

contemplative nun.

I arranged an MML retreat with twelve young women who

attended. One of them was engaged to be married. They had

their meeting in a room at St. Francis of Assisi church in

Vancouver.

I shared my idea with Archbishop Exner, and he felt it was a

good idea and that we needed such a community, but that

now was not the time, so I put that out of my mind. Only

many years later would the Lord renew this vision.

I kept up a regular practice of spiritual journaling. One day I

wrote down what was to become an essential summary of a

kind of spiritual focus God was leading me on; “God's Will,
Simplicity, Prayer." 

Regarding my radio program, I wrote a letter to Rev. William

Mendenhall, the pastor of the parish I was serving in at the

time. I wrote, "The total hours per week I would need to dedicate
to this Catholic radio program would, therefore, be eight. I have
selected the hours so that they would not interfere with my pastoral
duties... I know that you understand the importance of using the
mass media to proclaim the gospel."
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I kept up my practice of going for a monthly silent retreat at

various retreat centres, including Westminster Abbey and the

Cenacle. I looked forward each month to these days of prayer,

silence, reflection, and rest. 

I loved the Cenacle because they had a fireplace and it was

very relaxing to stay there. I always felt like a million bucks

the day after, and ready to take on the world. It's too bad they

sold the place.

I had been to Westminster Abbey in Mission many times

before becoming a priest. I made personal one-day retreats,

weekend retreats with the Catholic Charismatic Renewal as

well as annual retreats with the Secular Franciscan Order. 

This time, however, I was on retreat as a newly ordained

priest, with only one and a half years of experience working

in parishes. I was excited to be on this week of retreat for

many reasons. 

First of all, I had a new sense of mission and zeal to avoid

becoming a lukewarm priest, which I felt, in many ways, I had

become. My love for Christ had become less. I found my heart

was being led away from intimacy with Christ. 

It is a big mistake for anyone to make, but especially a priest.

However, I was on this retreat with a firm resolution not only

to be a good priest: I wanted to be a saint. 

It may seem a big stretch to go from being lukewarm to

sanctity, but I figured if I'm going to follow the Lord I might

as well be the best I can be rather than settle for the ineffective
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spiritual life I had. Besides, I had too much knowledge of

church history and the lives of the Saints to have any other

excuse not to seek holiness.

I knew the life of St. Francis of Assisi very well, being a

member of the Secular Franciscan Order for many years, not

to mention my knowledge of the life and teachings of St.

Therese of the Child Jesus and the Holy Face, St. Faustina

Kowalska, St. Padre Pio, St. Louis de Montfort and St.

Augustine. 

I was aware of how far I was from being anywhere near their

level of love and union with Christ. I was now prepared to

die to self, take up my cross, and follow Christ and make a

difference in the church and the world.

Our retreat master was a large man, a Benedictine priest. I

enjoyed his style: he was dramatic, exciting, and issued a

great challenge for us to strive for holiness. At one point he

was teaching on the spiritual writings of St. Ignatius of

Loyola, the founder of the Jesuit order, known as the Society

of Jesus. He was mentioning levels of humility and told us that

the highest level of humility involved not only accepting
suffering and humiliation from God but asking for suffering
and humiliation from Him and rejoicing when He gave it. This

thought surprised me, but I immediately embraced it. I

wanted the highest level of humility for that, it seemed to me,

would help me on my path to holiness and sanctity.

Immediately after that particular lecture, I walked outside on

the beautiful grounds away from the crowd of priests

attending where I could be alone with God. I prayed, “Lord,
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please send me suffering and humiliations. In Jesus' name, Amen.”
That was it. Short and sweet but from the heart. I meant what

I said and was not in any way joking.

I had no idea of what was going to happen or what would

indeed transpire over the next ten years and more. Little did

I know how quickly the Lord would answer that prayer, in

ways that I would never have ever dreamed would happen. 

Had I known what was to be the answer to this prayer, I most

likely would never have acted in that way. However, the

words came from my lips and my heart to God’s ear, and the

rest was history. Water under the bridge, as they say.
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Chapter 10

Decree of Removal

“But the Lord said to him, Go, for he is a chosen
vessel of Mine to bear My name before Gentiles,
kings and the children of Israel. For I will show him
how many things he must suffer for My name's
sake.”

(Acts 9:16)

As a rockin' priest, I not only rock and rolled with music, but

I was about to rock the boat in the Archdiocese, and as a

result, I was rolled right out of my position as assistant pastor.

My first two years of the priesthood had many beautiful

memories. It was amazing to fulfill the call of God in my life.

It was amazing to be close to God and to be used by him to

minister to his church. 

However, in my third year, I was transferred to a new parish,

and that is where I experienced great suffering and

humiliation. 
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In this parish, I faced a very stressful situation. Unfortunately,

there was a personality clash between one of the priests and

myself. Due to the rising tensions and conflict, I found myself

trapped in a cycle of anxiety and frustration. Even though we

both had the call of God to be priests and enjoyed the

ministry, we were very different personalities. I was outgoing,

talkative, and annoying at times as a roommate. I’m sure this

drove him crazy. On the other hand, he was organized,

disciplined, hard-working, but critical. 

Even with the realization that God himself was, in a mysterious

way, allowing this situation to purify and lead me, I found it

challenging to carry on. I was struggling and feeling more and

more anxious and even depressed. I loved my days away from

the parish, for it was my one day to escape this ever-increasing

stressful assignment I found myself in.

St. Paul was chosen by God and was to suffer much for the

kingdom of God. The spiritual director I had at this time was a

holy priest from the congregation that St. John Bosco founded,

the Salesians. Everyone knew him as Father Paul. I poured out

my heart and my grief to him and sought his advice. I also did

a lot of reading and research into canon law, Vatican II and the

encyclicals of Pope John Paul II for direction.

Father Paul told me clearly that I would have to confront my

fears and talk to the priest. So, taking my spiritual director’s

advice, I did just that. 

Sure enough, things got ugly, and the priest reported me to

the Archbishop, and I found myself in a barrage of phone

calls, meetings with church leadership, and even with the
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Archbishop himself. Next thing I knew, I was sent to a

psychiatrist for the first time in my life. I was not looking

forward to this in any way, but I went out of obedience to the

Archbishop.

I recall the first day the psychiatrist and I met. He seemed

casual and friendly, like an old teacher from my high school.

He was Scottish and liked to smoke a pipe, and he

sympathized with my story. The psychiatrist said that there

was nothing wrong with me. It was merely a conflict between

two people. 

When I returned to the parish, I felt more and more trapped

and helpless and depressed, for there was not much more I

could do to change the situation. The idea of leaving seemed

out of the question, for I knew that I was called to be a priest.

Besides, what would I do? I had just spent the last eight years

of my life preparing for ministry in the priesthood. I was

consecrated, anointed, sent out on a mission, but I found that

I entered into a dark tunnel of conflict and unrest. I no longer

found joy in suffering. The pain was too severe and

overwhelming. I didn't think that I could bear it any longer.

One morning I was awoken by three roars as if from a lion. I

knew it was the roar of Satan, who prowls about as a roaring

lion: “Be sober, be vigilant; because your adversary the devil

walks about like a roaring lion, seeking whom he may

devour.” (1 Peter 5:8)

A couple of days later Archbishop Exner phoned me. He

made his decision about how to deal with this situation, and
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he asked me to pack up my things and leave the parish in the

next couple of days. He said, "I want to see you in my office right
away." "Ok," I said, and we arranged a meeting for that very

day.

I drove downtown to the Chancery office in my black YJ Jeep.

I was nervous. Finally, I found my way into the Archbishop's

office. He looked stressed as he puffed on his pipe. I liked the

smell of tobacco.

The Archbishop told me, “One of you has to go.” I was the

one that was new to the parish, not him. He intended to send

me to Southdown in Ontario, a treatment centre for priests

with various kinds of issues. I think he was trying to help me

to get a rest from all the anxiety and stress. I think a retreat

centre would have been better. I don't know why he made

this decision. Maybe this was protocol. Nonetheless, I was not

too pleased with his solution to the problem. 

I told him I was not going away to any treatment centre

because I had no mental or emotional health problems.

Secondly, I said to him that I was not going to leave my parish

without a proper good-bye. Looking back, I should have

obeyed the Archbishop's wishes because I had taken a

promise of obedience. At the time, however, it seemed to

make no sense for me to go away for treatment when I felt

there was nothing wrong with me. I went back to the parish

and waited for what would happen next. 

A few days later, I was issued a “Decree of Removal” from

the parish by the Archbishop on the phone, and I went to my
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parents’ home in Burnaby. Actually, in many ways, I was

relieved to be leaving.

The bomb had dropped, and I flew out of the church like an

unwelcome pigskin. In addition to no longer being an

assistant pastor at that parish, the Archbishop removed my

priestly faculties: I was not permitted at that time to preach

publicly or hear confessions, unless in danger of death. I had

no pastoral assignments. However, I was allowed to celebrate

Mass and have holy hours of Eucharistic Adoration privately

at home with my parents and family members. 

It was a massive disappointment for me. It was as though my

dream had ended: the priesthood, for which I had prepared

for so many years through study, prayer and practical

experience, now seemed to be fading away and the future did

not look at all bright. After all, I had a vow of celibacy. I had

promised obedience to the Archbishop and his successors.

I felt completely stuck, but at the same time, relieved to be

out of a very stressful parish scenario. All I knew is that going

back to my parents’ home felt like I could relax. I knew the

Lord was still with me and leading me, but I had no clue how

all these events fit into the bigger picture of God’s will and

the salvation of souls.

After more than a week or two had passed, I heard a knock

at the door of my parents’ house. I opened it, and there stood

Msgr. Greg Smith, a short man with jet black hair. He gave

me an envelope which he said contained my written “Decree

of Removal” from Archbishop Exner. I thanked him for it, and

then he left. In a private meeting with Archbishop Exner, he
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agreed to allow me to write a personal letter of good-bye to

the parish, which would be printed in the church bulletin on

the Second Sunday in Ordinary Time. 

I had tried hard to be allowed by the Archbishop to make a

personal good-bye during all the weekend masses but did not

receive permission. I was relieved that he would allow me to

write out a good-bye message. 

My message read:

"Dear brothers and sisters in Christ, I am writing to say
good-bye to you, as I will no longer be at this parish. I was
hoping to do this personally, but because of circumstances,
I am unable to do so.

I am very grateful for the gift of being with you all. It was
a privilege to serve you. I will miss you. I wish to say a very
special good-bye to those who are ill at home, in the hospital
or care homes and to whom I brought Holy Communion. In
my special good-bye, I also include all the school and PREP
children and teachers, as well as the members of the Legion
of Mary and the charismatic prayer group. 

I am grateful to the Ursuline Sisters for their hospitality. I
thank the pastor for the opportunity to assist him. Please
pray for me and for all priests, that we may be filled with
the love of Jesus. I love you all and will remember you in
my prayers. May Mary, conceived without sin, keep you in
the love of her Immaculate Heart. God bless you, Father
Peter Mason."
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Directly below my parting words was a message from the

parish: "WE THANK Father Mason for his work in our parish
during the short time he was here with us and wish him well in his
next assignment from the Archbishop."

It felt very validating to have my goodbye message printed

in the parish bulletin. It was good to have closure. 

With the help of the Lord, we can overcome even the most

difficult things in our lives. When we can no longer do

anything of our strength, it is the power of God that can do

the impossible. It is through God’s strength that I have come

as far as I have in the healing process as a result of these trials.

A group of parishioners sent me a card with flowers on the

cover and the words "With Special Thoughts and Prayers." One
of them wrote, "With deep gratitude for your inspiration, music
and untiring service in our prayer community. My prayer for you:
Ps 91." Getting that card meant a lot to me. 

Once it was clear, from my announcement, that I was not

returning, the parish prayer group sent me a card that said

no matter how far away I go I will always be in their hearts.

One woman wrote, "You will always be with us praising and
worshipping God in the music ministry."

I was very thankful to be able to retreat to my Mom and Dad’s

place. I enjoyed celebrating Mass at home with them. One day

I bought a wooden altar at St. Andrew’s Book and Church

Supply and set it up in my “Merciful Love” chapel in our

basement. I used a monstrance a Catholic woman, Helen

Tiampo, gave me for my ordination. 
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Little did I know that this was the beginning of a brand new

call that God had on my life. Sometimes when everything

seems dark and gloomy, and you are at an all-time low, it is

there that the Lord is so close. We may not understand why

things happen, but he does, and he makes a way in the desert. 
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Chapter 11

Time to Rest

“Come aside by yourselves to a deserted place and
rest awhile.” 

(Mark 6:31)

A Catholic woman I was friends with, Rita McGovern, gave

me a free airline ticket for a pilgrimage to Medjugorje, where

there are reported apparitions of the Blessed Virgin Mary,

Queen of Peace, to a few young people. She had hurt her knee

and didn’t want to go in that condition. By the time of my

flight, she recovered, but she wanted me to go anyway. She

was very kind to me.

I wrote in my spiritual journal:

"I concelebrated Mass in the morning in St. James Church
in Medjugorje, Yugoslavia. I attended the Croatian Mass
earlier in the morning. Went to see and hear Ivan, one of
the visionaries, at his home. Then met with Father Jozo at
his church. Later I was in the adoration chapel while Ivan
was receiving a vision of Our Lady. Took part in the
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evening Rosary and Eucharist. Talked with Ivan briefly
before going to the church. MIR, which means “Peace,” in

Croatian."

A few days later I wrote:

"Met with Mirjana, one of the visionaries, in the morning
and talked briefly with her... Was in the adoration chapel
again during Ivan's apparition. He asked me to lead the
Rosary."

When Ivan approached me and asked me to lead the Rosary

I asked him to please ask the Blessed Virgin Mary, when she

spoke with him, to "ask her to please pray for me, Father Peter
Mason, of Vancouver, BC, Canada." He said he would do this

for me.

On June 5, 1997, which was the third anniversary of my

ordination to the priesthood, I wrote:

"Met with Vicka, one of the visionaries, this morning outside her
home near Apparition Hill. I was the principal celebrant at Mass
today. I read a letter from St. Boniface and prayed.

My time in this place of visions was very stimulating and

moving. I saw a large stone cross glowing at night on the top

of a mountain. I did not see Mary when she appeared in the

room, but I felt a deep sense of peace in the whole place and

made a good confession.

My encounters with the various visionaries, especially Ivan,

filled me with great hope and peace regarding my vocational
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struggles. On the whole, it was a powerful spiritual

experience of pilgrimage while I was in Medjugorje. I was

impressed with the faith and devotion of the local people.

I bought a book called “Words from Heaven,” and it had most

of the messages Mary gave the young people. I read the book

almost entirely on the flight back to Vancouver. I tried to put

into practice her admonitions to pray from the heart, to fast

on Wednesday and Friday, to go to confession at least once a

month, to read Scripture and pray the Rosary. 

I recorded a Christmas album in my home studio in 1997

called A Saviour is Born. It featured popular Christmas carols

as well as two original Christmas songs I wrote; A Saviour is

Born and The Bellman’s Good Morrow. The album featured

a harpist as well as Paul Kuyt on keyboards. Leslie Alexander

sang A Saviour is Born, and Patsy Bartholomew sang a few

of the carols.

At least once Archbishop Exner reprimanded me for being

seen relatively often in the presence of women, all of which

were quite beautiful and single. We mainly had lunch, went

for walks and activities like that. I tried to make the point that

Jesus hung around with Mary Magdalene so I should be able

to hang around with women too. 

Even in my choice of spiritual advisors, I preferred women

as they seemed more in tune with me, more alert and showed

greater wisdom than some of the priests I had as directors.

Perhaps it had to do with the earlier confrontation with male

authority and the wounds that remained on my part. As a

result, I probably felt more comfortable around females
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during this time. Or maybe I just enjoyed it. 

One day, Archbishop Exner asked if I would fly to New York

to see a priest there who did psychological assessments, Rev.

Benedict Groeschel, CFR. I had heard of this priest, so I

agreed to go.

My parents took the trip with me, and we stayed in New York

for at least a week or so, while I did a battery of tests and

interviews with this priest. It was fun to go to New York. We

visited the usual tourist traps and also St. Patrick's Cathedral

and saw the St. Patrick's Day parade too.

Father Benedict heard my story and the difficulties I

encountered in the parish and said, “That must have been
terrible," and I felt the interviews went well. As it turns out,

however, I was given a very critical report that suggested I was

“sick” and immediately needed medication. 

When I got this report, I challenged its validity and refused

to be sent away for treatment and start taking medication. I

told the Archbishop I wanted a second professional medical

opinion. I wrote in my spiritual journal, "I am not afraid of the
future: my life is in God's hands and our Blessed Mother's." 

I found a priest in Coquitlam, BC, who was also a

psychologist named Dr. Lucien Larre. He was a reasonably

large man who walked with a limp due to childhood polio.

He was warm and friendly to me. He did a whole series of

tests, including all of the tests I took in New York, and many

additional tests.
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In my Psychological Evaluation, dated April 9, 1998, Dr.

Larre's assessment showed that I had no indications of a serious
psychological disorder.

One day I made a silent retreat at home. It was the Feast day

of St. John the Baptist. I fasted the whole day and was feeling

more and more overwhelmed with anxiety, grief and

depression, and a growing feeling that my life and ministry

was a dead-end street. It seemed to be going nowhere. 

Around three a.m. I got up and went to my window. There I

saw a hideous face of a demon grimacing at me. I turned

away and heard a hissing sound and took a glass of holy

water and splashed my face with holy water and fell to the

ground. 

The noise woke up my Mom and Dad, and they came

downstairs and saw me on the floor. They called 911

emergency, and a police car took me to Burnaby General

Hospital, and then I was transferred to Willingdon Hospital,

where I was admitted and heavily medicated. I stayed there

for fifteen days. I saw a psychiatrist there. He was an

interesting man and was fairly heavy-set, balding with puffs

of gray hair on the sides.

I told my mother about what had happened and how it began

with the demonic face in the window, and she thought it was

just my imagination. Then I went home and checked the

window. There was an outline in a strange, slimy whitish

substance of a demonic face in the window as if it was
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pressed right against the glass. I showed it to my mother, and

she stood silently looking. 

In spite of the favourable psychological report that I received

from Dr. Larre, once I went to the hospital my hopes of

returning to full-time ministry seemed to be dashed to pieces.

Suffering and humiliation seemed to be following me closely. 

I don’t exactly know the cause of all of this, nor do I

understand why God allowed it to happen. Was I being

attacked by Satan or demonic forces? As we know, our

struggle is not against flesh and blood but against rulers and

powers of darkness. 

We also know that we are in a spiritual battle here on earth.

Or was this evidence that I did have a mental illness, and it

was affecting my ability to perceive reality. Regardless of

what came first, the chicken or the egg - so to speak, my life

was upside down, and things were not going well for me. 

Then there is the question of my Heavenly Father who is a

loving God, and why did he allow me to go through this?

Couldn't he rescue me from this darkness or heal me from

this disease? Of course, he could, then why didn’t he? Would

this affect my relationship with my loving Father? It was a

time of significant testing and trying of my faith. We know

from Scripture that God tests us believers. We can be sure of

this fact. 

In April, I wrote another letter to St. Therese. I wrote, "I have
been through a lot, including the hospital for forty-four days... Help
me be consumed and transformed by the merciful love of God...
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Journey with me to Stony Plain as I meet the brothers and sisters
from Ephatha House, a Catholic community, and discern God's will
for my life: to live in a community or a parish church? My heart is
on fire to live in the Canadian Divine Mercy Centre. Thy will be
done, dear Father! I love you, Jesus & Therese!"

I drove to Ephatha House in Alberta by myself. I stayed for a

week and enjoyed my time there. However, I felt that most of

the people there were a lot older than me and I didn't really

sense that the Lord called me to move there and become part

of their group, but it was a great break from everything going

on back in BC, and I did get a lot of time for prayer, silence,

reflection and some solid spiritual direction from one of the

priests there. We also had daily Mass and times of Eucharistic

adoration, which I enjoyed as well. 

When I got back to Burnaby, I attended a FIRE Rally, which

stands for Faith, Intercession, Repentance, and Evangelization.

I met Sister Ann Shields, who is an internationally known and

respected speaker with a special gift of discernment and prayer

ministry. We talked and prayed together privately for a short

while.

I wrote in my spiritual journal:

"Met Father Bertolucci, Father Scanlan, Sister Ann Shields
and Ralph Martin. Sister Ann prayed with me & said she
felt the Lord's word to me is, ‘Let yourself be consumed’

and ‘You must become Fire.’ Consume me, O Lord, into
the Fire of Divine Love and Mercy! Amen."

It was terrific meeting Sister Ann as I had looked up to her for
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years as a woman of prayer and intercession. To have her speak

those prophetic words to me was very affirming and built up

my faith and hope in the Lord to resolve my struggles.

Over the next few years, I fluctuated between various

parishes. I assisted these pastors as a resident priest when I

was healthy. As the anxiety was still there, I was not able to

be an assistant pastor though. I felt humbled, and I was

disappointed that I was not able to do what I used to. 

In the meantime, I continued to have psychotic episodes

which reared up from time to time, which, in total, sent me

to the psych ward many times in various areas like North

Vancouver, Langley, Vancouver, and Burnaby. They

diagnosed me as having bipolar disorder, and I was on

numerous combinations of drugs in varying dosages at

different times.

I started to feel much better, back to my usual self. I was

enjoying the company of friends and family, celebrating Mass

and going for walks outside at Deer Lake Park in Burnaby. I

started the day with prayer and meditation. I enjoyed family

dinners and going out to restaurants with friends. I was sent

to live for a while in a beautiful new church in Surrey, St.

Matthew’s Parish by Archbishop Exner. The pastor was

Father Glen Dion. He had a real knack for fundraising

through various kinds of raffles. 

I enjoyed my time there, and it was a beautiful, new modern

sanctuary, and I enjoyed preaching there. Sometimes I felt like

Phil Donoghue because I would teach and wander around all

the sides of the church as it was a fan-shaped pew layout.
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One weekend, A Catholic Charismatic Conference took place

at Robson Square in Vancouver. I wore my black priestly

attire. I had been fasting that whole day, so I was hungry and

a little weak. Marilyn Kramer, a convert from the Pentecostal

Church to the Catholic faith, was the main speaker for the

conference. She saw me in the crowd during her talk and said,

"I see Jesus in this young priest in front of me! Please, come up to
the stage!" she said to me in front of about 1,000 people. I was

surprised and embarrassed, but I walked up to the stage.

As I approached her, she pointed at me and declared, "You

are Peter, and on this rock I will build my church!" Then she

said, "What is your name?" I replied, "Peter." Then she loudly

shared another prophetic word in front of the whole crowd,

which included various priests, nuns, and Catholic prayer

group leaders and many people from all kinds of parishes.

She said, “You will be used by the Lord to minister to countless
young people throughout the world. God will give you special gifts
to use, and you will touch many, many people for Jesus."

I was so overwhelmed by all of this that I fainted and fell

straight backward on the stage. After some time I got up and

was so disoriented and confused that I went to St. Paul’s

hospital in Vancouver and, because of my history, was sent

to the psych ward, where I spent a few days. After my time

in the psych ward, I went home.

It was interesting to me that she used the phrase “special

gifts,” which was what I had prayed for, unknown to her,

years before in Saskatoon. God answers prayers. Even though

I could barely handle this impossible situation mentally due
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to my health issues, the Lord profoundly touched me, and

this word continues to give me great encouragement even

today. 

One day my Mom showed me a page of a journal she was

keeping on my mental health. She wrote, "He [Dr. Robertson]
told Peter if he doesn't cooperate [i.e., take all the pills they gave
me] he may be removed from the Diocese. It would be devastating!"
So I was feeling enormous pressure to conform to the idea that

I was mentally ill and needed medication for the rest of my

life.

The alternative, it seemed, was to be removed from the

Archdiocese of Vancouver and never minister as a priest

again, so I decided to cooperate and take the pills given to me

without complaining or throwing them in the garbage. I felt

trapped at this point and felt that there was simply no other

alternative.

The need for some peace became very apparent to me around

that time. So, I went on a private silent retreat at Rosemary

Heights Retreat Centre in Surrey. It was there that I had a

dream that echoed the prophetic word spoken publicly about

me by Marilyn Kramer earlier at the Catholic Charismatic

Conference in Robson Square. 

The dream is called "You are Peter:"

"I fell asleep during my retreat at Rosemary Heights. I
dreamt I was lying down and saw a series of red circles
going up into the dark sky. Then I heard the voice of the
Lord saying, ‘You are Peter and on this rock I will build
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my church.'"

I thought it was fascinating and exciting that I was getting

these prophetic dreams. I figured the Lord must have some

position for me in the church, like St. Peter, but not being the

Pope. 

Once when I was on a retreat with the priests of the Archdiocese

of Vancouver at Westminster Abbey, my arm had a violent

spasm, and I ended up throwing my cereal and milk all over

the dining room. It was more unwelcome humiliation. I was so

upset by this side effect that I threw the bottle of those pills in

the garbage and told the psychiatrist I was not going to take

them anymore and that was the end of that scenario. He never

tried to force me to take those pills after that.

I flew to San Francisco to visit some Catholic friends there

and their son who was experiencing mystical things in his life

like visions of the Blessed Virgin Mary. I met them earlier in

Burnaby where their son was giving a talk in a church. I

stayed in their home. I was preparing to celebrate Mass in

their home when I realized that there was no large host. I told

everyone this fact and said, “Let’s ask the Blessed Virgin

Mary to get us one.”

In a few moments, two hosts appeared: one on my paten and

the other in the monstrance I was going to use for adoration

of the Blessed Sacrament after Mass. I was amazed. I used the

host on the paten to celebrate Mass with, and I kept the host

in the monstrance to take home to my chapel to use for holy

hours there, with the permission of my friend’s spiritual

director, who was a Capuchin Franciscan Friar who knew
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Padre Pio. 

While I was in my friend’s house, I had a dream with Padre

Pio in it. The exact date was May 4, 1999. In the dream:

“I was with the visionaries of Fatima: Francisco, Jacinta, and Lucia.
We were talking about spiritual things. Then Padre Pio entered the
room and asked me what my name was. I told him, "Peter." We all
continued talking about heaven, hell, and the salvation of souls.
Padre Pio came up to me again two more times, asking me the same
question: ‘What is your name?' Every time I replied, ‘Peter.'"

When I woke up there was a beautiful aroma of roses in my

room and checked a pyx I had on a table beside my bed, and

the host inside was submerged in about 1/4” of oil that

smelled like beautiful roses. It was a miraculous sign from

heaven. I eventually drained the oil into a small glass

container that I used to bless people with when I would pray

for them. I still have this miraculous oil in our home in a

unique glass bottle. A few days later, I flew home with this

precious host.

I had a holy hour of Eucharistic adoration in my chapel, and

I got so focused on the Sacred Host I took home from San

Francisco that I lost all track of time and the candles I had

burning that started a small fire which my Mom had to put

out. Father Larre came over and consumed the host, and I

went to the psych ward for a few days.

North Vancouver was to become my home for a while. I

moved to St. Edmund’s parish. Father John Barry and I had

a great time talking every day, sharing laughs and generally
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having a very peaceful time. We used to joke with the

secretary saying that I was in heaven on the top floor of the

rectory, Father Barry was in purgatory on the main floor, and

the secretary was in hell in the basement! We called her the

“Secretary from hell.” He is an Irish priest. I was a resident
priest. I celebrated Mass publicly, gave sermons, heard

confessions, and other priestly duties.

I also celebrated Mass once a week at George Derby Hospital

in Burnaby. My Dad was the director there for many years,

so it was kind of neat to be in this position as I thought about

all the years my Dad worked there and we swam in the pool,

played in the gym, played bingo and other activities,

including bowling and swinging on long ropes.

Although I loved living at St. Edmund’s and had a lot of fun, the

wounds of the past were still haunting my mind. I felt a lot of

anxiety about my situation, and all I had been through. I

sometimes fasted too much and stayed up throughout the night

praying. As a result, I had another breakdown and went to Lions

Gate Hospital, where I met a Filipino physician. I moved out of

the parish after that and stayed at my parents' home again.

Healing is always possible, for with God, all things are

possible. Now we were at a stand-still. The whole situation

was becoming like a soap opera to me. 

I had gained a fair bit of weight. At one point I weighed 212

pounds and my healthy weight was 180 pounds and was so

over-medicated for a while that I would sleep for hours every

day on our couch and even go into convulsions when they

tried some new drug on me.
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I met Sister Briege McKenna during a clergy retreat at

Westminster Abbey in Mission, BC. She is an internationally

known author and gifted with a unique healing ministry. She

was healed of severe illness and wrote about it in her book

“Miracles Do Happen.” Here is what I wrote in my spiritual

journal that day:

“Sister Briege prayed with me today. She had an inner
vision of me reading the Scriptures: John 11, the raising of
Lazarus. She also saw me praying for and loving my brother
priests. She believes the spiritual gifts I have are authentic,
but that I must pray for greater wisdom in using them."

The year 2000 was the Great Jubilee Year of our Lord Jesus

Christ. To mark this event, I recorded a new song called

“Message of Love,” which was like an appeal from God the

Father to the world to trust in his Son Jesus as Saviour. I also

took what I thought were the best songs from all my other

albums and released them all on an album called “Message

of Love.”

I shipped a box of fifty CDs to Pakistan for a group of children

there. My friend Munir had a ministry with the street

children. He sent me back a photograph with the young

children holding up my CDs and a big sign that read "Thank
you Father Peter."

I moved back into St. Edmund's parish in 2001. I had several

dreams with St. Therese of Lisieux coming to visit me. One

took place on Ash Wednesday. In the dream, "I was speaking
with St. Therese and praying, and I said, ‘Please pray that God will
make me a great saint.'" 
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On a Saturday evening Mass in Lent, I gave a sermon on the

topic of hell to coincide with the Lenten theme of rejecting sin

and Satan. I was a little tired when I gave the homily and had

just finished having a couple of beers with an Irishman I met

in a local pub called Queen’s Cross who insisted "have another
one, Father!"

I was never a big drinker in my ministry. I would have the

odd glass of wine, or maybe a beer, but that was it. So, my

sermon had a little more “fire” in it than it would have had I

not had a couple of Guinness's shortly before Mass.

I preached with great enthusiasm and animated gestures, and

at one point, for dramatic effect, dropped the Diary of St.

Faustina Kowalska on a wooden pew to emphasize a point. I

preached so fervently that a woman fainted and collapsed on

a bench! Well, someone got concerned and reported what was

going on to the pastor, who talked with me after Mass.

My parents got involved and my father, in particular, insisted

that I go to the local hospital to get checked out. I resisted,

saying that I had a couple of beers, so I was just more

passionate than usual in my delivery, not to mention quite

tired from a busy day. Dr. Larre suggested that I just needed

to have a good night’s sleep.

Now with all eyes on me, since I was often in front of people

speaking as a priest, I had a delicate balance between trying

to walk. Sometimes, I may have been legitimately manic,

hypomanic, or depressed, depending on the pendulum

swing of this illness. Most people didn't have a clue to 

what was going on inside of my mind because their
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perception was often fear and trepidation of what I might do

or say and mental illness is feared by so many people

because it is entirely out of their control, and they don't

understand it.

Since I am gregarious by nature - a true rock and roller at

heart, if I even got slightly excited, those around me, even

those who love me dearly like my parents and siblings would

be hypersensitive to the situation and over-react and want to

send me to the psych ward. What a cross to bear is all I can

say! It was annoying! They were allowed to get excited and

raise their voices and laugh, but if I weren't monotone and

subdued like a tranquil introverted person, they would panic.

So I learned to keep to myself more and more and felt like I

always had to watch how I spoke or responded. Yes, I agree

sometimes I was manic or hypomanic, but more often than

not - I was having a good time like they were.

Finally, I agreed to go to Lion’s Gate Hospital to get “checked

out.” I walked over to the ward and waited for them to

examine me. A nurse talked with me, and once she found out

I was preaching about hell she most likely concluded that I

was “sick” and quickly had me admitted to the psych ward

there, where I stayed for just over a week. Medical

professionals, especially psychiatrists, and stories of hell and

demons don't usually mix too well together.

A few days into my stay at Lion’s Gate, I had an amazing

experience. It took place around March 13, 2001. I was in a room

with a few people around, various visitors and patients, when

I heard the voice of a young woman with a Croatian accent. 
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I felt as if it was the voice of Mary, the mother of Jesus. I

looked up and saw a beautiful young woman with a stylish

blue top on and blue jeans with cute shoes. She had rose-

coloured, octagonal glasses, earrings, and beautiful blue eyes.

She smiled at me. I said, "Is that a Croatian accent?" "Yes," she

replied, "it is," as she smiled and approached me closer. I

noticed a large rose-coloured heart-shaped ring on one of her

fingers. I told her she had a beautiful ring. I had never seen

such a ring before, and I took her hand in mine to examine

the ring closer.

I then asked her if she could come outside with me, in the

garden so that I could ask her something privately. She agreed

to walk to the garden with me. When we got there, I offered

her a seat, and she sat down. I sat down beside her and said,

"Are you the Blessed Virgin Mary?" "Yes," she replied. I felt with

a kind of awe and reverent fear. I said, "Who am I that the mother
of God should come to visit me? I am a great sinner!"

She then smiled and looked at me with much love and said,

"God loves you." Then she opened her arms in an orans

gesture, i.e., open arms praying to God, and looked up to the

sky towards heaven and prayed silently and smiled. Then she

lowered her arms and looked me in the eyes and said, “God

is merciful." 

Then she paused a little and said, “Trust in him.” I said, “I

should be kneeling right now.” She told me, "No, don't do

that now!" So I stayed sitting beside her. She lit up a cigarette

and took a puff. I got a cigarette from her and joined her in

smoking.
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I was wearing a silver crown of thorns ring on my finger, and

I asked her if she would bless it for me. She answered, "Yes.”

I took my ring off and handed it to her. She took my ring into

her hands, held it up close to her mouth, and blew on it. Then

she gave the ring back to me, and I put it back on my finger.

I took her hand and kissed it.

I asked her if I should tell my spiritual director about her

coming to visit me, and she said, "Yes, tell your spiritual

director." It felt so amazing to be sitting beside the Blessed

Virgin Mary as if heaven had come to earth. 

We talked for a little while about various things and then she

left. I saw her later in the hallway and gave her a big hug. I

left the hospital either the next day or two days after. 

“On the third day there was a wedding in Cana of Galilee,

and the mother of Jesus was there. Now both Jesus and His

disciples were invited to the wedding. And when they ran

out of wine, the mother of Jesus said to Him, ‘They have no

wine.’ Jesus said to her, ‘Woman, what does your concern

have to do with Me? My hour has not yet come.’ His mother

said to the servants, ‘Whatever He says to you, do it.’” (John

2:1-5)

Again, who is going to believe a patient in a psych ward that

he spoke with the Virgin Mary? Sounds a bit crazy, I know.

However, it felt like a real experience. People may wonder if

it may have actually happened or was it merely a psychotic

episode as sometimes occurs with this bipolar disorder. The

Lord knows. Regardless of the origin of this wonderful event,

I felt comforted and blessed, and it remains as a beautiful
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memory and moment of hope to this day shedding light into

a very dark time in my life. 

Shortly after this experience, I met with my spiritual director

at the time, Sister Marilyn Kelly, GSIC and told her the whole

experience of meeting the Blessed Virgin. She said that it

sounded like this was an authentic experience but that I

should continue to live a regular life and keep up my spiritual

practices.

I heeded her advice and sought to put into practice the words

that Mary gave me: To remember that God is merciful, that

he loves me and that I should trust in him. These words gave

me much hope for my situation and helped to shape my

spiritual life for years to come.

Still, it was overwhelming when I considered what had

happened. It made heaven seem so close, the Saints just like

us, in some ways, including Mary. Like the young visionaries

at Medjugorje, they said they could touch Mary just like

anyone else. I did not see a misty cloud of an apparition. No,

I beheld and touched flesh and blood, a great mystery, but

not without precedent.
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Chapter 12

Tossed Around

“And you shall remember that the LORD your God
led you all the way these forty years in the wilderness,
to humble you and test you, to know what was in
your heart, whether you would keep His
commandments or not.” 

(Deuteronomy 8:2)

Holy Rosary Cathedral became my new home. My room was

tiny but served its purpose as a place to sleep, and that's

about it. We had a large TV lounge with lots of old books

lying around. I celebrated Mass publicly as a concelebrant but

was not permitted to preach or hear confessions.

Being in the heart of the city was exciting for me as I could

walk pretty much anywhere I wanted to go downtown. The

contrast of the modern architecture with the Gothic cathedral

impressed me.

In the cathedral, I continued to experience prophetic dreams.

One I had with Padre Pio at that time is called “Padre Pio in

a Church.”
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"I was in a large church with lots of people. Padre Pio came
up to me, and we had a long conversation about spiritual
things. At one point, I told him that I would like to visit
heaven. He looked at me and said, ‘you will go to heaven.'
Then he left me and started walking down the aisle. He said
that he would come to me again."

I wish I could recall what Padre Pio and I were discussing,

but I guess I didn't need to be aware of that. The main thing

I got out of it was an assurance of going to heaven. 

One afternoon a long-haired man wearing jeans knocked at

the door and asked to meet with me privately. I led him into

a small office, and he told me he wanted me to take his name

off the Catholic church “list.” 

A young man who visited a couple of times was also in the

office, which was a good thing. The man who asked to see me

wanted to get “unbaptized.” I told him there was no way he

could be “unbaptized,” and tried to explain that we didn't

have his name on any list in the cathedral.

I must confess that his request bothered me to the point where

I said something like "If you want to get unbaptized, then you'll
have to go see Lucifer." I know, I shouldn't have said that, but I

saw his request as both ridiculous and theologically impossible.

Eventually, he became irate, and I told him to leave. On his way

out he banged a wall and knocked some holy pictures off.

Grabbing him by his coat, I warned him to stop doing that. I

let him go and pointed my right index finger at him, scolding

him for breaking things in the cathedral rectory. 
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He then lunged forward and bit hard on my finger and kept his

mouth closed tight on it! It shocked me and hurt a lot, but I

took my other hand and pried his jaw open to free my finger,

which now had teeth marks and puncture wounds and was

bleeding a little.

Then he pulled out a large pair of scissors from his coat

pocket and had a wicked grin on his face. He held the scissors

high in the air, pointed towards my face, indicating that he

was going to stab me with them.

Then I took some holy water I had in my pocket in a small

steel flask and shot him in the face with it, saying a prayer

against Satan, "Begone Satan!"He stopped in his tracks, and I

grabbed his arm and made him sit down on a chair. He was

then calm and cooperative, like a different person.

We called the police, made a report, and they took him away.

I went to the emergency at St. Paul's hospital to have my

finger treated and get the appropriate shots against getting

HIV and other viruses.

A couple of days or so later, I got word that the Archbishop

was not pleased with my actions. A couple of weeks or so

after all this happened, I went to Riverview hospital to visit a

patient there. When I was there, I saw the man who had bit

my finger. He walked up to me, knelt, apologized for what he

had done to me, and asked me to bless him. So I blessed him,

making the sign of the cross over him and gave him a small

prayer card with the Divine Mercy Image of Jesus on it, with

the words “Jesus, I trust in You!”

He accepted it gratefully. I also gave him a small lapel pin

with the Divine Mercy image on it, which he put on his jacket.
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It was a triumph of Divine Mercy, as this man got convicted

of his violent assault against me, and the Lord was working

on his heart and conscience.

Shortly after this Archbishop Exner told me he wanted to

send me to Southdown in Ontario for a psychological

assessment, which I agreed to. They led me into “the room”

with the rector and another priest or two and informed that I

had to go away for testing. Msgr. Greg Smith accompanied

me on the flight to Toronto. On the way there I bought a cute

little teddy bear holding a heart and a bow and arrow. Msgr.

Smith didn't think it was an appropriate thing to buy, but I

liked the little cupid bear.

I arrived soon enough in Southdown. My favourite part of

the place was the huge back yard that I could walk in a big

circle. I didn’t stay long because I ended up arguing with the

priest-psychologist over his assessment of me. I wasn’t very

stable due to all the anxiety, pressure, and restrictions that I

had been experiencing. 

I was sent to a psych ward close to Southdown for a few days

until I was picked up by my Cousin Suzy and driven to my Aunt

Alma’s place in Toronto. Then I flew back to Vancouver. I moved

into my parents’ home. I still had my Cupid teddy bear.

Eventually, a report came back from Southdown that had yet

another diagnosis, schizo-affective disorder, and

recommendations for all kinds of antipsychotic drugs. I

responded with a lengthy refutation of their findings based

on my previous assessments with Dr. Larre.

What immediately put me on guard against the psychologist

in Southdown was that he concluded, without even looking
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into them, that the various experiences I had with Jesus, such

as my initial experience of Jesus when I was mowing the

lawn, the audible voice of the Father when I was on a silent

retreat and so on, were simply the result of the earlier drug

use I was involved in, that is, pot and magic mushrooms.

Shortly after this, I moved to a group home in Burnaby on

Holly Street, just a few blocks from my parents' place. I didn't

like it there. It was called Holly House, but it was not a very

jolly house. 

I was tired of meeting psych patients who had annoying

characteristics like talking almost continually on the phone in a

booming voice, stealing each other’s food from the kitchen, and

so on. I coped with this situation by spending most of my time

at my parents’ place and only slept there. I finally left that house.

A happy day for me! I moved back home again.

Even though I loved the priesthood, the quiet, contemplative

lifestyle I had been living left me feeling oppressed as if I was

wearing a cloak of righteousness which suffocated my creative

spirit and my need to express myself. I needed to let loose once

in a while. 

The Archbishop sent me to live at Good Shepherd Church in

White Rock. It was a relaxing time, and I had virtually no

pastoral duties. Father Stan Galvon was the pastor, a former

electrician, and a kind soul. I could only say Mass privately

in a small adoration chapel.

Only one person, Trish Iverson, RN, who was monitoring my

progress, was allowed to attend my Mass. She was hired by

the Archbishop to take care of me. She was pretty, blonde, and
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a great listener. We sometimes went for picnics in local parks

to discuss my life and how I was feeling. 

When I was in White Rock, the Archbishop told me I was not

allowed to wear my clerical garb or priest uniform in public,

and I was even forbidden to hand out Divine Mercy prayer cards

with a picture of Jesus on it. Before this, I was allowed to wear

my priestly outfit. It was a bizarre feeling not to be allowed

even to pass out pictures of Jesus or wear my religious uniform.

After a few months, I went to Rosemary Heights Retreat Centre

in Surrey, where I was to do gardening work and maintain a

schedule of prayer and study. It was a peculiar feeling, sort of

like I was half a priest, half a gardener.

The work was peaceful, though, and I met some interesting

people on retreat while doing my job. Archbishop Exner

asked me to write a Rule of Life that I would follow in my

new life and ministry at the retreat centre. I received

consultation from Sister Marilyn Kelly, GSIC, Sister Claire

Marie OSC and Jean Work, SFO. My Rule of Life was

approved on September 5, 2001, by Archbishop Exner.

It was a few pages long and contained various Scripture texts,

articles from the Secular Franciscan Rule and elements from

the Way of Life of the Missionaries of Merciful Love that I had

reflected upon, as well as selections from my spiritual diaries.

At that time, I was the only member of the Missionaries of

Merciful Love because I was the founder. 

I dedicated my Rule of Life to the Canadian Martyrs, and in

the first section, I wrote, "God is calling me, I believe, to be totally
consumed and transformed by His merciful love. I desire complete
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mystical union with Jesus, my Beloved Spouse. Prayer and
contemplation will be the foundation of my day and entire life." I
revised this Rule of Life five times since the original rule,

simplifying it.

The Schedule of the Day in my rule went from rising at 5:55

a.m. to bedtime at 10:30 p.m. with various periods of prayer

and work between the start and end of the day.

On the last page of my rule, I had my “In The Future” section.

In it I wrote, "I have been invited by Willy Effinger, the director of
the Canadian Divine Mercy Centre in Lanark, Ontario, to stay for
a year to be the resident priest there." 

I visited Willy's centre a couple of times and liked it but never

ended up moving there. Lanark is a small town about an hour

from Ottawa, Ontario.

On September 20, 2001, I made a very special consecration to

St. Therese. I wrote, "Tonight I re-blessed my ring of merciful love
and gave myself to Therese as her spiritual partner, working to spread
merciful love on earth and fire. It was a moving ceremony during
adoration. I love you so much, my beloved spiritual friend, Therese."

On the cover of the red book I made just for my letters to St.

Therese I drew a large heart, symbolizing the Heart of Jesus,

and two smaller hearts united with each other and the large

Heart. I wrote the words, "United in Love forever, Jesus, JTP, Sept.
20, 2001, Therese Peter" The JTP stands for "Jesus, Therese, Peter."

On October 1, 2001, I made a “Spiritual Marriage” consecration

to Jesus in my small chapel at home:

"O Jesus, Spouse of my soul, purify me with your love.
Unite me more deeply with you.
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Give me your thoughts, your desires. Share with me all that
is yours. Transform my weakness with your strength.
Enable me to love you with my whole being. I give you all
that I am and all that I have. Plunge me into the ocean of
your mercy and love.

I am yours forever."

The first-class relics of St. Therese of Lisieux arrived in

Vancouver, and I visited them and obtained a rose pedal that

I touched to them, and asked for her intercession in my life

and ministry.

About a month after I finished my job as the gardener at

Rosemary Heights, I had another episode with my mental

health, and I went to Burnaby General Hospital. After I got

out of the psych ward, I was sent to work in the archives of

the Archdiocese in a small room with no windows. I did some

computer database work and a lot of filing and checking of

documents and maps. It was not my cup of tea. 

Father John Tritschler gave me a Mass card for my birthday

that read "Here's for a healthy, happy and enjoyable 41st year you
are now entering! And may you enjoy the work in the archives. Pax."

After a while, I asked the Archbishop to let me step down

from my archives job because I felt isolated and lonely. He let

me stop working there. I was happy to leave that assignment,

but still, I felt very deflated and discouraged and didn’t know

what I was going to do. I felt lost. I leaned heavily upon the

Lord in these very dark moments. 
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Chapter 13

A New Beginning

Then the word of the LORD came to me, saying: “O
house of Israel, can I not do with you as this
potter?” says the LORD. “Look, as the clay is in the
potter’s hand, so are you in My hand, O house of
Israel!” 

(Jeremiah 18:5-6)

Little did I know that new doors were opening for me. I had

many meetings at that time with various doctors and

psychologists as well. I experienced a couple of powerful

emotional breakthroughs both during and after therapy. I

enjoyed these meetings because they helped me to

understand what I was going through, and some of the root

causes. 

I don’t know precisely how or why I got bipolar disorder in

my thirties. It may be genetic, environmental, spiritual, or a

combination of them. I do know there are some people on my

Mom's side of the family that have suffered from the same

illness, mostly males. Being diagnosed with having a bipolar
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disorder portrayed a physical manifestation of the inner

turmoil I had faced in my early years. Between having a quiet,

contemplative nature and the learned response to fight for

survival in our home, I also had a strong desire to express

myself creatively through rock and roll. 

My life as a boy had already felt bipolar, now it was

manifesting physically as severe illness. Being bipolar

magnified these character traits learned or inherent to such a

powerful magnitude that I struggled all the more with

finding balance and equilibrium not just emotionally,

spiritually and physically, but now mentally as well.

When God closes a door, he opens a window. Well, you’ll

soon see a couple of significant windows the Lord opened for

me. 

In my spiritual journal, I pondered a significant change: "I
have been pondering laicization and marriage." My spiritual

director was the one who first proposed that idea to me.

When I first heard this, I immediately dismissed it, saying, "I
know the Lord called me to be a priest, so I am not quitting!” Still,

I told her I would go on retreat and discern this idea. My

director did not debate with me, but just told me to keep

praying.

I made a retreat at Westminster Abbey, the very place that

God called me to be a priest, but took along a book on the

priesthood and ended up reading it from cover to cover and

feeling that I did not want to leave this vocation. I prayed but

put this idea of laicization out of my mind for the time being.
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All the while, it felt like I was spinning my wheels and not

advancing with my life or ministry. It was many months later

that I finally came back to my spiritual director and said I

thought the Lord might well be calling me to laicization.

My director advised me to go on another retreat, which I did,

but this time, I was open to whatever the Lord would show

me. I did not in any way set the agenda for that retreat. It was

during a walk on a trail down to the cliff where you can look

out at a great view of the Fraser Valley that I spoke to the

Lord.

I asked him what was going on and why were things

happening to me and specifically, I asked him how it could

be that he called me so clearly to the priesthood but now may

be calling me to be laicized?

The Lord answered me immediately with an inner vision and

an interior word: The image was that of the potter and the

clay in the book of the prophet Jeremiah. Interiorly, I saw a

potter take a clay vessel that had not turned out, and the

potter then destroyed that vessel and, with the same clay,

turned it into another useful container:

“The word which came to Jeremiah from the LORD, saying:

“Arise and go down to the potter's house, and there I will

cause you to hear My words.” Then I went down to the

potter's house, and there he was, making something at the

wheel. And the vessel that he made of clay was marred in the

hand of the potter; so he made it again into another vessel, as

it seemed good to the potter to make." (Jeremiah 18:1-4) The

Lord spoke to me,
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“Can I not do with you as the potter has done with the clay?

I moulded you into a vessel but, due to various reasons, this

was not working out, so I have taken you and will mould

you into a new vessel with the same clay.”

It was then that I surrendered to the Lord and said that I would

agree to be laicized because he showed me that was his will.

I was not quitting or following a temptation in any way. I was

responding to a move of the Lord in my life that was very
strange and mysterious to me and seemed to contradict his

earlier leading in my life, but I could not deny that the Lord

was indeed calling me in this new direction of laicization. It

gave me great peace when I finally stopped struggling with

this issue. 

I informed Archbishop Exner that I decided to ask to be

laicized, and he agreed with my decision and felt that, given
the circumstances, it was the best thing to do.

“Laicization” means the Pope grants me a release from my

priestly vows of obedience and celibacy and I leave the

“clerical state” and return to the “lay state,” although, in a

spiritual and ontological sense, i.e., at the level of “being,” I

will always remain “a priest forever, like Melchizedek of old.”
(Psalm 110:4) 

Once the process of my laicization began, I had a lot of forms

to fill out, meetings with various priests involved, obtaining

testimonials from other people, including clergy and family

members. It took about a year and a half in total, but I had a

sense of peace through the whole process. The decision to seek

laicization was one of the hardest things I ever had to do.
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At first, as I have already pointed out, I rejected the idea. Later,

I tried not to think about it. The main reason I decided to be

laicized was that I saw, in my discernment, that it was God’s

will for me. Once I knew that the rest were simply details.

Now I found myself in a position of discerning that one of

my female friends could be “the one.” The prospect of being

able to date girls again was exhilarating. None of them,

however, were the Lord's choice for me. 

It was like I was, in a way, emotionally returning to about age

nineteen or twenty, which was about the last time I was in a

dating relationship.

I celebrated my fortieth birthday with a party at home with a

lot of friends, many going back to my high school and

elementary school days. I played acoustic guitar and sang

classic rock songs. 

I met a girl named Shawna Liles when I was in residence at

Holy Rosary Cathedral. She used to work there as a secretary.

We did not date when I lived at the Cathedral, but only later,

when I lived at home. My spiritual director gave me

permission to date her before I received my laicization

because she felt it was a sure thing that it would go through.

Shawna was beautiful, with long blonde hair. She almost

became a Carmelite nun, but the sisters ended up sending her

home because they felt she was not cut out for life in the

convent. After dating for some time, I called Shawna on the

phone and asked her if she would be my girlfriend. She

replied, “Yes.” I was overjoyed.
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We did lots of fun things, including ballroom dancing lessons,

ice skating, cross country skiing, walking in parks, and taking

day trips to various places. I was pretty serious about her and

felt that we should get married, so one day we were at

Metrotown Mall in Burnaby and I surprised her by buying

her an engagement ring. It was a copy of Princess Diana's

ring. Shawna loved the ring, and we were unofficially

engaged to be married as I was not yet laicized and free to

marry. My pet name for her was “Princess,” and I even

bought her a tiara once, which she enjoyed wearing. 

I took an exciting course on finding the best career I was

suited for based on my personality and interests. I enjoyed a

vocational class which lasted for a couple of weeks. I met a

lot of great people who were very encouraging towards me

when they heard my story. 

I found out that being a counsellor was something that was a

good fit according to my personality and education except

that it required a lot of patience and listening, both of which

were not my greatest strengths. I prefer to talk a lot,

sometimes too much and too loud.

One of the other recommended vocations was being a funeral

director. So, I worked briefly for various funeral homes in

Vancouver. I delivered cremated remains, drove the hearse,

answered the phone, and cleaned up the coffin showroom. I

also assisted at funerals in churches and sometimes at the

graveyard.

I watched an embalming take place because I was curious

about how they did it. I got a bit of a scare once while
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operating the vacuum cleaner in the casket showroom. For

some reason, a fuse blew, and all the lights went out. 

I was in complete darkness in a room full of empty coffins,

and no one else was in the building. I made my way to the

door and eventually got the lights on again. It freaked me out.

After a few months, I decided not to continue to work at the

funeral homes. It was depressing for me to be thinking about

death and dead bodies every day. Since I had such amazing

results from the search engine optimization for my Christian

music website, I decided, based on my friend Ray Bednash's

suggestion, to start my own business doing SEO, which

stands for Search Engine Optimization.

Top 10 Rankings was the SEO corporation I started. I had a

few clients, one in England but most were in Vancouver. I

liked my new career because I could work outside in our back

yard on a chair with my laptop, optimizing websites with a

drink nearby. 

I took various courses at Trinity Western University in Langley

because I was thinking of becoming a Christian counsellor at

the time. I felt out of place there because most of the students

were a lot younger than I was. I heard a call from the Lord while

I walked on the grounds of Trinity Western. I prayed about

what his will was for me at this stage in my life. I heard the Lord

say interiorly, “I want you to start a band.”

This came as a surprise, as I didn’t think going back to music

was God’s plan for my life, but after further prayer and

discernment, and with the help of my spiritual director, I
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started a band called The Mysteries, named after the

mysteries of the Rosary, and later I changed the band name

to Myztery.

I got the idea from a Myztery skateboard t-shirt I bought at

Metrotown mall in Burnaby. They didn't have a trademark in

Canada, as they were from the USA, so I was free to use

Myztery as our band name. I started to write new songs for

our first album at a studio in Vancouver with Derek Mason

playing lead guitar, and various other instruments, songs like

Misericordia, The Lord is My Light, and Out of the Darkness.

I played guitar, sang, and played other instruments like

keyboards, violin, mandolin, kinnor harp, psaltery, and

percussion. I was now full time in music, but I did, for a

while, teach some students how to sing, play violin, guitar

and bass guitar.

Everything was going along well between Shawna and me

when one day the topic of my work came up. I talked about

being a professional rock musician. Shawna told me that she

thought I was too old to make music. That was like a big wet

blanket on me. It hit me, and I felt concerned that my fiancee

didn't support me being a rock musician. In my mind, I

wasn't too old. I believe you’re never too advanced in age to

rock. After all, look at the Rolling Stones, Paul McCartney,

Robert Plant, and Alice Cooper: they are all still rockin’ in

their Golden Years.

Shawna painted a picture which we used as the cover of our

first Myztery album: the Sacred Heart of Jesus with thorns

and flames. I put her original painting photo through a digital
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neon filter to give it a different appearance. It was a large

painting, about three feet by three feet in dimension.

After a while, I broke off our engagement and our

relationship. It was hard, and I felt terrible, but I had to be

true to who I felt God was calling me to be. Shawna later

married someone from Vancouver Island and eventually

moved there. Shawna and I had bought a sixteen-foot

motorboat together, and then my friend Brian bought it. 

The BC Christian News did a feature article on the Christian

website I started. The report says, "‘I Trust Jesus' is the motto
of a B.C.-based website offering free Christian resources. It is

the brainchild of Burnaby resident Peter Mason, a

singer/songwriter, and a one-time Catholic priest. ‘I began

this website on Pentecost of 2003,' he says. ‘I felt a call from

the Lord to share Christian songs on the web.’”

I listened to ROCK 101 FM because they play tons of classic

rock songs from the best bands in the world. One evening, as

I drove back home to my Mom and Dad’s place, they were

playing “Back in Black,” by AC/DC. I loved it.

I got out of my jeep and cranked the volume to maximum

and played air guitar on the front lawn, complete with Pete

Townshend windmills! I had a blast and what I was doing

and hearing broke something inside me that was confining.

It was as though I had a “religious spirit” of control that

needed to be cast out.

True religion promotes freedom, not bondage. "Where the
Spirit of the Lord is, there is freedom," Scripture says. I felt free.
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I finally had hope again. Being a priest was such a significant

part of my life, and I enjoyed it thoroughly. It was such a joy

to know that God loved me and, even though I had been such

a colossal sinner, he still forgave me of my sins and also called

me to the priesthood. I will always be amazed and grateful

for this. 

However, due to circumstances, I was no longer following

that path. It left me wondering what on earth I would do.

Could God use me? Of course he could. Now that I was free

from priestly ministry, I had options. Anything could happen.

I could go anywhere, I could be who I wanted to be, and I

could even get a girlfriend and maybe get married. My

darkness had turned into light. I was full of joy.

In September 2004, BC Christian News did another full-page

story of my testimony as well as some news about Myztery.

The testimony was almost the same as the online version I

shared on our website. The very last comment on the article

in the BC Christian News stated "Pete Mason is forming a heavy
metal Christian band called Myztery. The group's debut album will
be released worldwide online at itrustjesus.com (I no longer own

this domain).

I was still on the payroll of the Archdiocese of Vancouver. It

was only when my laicization came through that I was cut off

and had to fend for myself. Finally, the day came. I got a call

from Father Mark Schwab from the Chancery Office in

Vancouver. Mark and I were in the seminary together. He had

short dark curly hair. I was ahead of him for a couple of years.

He is German and quite intelligent and a very hard worker. I

sensed he was sad to see me go ahead with laicization.
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After almost two years of prayer, discernment, and interviews

with various clergy members, Pope John Paul II granted me

my decree of laicization on November 4, 2004. Interestingly,

this was also the 42nd anniversary of my Baptism on

November 4, 1962.

I felt a great sense of peace and freedom when I received the

news and signed my consent form at the Chancery Office in

Vancouver. The official document from the Pope was in Latin,

and an English translation was read to me by Father Mark. 

Before I signed my consent to being laicized, Father Mark

asked me, “Are you sure?” “Yes,” I replied. I fully realized the

importance of what I was about to do, but I also had an even

more profound conviction that God had something new

planned for me and a future full of hope and promise.

To celebrate my new-found freedom, I went to a nearby

English Pub and ordered a Guinness and smoked a cigar.

Kind of a ritual to mark a milestone in my life. A long chapter

of my life had passed, and a whole new beginning was about

to open up for me. 

It was a powerful feeling to know that I was no longer bound

to the promise of obedience to the Archbishop. I felt like I

somehow got my life back, my destiny, and my happiness. I

was eager to meet as many women as I could to try to find

“the one.”

As Yogi Bera says, "It ain't over till it's over." I got knocked

down, but I got back up with God’s help. John Lennon said

he was just a dreamer. I’m just a dreamer too. I believe that
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some of my dreams are meant to turn into action. I didn’t like

quitting, mainly when I had studied for eight years to be a

priest.

Still, there’s a time to join and a time to quit, so it was my time

to lay my priestly role down and take up the part of a

musician. I’ve already said I love rock and roll because, to me,

it represents freedom, love, happiness, and party time. Isn’t

that a little bit of heaven on earth? I think it is.

I don’t mind other genres of music. I suppose my next

favourite to ROCK is classical music, then choral like

Palestrina and Handel. Jazz is relaxing when I’m having

dinner or driving in the evening.
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Chapter 14

Finding Love

And the LORD God said, “It is not good that man
should be alone; I will make him a helper
comparable to him.” 

(Genesis 2:18)

It was during a recording session on December 9, 2004, that I

met Cyndie Grozelle. She came in to assist with vocal

harmony recording, as she was a very experienced worship

leader at Point Grey Community Church in Vancouver.

I slowly walked up on the dark stairway in my friend Derek’s

home studio, wondering who this mystery woman I was to

meet would be. Then I saw her, so beautiful and smiling,

wearing a large silver heart around her neck. The first words

I said to her when I saw her were, "I love your heart." I loved

her long blonde hair, her smile, and her joyful spirit.

I soon found out that she has a heart of gold, not just silver.

The second time we met, I took her to a coffee shop and told

her, "You are going to be my wife," and she agreed. I just knew

she was "the one," and so did she. I immediately felt a
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connection with her, and we soon began to date, and she also

joined the band. Oh, happy day!

I later shared with Cyndie that, only about three weeks before

I met her, I had prayed, asking Jesus to help me to meet a

beautiful blonde girl who loved him and who also was a

musician and wrote songs. Cyndie matched my prayer

perfectly.

Derek played the role of matchmaker, as he knew both of us

and thought we would make a great couple. I will forever be

grateful to Derek for introducing me to my sweet Cyndie.

Myztery consisted of Cyndie and me with Derek and Anthea

Mason, who sang and played the djembe. Anthea comes from

a Greek background and is a beautiful singer and songwriter.

Derek played lead guitar and also some keyboards. He did a

fantastic job on lead on our song “Flood of Mercy” which is

on our website’s home page at www.myztery.net

We continued to record and one day made a band retreat on

Vancouver Island in Tofino. It was during this weekend that

Cyndie and I decided to continue with Myztery on our own.

Unfortunately, the band had a big blow-up over band

leadership. Emotions ran high, and Cyndie, and I ended up

leaving the retreat early.

We later reconciled but Myztery never got back to what it was

earlier in terms of the lineup. Derek and Anthea remained

terrific friends, and we enjoyed singing and playing together

at our parties.
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We then had a guitarist named Vic Gagnon do a couple of

shows with us as well as Kelly Stodola, a session drummer.

Vic played in a band with Bryan Adams in his younger days

and is a fantastic guitarist. Vic is also related to Archbishop

Richard Gagnon of Winnipeg. Kelly is a phenomenal

drummer. He is very well-connected in rock and roll. 

We recorded our first Myztery CD in our studio using

Protools. We had set the CD release concert date, so we had a

lot of pressure to finish the album on time. During the

recording of our seven-minute song "War In Heaven," we had

a bizarre attack from Satan in the studio. The meters on our

recording studio were all over the map, and our songs got

mixed up together, and strange noises were showing up.

We prayed, sprinkled holy water, and brought out our relics

of St. Therese and St. Faustina. Finally, we just left the room

and went for a burger at Denny’s on Kingsway in Burnaby

and left the relics on our computer. 

When we got back, everything was fine. It was the night before

we had to finish and bring the project to Craig Waddell for

mastering. I knew Craig from years earlier as he had mastered

The Journey album for me when he worked out of Coquitlam.

Our CD release concert was held in the parish hall of St.

Francis de Sales church. We had no drummer at that concert.

There were a lot of costumes, masks, and props that we

incorporated into the show. Cyndie wore a black hooded robe

and a devil mask with claws for the song War in Heaven

while I battled her dressed as St. Michael the Archangel with

my real sword and shield.
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The first time I saw her coming at me in her scary costume, I

freaked out and hid behind a mic stand. We had a great turn

out and reception for everyone after the show. Our next

concert we called “Rock the Neighbourhood,” and it took

place on our front lawn in the evening. We had a reasonably

good crowd and did our theatrical rock show. Mark Grosjean

stepped in to play drums and did an excellent job. When I

came out with stage blood all over my body, being whipped

by a Roman soldier, one of the parents there took his

grandson home because it was too intense.

I forgot that little kids might come to the show. The other

crazy thing was I had painted several boards black and

placed them on the grass as a makeshift stage, but the dew

got them wet and they all curved up, causing us to slide and

trip all over them and get our guitar chords caught on them.

It was a fiasco. It would have made a great Spinal Tap-like

movie.

It was pretty loud, but I invited our neighbours with a written

invitation on our street and the streets above and below us.

Still, at least one person complained about the volume, so the

police came around 11:30 p.m., but we had finished long

before that. One of the guys I invited who lived a couple of

doors down from our place didn't attend our concert.

Someone shot and killed him a couple of days later. It was

gang-related. We were utterly shocked and visited his parents

to express our condolences.

We made our “professional debut” at Presentation House

Theatre in North Vancouver for a mid-September show. It
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was pretty much the same content, just much smoother. The

only mishap is that we got stage blood on some of the

curtains in the background, so the tech was not too pleased.

Other than that, Dee Lippingwell came out and took some

great live photos, and Kelly Stodola played a fantastic drum

solo at one point. We played Born to Be Wild by Steppenwolf

for an encore. I surprised Cyndie as we had not practiced it.

I had to yell out what notes for her to play on her bass. She

pulled it off well.

One day Vic let us know he decided to play in his church

choir, so we began to look for another guitar player. I felt

terrible that Vic quit but understood his need to move on. I

was not always the best person to work with because I could

be quite demanding and blunt when it came to working on

original songs. 

Cyndie and I came up with a creative design for a band card

we could hand out with a link to our website. It consisted of

a very smooth kind of paper, a plastic-coated, black

background with “Myztery experience it” on the front of the

card and “www.myztery.net” on the back.

The card was an instant hit, and many people have made

positive comments on it when they receive it from us. Peter

Chan, from Nova Design in Burnaby, is the graphic artist who

took our ideas and brought them to life. We also went on to

have the band name “Myztery” trademarked in Canada.

Top 10 Rankings was fun for a while, but I got tired of being on

the computer so much and having to deal with clients who were
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pressuring me to raise their sites to the top position. Eventually,

I shut down the corporation and focused on Myztery.

A drummer named Rob Queen did some shows with us as

well as Rob's friend and guitarist Pat Nevraumont. Rob was

the loudest drummer I have ever heard. He later went on to

become an RCMP officer in Maple Ridge, BC. Rob had black

hair down to his waist but cut it off just before meeting us.

Pat still has long hair.

We had a great time playing local concerts and played in

various theatres, including the Vancouver East Cultural

Centre, eventually doing a gig at Studio Theatre in Burnaby

featured on CTV News, interviewed on CBC Radio One and

articles in local newspapers.

Shawna Beesley, a singer and keyboard player, and friend of

Cyndie’s, opened our Shadbolt show for us. The poster for

that show warned,"Advisory: Scenes of simulated gory violence,"
that is, there will be a beheading and dance with a severed

head and a crucifixion.

One woman sent us an email complaining about all the

violence and that we had “tricked” her into coming to the

show. I guess she didn't read the advisory.

We had put together a full theatrical rock concert experience

that drew inspiration from Medieval mystery plays, modern

rock concerts, and a wide variety of both ethnic costumes

from countries like Israel, Africa, India, China and others, as

well as unique instruments like the kinnor harp, the shofar

or ram's horn, psaltery, lyre, and others.
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We put on a show at a Christian school in Richmond and, at

one point, the principal walked on stage while we were

playing and told us to stop the concert. He didn’t like the

demon mask, and dagger Cyndie was carrying as well as our

other masks and costumes. He even opened up the doors of

the gym and ushered out the whole school in the middle of

our concert. One of the students emailed us and said that our

show “changed his life.” 

Myztery was not the only vehicle for our music we would

have. Christian music ministry, in a more traditional form,

was to become a reality for us. Song of the Lamb was the

name of this musical duo. We felt that Myztery was for the

world, and Song of the Lamb was for the church. 

Our Myztery business card was black and gold and the one

for Song of the Lamb was white and blue. It was kind of

confusing. 

BC Christian News did a story on our Myztery album, and

we got a solid review from David F. Dawes. He wrote, "This
is one ambitious concept album - and it works very well . . . the
music successfully melds several styles, featuring imaginative use
of violin, lyre, mandolin, psaltery and electronic effects."

One day we drove down to The Boathouse, a restaurant in

Vancouver because I was listening to Rock 101 and Dean Hill

and Graham Hatch were down there broadcasting. 

We just walked up to them, and they interviewed us, and we

talked about Myztery and our live show, mentioning how we

had a beheading, crucifixion scenes, angel and demon battles,
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crown of thorns, stage blood, whips and chains, and how we

had a lot of fun.

I also shared how we asked a guy out of the crowd at a

Halloween October 28th gig in Vancouver to whip me

because the regular actor we had couldn't make it.

He started to whip me, but it looked too fake, so I told him to

make it more realistic. He wound up and started to whip me

hard! I had to put my electric guitar up as a barrier and was

yelling at him, “Stop! Stop!” and had to cut the song short. I

had whip marks that were red with thin blood strips on my

back for about a week after the show. We don’t get strangers

to whip me any more.

I wrote a song for Cyndie called Keep On Movin’. It starts, "I've
spent my days searchin' for love. I tried everything; it was never
enough to satisfy me. Then I saw you there like an angel of light. I said,
"I love your heart, will you come out tonight to mystify me? I've seen
it all, the good and the bad. But through it all, one lesson I've had.
Keep on, keep on, keep on movin'." It was a little like Ramble On

by Zeppelin, but it was my confession of love for Cyndie. 

One evening I was in prayer in an adoration chapel in North

Vancouver when the Lord spoke to me interiorly. He said,

“Go into the wilderness and proclaim my name. Leave all

behind. I will provide for you.” It was a powerful

experience, and shortly after that, I told Rob and Pat that

Cyndie and I would continue with Myztery just as a duo.

Neither of them had fully committed to joining Myztery full

time, and they were also not able to go on a tour outside of
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the Lower Mainland with us, which would not have worked

out. 

Just a side note; some people may wonder how God can

speak to me so clearly. All I can say is that Jesus said, “My

sheep hear my voice. I know them, and they follow me.”

The voice of Jesus is also, in a way, the voice of the Father and

the Spirit, for the three Divine Persons are one God. A great

mystery. When we are one of the Lord’s, we do hear his voice.

It should not in any way be surprising that any disciple of

Jesus hears his voice. It goes without saying. It should be the

norm, not the exception that we hear from the Lord. What is

more exceptional is hearing the audible voice of the Lord, i.e.,

with your ears, also known as an auricular locution. We

should be surprised if a disciple of Jesus does not hear his

voice. We need to listen and have some silence in our lives to

listen to the Lord's voice.

I told Cyndie that the Lord was calling me to go alone on tour

across Canada, for forty days. It was a fantastic journey for

me. I drove to St. Johns, Newfoundland and back, played the

harp, guitar, mandolin, violin, and a native drum in prayer

meetings, churches, the odd pub, schools and on the street. 

Various newspapers covered my journey, including a paper

in Newfoundland, Saskatoon and the BC Christian News in

Surrey. I was also interviewed on a radio program for CHRI

in Ottawa about my solo tour.

Several months after we began dating, Cyndie entered into

the RCIA program and eventually made her full profession
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of faith and became a member of the Catholic Church at the

Easter Vigil. It was a moment of great joy for her and also for

me, for we were then able to share fully together in our faith

and reception of Jesus in the Holy Eucharist at Mass. She

knew the Lord intimately before she became a Catholic, but

knew that he was calling her to join the Catholic church.

After about two years of dating, I proposed to Cyndie in the

adoration chapel at Holy Trinity parish, North Vancouver, by

passing her a note to ask if she would marry me. It began by

saying how I felt that God had called us together. Then the

question came. It was in multiple-choice format. There were

three boxes, and she had to check one, "Yes, No, or Maybe." She

was surprised and quickly said, “Yes” by checking that box.

We then left the adoration chapel and walked up to Queen’s

Cross Pub to celebrate. We ran into my old high school

classmate Marcus Clarke from STM. It was great to see him,

and we shared a few laughs over some beers as we told him

our big news.

The date I proposed to Cyndie was November 4, 2006. It was

also the 44th anniversary of my Baptism in 1962 and the 2nd

anniversary of my laicization in 2004. I had not in any way

planned it that way. We only realized this fact several days

after it took place. We then had a wonderful time as we

planned our future together and prepared to celebrate our

wedding day.

Another interesting fact about our engagement date is that I

had asked the Lord to give me two years of living as a single

man in the world to date before getting engaged. 
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As it turns out, it was exactly two years to the day when we

got engaged, so God granted me my wish for that specific

period. I asked for two years because I didn't want to rush
into engagement and marriage right out of the priesthood. I

sensed that I needed a time of transition before celebrating a

wedding.

On New Year's Eve, December 31, 2006, Cyndie and I went

to a “holy hour” of adoration of the Blessed Sacrament at St.

Francis de Sales church. We were planning to have some

champagne after the hour of prayer. The church had about

fifty people in it, and we took a seat about seven pews or so

from the front, where the monstrance contained the Sacred

Host for adoration on the altar. 

I brought along a prayer book and my spiritual journal.

Shortly after the hour began, I heard the Lord say to me,

interiorly, “Tonight you will meet my mother.” I wondered

how it would be, as we were sitting in the church, and I

certainly didn't see any women who looked anything like

Mary. Still, I believed the Lord and that somehow something

exciting would happen that night. After all, I had less than an

hour to witness it.

Sure enough, when the adoration was over, I turned around

and, right behind me was a gorgeous woman with long black

hair, pregnant, and smiling at me and gazing intensely in my

eyes. She looked just like Our Lady of Guadalupe. 

She had a male companion, a tall, handsome man with

blonde hair and blue eyes. He was sturdy looking and

apparently of Germanic descent. He didn’t say much. He
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looked more like a bodyguard than a husband or boyfriend.

I believe he may have been an angel, probably an Archangel.

At any rate, I smiled back at her and shook her hand and

introduced myself. I said, “What is your name?” “Alma,” she

replied. Now “Alma” means “Beloved” in Latin. “Alma

Mater” is the Beloved Mother.” So, I felt that this woman was

the one Jesus told me I would meet. She was his mother, in

the form of the Virgin of Guadalupe.

“I’ve never seen you here before,” I said to her. “We come to

Mass here,” she replied. “Where do you sit?” I answered

back. “Up in the balcony,” was her reply. 

I thought, "I've never seen her up in the balcony before." Still,

even though I believed she was Mary, the mother of Jesus, I

did not ask her, as I did years before "Are you the Blessed Virgin
Mary?" because I already believed that she was.

I asked her to come with me as we walked up to the front

right of the church, by the large miraculous image of the

Virgin of Guadalupe. Her companion teased her as she

approached it and saw where I was leading her. She looked

at the picture and smiled, knowing that I was kind of hinting

that I knew who she indeed was.

Cyndie was a witness of all these things and, at the time,

knew something strange was happening but did not realize

what the Lord had told me earlier because we were supposed

to be silent in the holy hour. Immediately after we left the

church, I related to her what had happened.
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Another strange thing was that this mysterious woman was

chatting with the assistant pastor, who is from Mexico, and

she and her companion went back into the church while he

was locking it up. I asked him about her the next day, and he

had no clue what I was talking about and did not recall any

woman named “Alma” talking with him or going into the

church. 

Sometimes God does things which transcend our human

perceptions of space and time for his purposes. It was about

five years before this that I first met the Blessed Virgin Mary

at a significant time in my life. It marked the eve of my last

public sermon in a Catholic parish.

As to my meeting Mary as the Virgin of Guadalupe, I believe

she came to me, and to Cyndie, to mark our recent

engagement and the first day of the year of our upcoming

marriage on June 16, 2007, as a sign that she approved of our

union, gave her motherly blessing, and would journey with

us. Jesus, after all, performed his first miracle at a wedding

feast because of the words of Mary, his mother.

I created a new spiritual practice for my life and ministry, with

the guidance of my spiritual director, The Missionaries of

Merciful Love, which was another response to the Lord

speaking, this time while I was attending my monthly Secular

Franciscan Order meeting, to which I belonged for twenty

years. Our rule of life was a revised version of the rule that

Archbishop Exner OMI approved earlier when I was a priest.

I received a letter from the Minister of the St. Francis

Fraternity, Secular Franciscan Order. It came from Jewel
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Jasmins, SFO, Minster. It stated that I was free of my

obligations to the Secular Franciscan Order.

Although I was, in some ways, sad to leave the Secular

Franciscan Order, more deeply, I felt joy and peace when I read

Jewel’s letter. It brought this issue to a clear close, and I could

now move on in the direction of the Missionaries of Merciful

Love, which is the “higher-order” of calling I sensed God was

inviting me to. Still, so much of our MML life and spirituality

stems from the rule of St. Francis of Assisi. I will always be a

member of the Franciscans in my heart, soul, and spirit.

I could not see myself trying to follow two rules of life at the

same time. I was also under the impression that I could not

belong to a Third Order and a private association of the

faithful at the same time. Only later did I realize, after I read

it in Canon law, that I could have stayed in the SFO and

started my group as well. I guess it wasn't meant to be. I

always enjoyed our times of prayer, study, and socializing

together. It indeed was a group of people striving for holiness

by following in the footprints of St. Francis of Assisi. I learned

about pure joy, simplicity, and prayer. 

After a period of a few months of initial reflection and then a

solid year of testing the new way of life I came up with by the

inspiration of the Holy Spirit, I made my lifelong commitment

to be a Missionary of Merciful Love in the presence of a priest

and Cyndie after Mass on May 27, 2007, before the large Divine

Mercy image at Holy Cross parish in Burnaby.

Father Zeno Zgudziak, SDS witnessed my profession and

gave me a priestly blessing. The full text of my Permanent
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Commitment to the Way of Life of the Missionaries of

Merciful Love can is found on our MML website at

www.mercifullove.com

Cyndie made her final profession on June 10, 2007, in the

same place and Father Zeno also witnessed her profession.

Our life and mission is ultimately to be consumed by the

merciful love of Jesus and spread this merciful love to the

world by our actions and words, especially using our talents

in music, drama and various means of social communication,

particularly the internet.

The MML is very similar to the community I proposed to

Archbishop Exner when I was a newly ordained priest which

never did take off, but now it was for laypeople and not just

for women who want to be nuns. Who knows? It may

develop a branch of nuns and priests, but for now, it is lay

people from various parts of the world, including Canada,

USA, Africa, and other places, who are interested in our life

and ministry and joining us. We do have some seminarians

from Nigeria, at various stages of membership. We also have

a couple of priest members in Nigeria.

A few days later, we got married. Our marriage took place at

Holy Cross Church in Burnaby. It was a wonderful

celebration and an exceptional experience we will remember

for the rest of our lives.

We had an absolute blast at our reception in the Old Bavarian

Haus in New Westminster. We booked the entire upper room

and had wine flowing all night and excellent Weinershnitzel.

Cyndie and I sang at least a couple of songs for everyone
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there. People had a great time and stayed to the very end. We

smoked cigars, drank wine, danced, and listened to Steve

Miller's greatest hits and other great bands.

Cyndie’s Dad, Romeo, came from Penetenguishine, Ontario

and her two sisters, Sharon and Shelly came from Toronto.

Her brother Stafford, a chef, came from Vancouver Island.

Cyndie’s Mom, Eunice, came from Vancouver. Cyndie’s Dad

called me “Stinky” because of the cigars I was smoking. I later

gave them up to save my singing voice. My father-in-law is a

great guy, and he likes to play guitar and a little violin. We

always have a good time when we visit him. My mother-in-

law Eunice is also a wonderful person and has shown me a

lot of love and support with her prayers and encouragement.

I felt so happy to be married to Cyndie. We went on our

honeymoon. I forgot the address of our bed and breakfast, so

Cyndie had to call Thea, her maid of honour, on the phone

and ask her to look it up online. We spent two days in Deep

Cove and a few days at Harrison Hot Springs. I got sick with

the flu about three days into our honeymoon and could

barely walk at one point, so we had to return home.

I remained quite ill for some time, and we could not go

anywhere. In July, my Dad ended up in the emergency ward

at Burnaby General Hospital. He had Alzheimer’s, and his

condition got worse. I rushed down to see him, and he was

in very rough shape and could have died.

I gave my father the Apostolic Pardon, which I am permitted

to do in danger of death. It is the full remission of all sin and

the temporal punishment due to sin, through the merits of
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Jesus Christ and by the power of the Apostolic authority

granted to me as a priest. My Dad felt a bit better after this

and was able to visit with all his family and relatives.

Cyndie and I then went on another honeymoon to San

Francisco for a week, as our first one was not much of a

honeymoon because I was so sick and just lying around in

bed most of the time. The day after we got back home, my

father died, only a few hours before we were to visit him at

his care home in Burnaby, where he had returned almost two

weeks earlier. I arrived in his room. His eyes were open, so I

closed them. My sister Lorraine came after I did and she wept

when she saw him lying there.

I felt so bad that I missed visiting my Dad that final time. We

had a funeral for my father and many people came. The church

was almost full. I spent a few days and put together a video

slide show of my Dad’s life, from his earliest days and up to the

present. We rented a large screen and projector. The screen was

144 square feet, and it turned out to be a beautiful presentation

of my Dad’s life. I made a few DVDs to give to my siblings.

Before getting married, Cyndie felt the call of God to quit her

job as an ESL teacher and go into music ministry with me.

Cyndie and I were now full time in music. We began to play

various Christian schools and churches. We also hauled our

battery-powered amps and drums and did live gigs on the

streets of Vancouver outside of HMV and the Vancouver Art

Gallery. We had lots of fun. We even had a psychic try to pour

a bottle of pop on my amp, and I quickly drove him off. We

got people's attention, that's for sure.
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With the help of the Lord, I have been able to start over again.

I am grateful for my ten years of ministry in the priesthood.

There is no vocation like that of a Catholic priest. It is the life

of Jesus, a life of prayer, preaching, love, the cross,

forgiveness, mercy, and zeal for the Kingdom of God to come

on earth as it is in Heaven.

For the reasons you've seen in my book so far, I was not able

to continue in this vocation, yet I am and will be a priest

forever. I love Cyndie, my amazing wife, very deeply and I

love what she and I have done and are doing with Myztery

and the Missionaries of Merciful Love. We are following our

dreams and loving it.
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Chapter 15

Myztery Adventures

“He shall have dominion also from sea to sea, And
from the River to the ends of the earth. Those who
dwell in the wilderness will bow before Him.” 

(Psalm 72:8-9)

We had many exciting adventures with Myztery. There were

lots of things that I loved, especially doing our frequent

costume changes. Our first theatrical rock concert got great

reviews from pastors, principals, parents, and students in the

various schools we played in BC, Alberta, and Saskatchewan,

as well as Arizona and California.

We produced a music video that we released on DVD for one

of the songs on our first album called "Here at Your Feet,"
which was directed by a talented UK director, Tim Janos.

"Here at Your Feet" is a musical and visual dramatization of

Luke 7:36-50, the story of the woman who wept at the feet of

Jesus and dried them with her hair.

We received a comment from Sheree Slopack from Alabaster

Ministries in Israel: She said that Mary Magdalene really spoke
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to her as she has a ministry to the prostitutes in Israel.

We went on a six-week tour of Western USA, and we traveled

as far as Phoenix, Arizona. 

The weekly newsletter that we emailed, Behind the Veil, had

over 26,000 subscribers internationally and it grew by about

1,000 new subscribers every month. 

We have recently started a new Myztery newsletter that

people can sign up for on our website. Those who sign up get

free access to our Myztery debut album. It is a great way to

share our music all over the world. 

Myztery went on a 2008 Spirit of Canada Tour, which

included a lot of exciting dreams I had. It was during this tour

that we found out that our spiritual advisor, Father Joe Ponti

passed away. We miss him and his jovial spirit. We also found

out that my Uncle, Robert Sternik, had died in Toronto, and

that Cyndie's step-mother, Nora, was seriously ill. We then

drove straight to Penetenguishine, Ontario, where Cyndie’s

father, Romeo lived and where we could visit Nora. We also

brought our recording gear into the basement of Cyndie’s

Dad's house and started to record our song “Hell.”

We parked our tour bus on the grass in the back yard of the

house. It was strange to record a song called Hell about

twelve feet underground in a concrete basement by myself. I

even turned the lights out for more effect when I got around

to recording the vocals for the song. I prayed and asked the

Lord to inspire me with words to say, as I had prepared

nothing lyrically.
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As it turns out, I ended up recording a kind of monologue

which turned out to be dramatic and reflected a very accurate

portrayal of the chief sufferings the damned experience in

hell. It took me only three hours to complete that stage of hell.

I can only imagine what my father-in-law, Romeo, and sister-

in-law, Sharon, were thinking upstairs in the kitchen. During

our stay there, I wrote a song called Touch the Sky on my

mandolin and played it for Nora just before she passed away.

It is on our Cyber Superstar album. 

It was much later that we added some percussion, drums,

electric guitar and so on for the song Hell to make it complete,

and we also added more instrumentation to complete our

song, Heaven.

While in Chatham, Ontario, we were able to record our song

Heaven for our Tempus Fugit album in St. Ursula Church.

The pastor, Father Richard, who I found out has passed away,

was very kind to us in opening up the whole sanctuary for

us to record. At one point we were trying to record various

quiet acoustic biblical instruments when we noticed the roar

of motorcycles again and again. It interfered so much that we

had to come up with another plan for recording.

We inquired into it and found out that there was an annual

“Hog Rally” in Chatham that weekend! Ugh! Just what we

needed! We decided to record instead inside the confessional,

which was a reasonably small enclosed room near the back of

the church. When we closed the door and had our mics inside

the confessional with our kinnor harp, psaltery and dulcimer,

it worked great, and we didn’t hear any motorcycles.
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We then drove to the Canadian Divine Mercy Centre in

Lanark, Ontario. We went there to discern whether God was

calling us to live there and be a part of their Divine Mercy

ministry. Willy and Theresa Effinger run the centre, and they

go out to parishes and schools giving Divine Mercy talks. We

prayed every day with them, but in the end, we did not feel

God calling us to join them.

After a week at the Canadian Centre of Divine Mercy, Cyndie

and I made the short trip into Perth, Ontario, only about

fifteen minutes from Lanark. We found a very inexpensive

RV park to stay for the month.

We were glad to be on our own again and taking a much-

needed break from touring. We were trying to discern where

to travel from there. We would either drive back through

Canada to BC or down into the USA for the winter.

After about three days, on September 4, 2008, I decided to

write a song that would sum up my thoughts and feelings

about our four-month tour from BC to Ontario. I just grabbed

my acoustic Ovation Custom Balladeer six-string guitar and

started strumming various chord patterns, especially G, C,

and D.

Within just a few minutes, I came up with a simple pattern of

chords and a powerful melody for the chorus. I then began

to write the lyrics, starting with “Been on the road now for

hundreds of days. Sometimes I feel like I’m livin’ in a haze...” 

I quickly came up with the lyrics and melody and chords for

the chorus: “I believe in changin’ directions. I believe in the
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risin’ sun. I believe after death resurrection. I believe in the

power of love.” I called the song Power of Love.

Cyndie told me immediately that she felt it was “a hit song”

as soon as I sang the whole thing for her. She was actually

on our tour bus while I was composing the song as I sat at

our kitchen table. I was so excited that I phoned Cyndie's

mother in Vancouver, Eunice, and sang the whole song for

her over the phone. She also loved the song and said it was

a hit song.

I believe that one of the reasons the song is so powerful is that

it flows from a real lived experience of a problematic four-

month tour across Canada, with various challenges and

setbacks we faced but overcame them all, with God’s help. It

was, for me, a song of hope for the present and the future. 

I believed that God was with us and will be with us as we

continue to step out in faith, living our dreams of being

touring musicians and recording artists, spreading love and

peace to all we meet.

It also drew upon the many beautiful scenes in various

provinces we saw. The majestic mountains in BC and Alberta,

the glorious golden fields in Saskatchewan and Manitoba and

the crystal lakes in Ontario and especially the numerous

eagles we saw in every province, all of which seemed to be

leading our way as they were very close to our tour bus pretty

well every day we were travelling.

I typed all the lyrics and chords to my new song on my brand

new Mac PowerBook G4 laptop computer. I accidentally
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spilled half a beer into the keyboard of that laptop at a small

pub in Perth and quickly said a prayer and flipped the

computer upside down and turned it off and waited for a

while.

It worked fine, and there was no damage I could see to the

computer, other than the keys being a little sticky for a while.

I was relieved! I thought it could make a good commercial for

Mac laptops; you can even pour beer into them and they will

still work!

After a few more days at the RV park in Perth, we got a bit

restless and decided to head back to BC through Canada and

skip going to the USA for the winter. It felt good to have made

a decision and actually to be heading home again. We didn't

bother trying to book any concerts on the way back but

instead made a bee-line for BC.

Archbishop Michael Miller CSB became the new Archbishop

of Vancouver. We met him one day and gave him a letter

about my life as a priest and my laicization. We also gave him

our Missionaries of Love Rule of Life and other information

on the MML. 

I had a vivid dream called “Meeting Archbishop Michael

Miller CSB:

"Cyndie and I were sitting in a room, which I think was the
Hyatt Regency downtown where the Archbishop's reception
was last night, and then Archbishop Michael Miller came to
see us. We also were in a black limo with the Archbishop, and
then he jumped out while it was still moving.
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Cyndie and I also jumped out of the limo after the
Archbishop. I noticed a group of various priests and
monsignors with important posts talking with the new
archbishop. Archbishop Miller told us, ‘You are valuable!' 

I felt a lot of encouragement and hope for the future with this

dream of Archbishop Miller. I have to admit that my ten years

of experience in priestly ministry was indeed a powerful,

incredible experience which I will be forever grateful for, even

though the circumstances in my life developed to a point

where I could not continue, as I saw it, to function effectively

in the ministerial priesthood. But, as the saying goes, "Where
God closes a door, he opens a window."

About a month after we got home from our Spirit of Canada

tour we held our Tempus Fugit CD release concert in Vancouver

at St. James Hall. The show featured four songs: Death,

Judgement, Hell, and Heaven. Cyndie and I were the only

performers. We projected our animated Tempus Fugit videos on

our giant screen. We had David Sinclair’s lead solo guitar in

Judgement playing on our BOSE sound system with my laptop

computer, and David was in the audience for the show.

Davide Di Saro, who did the animation for the album, was

also in the audience. He did a fantastic job on the animation

for all four songs. He flew out from Toronto. It was a great

experience doing Tempus Fugit live after having worked on

it for more than three years.

We got fantastic feedback from the audience, including a UBC

music professor who loved it and bought our CD, and he said

he would tell his students all about it. Rolf Kempf was the
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opening act. His first song was “Hello! Hurray!” that he

wrote, which became a massive hit for Alice Cooper. He also

played beautiful blues-gospel music at our concert. We

became friends with Rolf from that point on. He lives in

Coquitlam.

Vernon Shewchuk played drums on the songs for our Cyber

Superstar album and did a great job. Bob Dickson did a superb

job playing guitar on Touch the Sky, incorporating a baritone

guitar as well. David Sinclair did a fantastic job, as usual,

playing lead on Power of Love. Camile Furnier played bass and

she is related to Alice Cooper, whose real name is Vincent

Furnier. Mr. Lee played the lead guitar on the album. We were

going to go on a Myztery Cyber Superstar tour in Canada but

realized we couldn't afford to cover the cost of everyone's

expenses like mortgage and rent payments.

We had to believe God was leading, so we began to pray for

direction and open doors. We would often go to a small

adoration chapel in Coquitlam at All Saints church. It was a

real refuge for us in our time of need. We trusted the Lord

was in control of everything and everyone involved.

The month after the 2010 Olympics began I had this dream:

"I dreamed that we were selling millions of Myztery songs
on the internet all over the world."

The following month I dreamed:

"Cyndie was talking about Myztery and saying that we
were going to be huge in the world. I met a young Blessed
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Virgin Mary. She was about 16 years old, beautiful and I
wanted to kiss her, but I didn’t. She pointed to a gold
necklace I was wearing that had about three sections, and it
was gold. She said I was a king. She said the lower section
was some ancient tribe or country. There was some new info
on the back on the medallion."

About two days later Cyndie gave me her gold necklace with

two objects on them. It had a lion’s head and a Jerusalem

cross. I added an image of Our Lady of Mt. Carmel that my

sister gave me, with Jesus carrying his cross. That made for

three things, all gold, just like my dream. Cyndie did not

know about my dream until I told her after she gave me the

necklace.

Cyndie and I were featured singing our song Power of Love

on Global News BC in 2011, reaching over 700,000 viewers.

The song was re-broadcast a year or so later in Southwest

Ontario. We went full-on into recording Hell and Heaven

from Tempus Fugit. We found a great new drummer, Nick

Vulture, to do drums in both songs and David Sinclair would

do lead guitar as well. Nick had played in a death-metal band

and could rock on the drums. He had black long straight hair

and was a pretty mellow guy. 

I used a serrated knife and pierced and cut all the drum

heads, including the snare, and placed a metronome inside

the snare drum at an angle, which provided a bizarre, off-

tempo beat for the song Hell. Nick also ripped one of the

drums with the knife during the recording of the song. David

did a killer lead in Heaven and in Judgement. I played the
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lead in Hell and I de-tuned all the strings to make them sound

dissonant. David Sinclair played on our Myztery song

“Weapons of Love” for our music video. 

I’ve always been blown away by David’s talent as a lead

guitarist, not to mention his amazing skills on the acoustic

guitar. It’s no surprise that Sarah McLachlan had David as

her lead guitarist for ten years. Now he has a star on Granville

Street in Vancouver. 

David recorded with the band Prism and also recorded with

BTO and Bryan Adams. I loved Prism's songs “Spaceship

Superstar”: and “See Forever Eyes.” David did the background

vocals for Spaceship Superstar.

Cyndie and I are grateful for our friendship with David and

his wife Christine, who is a very talented singer. She is the

choir director at the eleven o'clock mass at St. Francis de Sales. 

Knowing that God called me to start Myztery gives me great

hope for the future of our music. We love writing songs,

recording, touring and playing for live audiences, especially

young people and young adults. We have had our share of

trials, but God has always led us through them.
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CHAPTER 16

The Exodus

“Then the LORD said to Moses, “Stretch out your
hand over the sea, that the waters may come back
upon the Egyptians, on their chariots, and on their
horsemen.” And Moses stretched out his hand over
the sea; and when the morning appeared, the sea
returned to its full depth, while the Egyptians were
fleeing into it. So the LORD overthrew the Egyptians
in the midst of the sea. Then the waters returned and
covered the chariots, the horsemen, and all the army
of Pharaoh that came into the sea after them. Not so
much as one of them remained. But the children of
Israel had walked on dry land in the midst of the sea,
and the waters were a wall to them on their right
hand and on their left. 

(Exodus 14: 26-29) 

The Exodus was a pivotal experience for the Jewish people.

They escaped slavery under the Egyptians with God’s mighty

hand, parting the Red Sea in two and letting the Jews cross

as if on dry land and then the Lord swallowed up the
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Egyptian army by having the sea close in on them. The

Egyptian warriors were like dead fish in the sea. 

We were thinking of having a Myztery show at the Vancouver

Planetarium with Craig McCaw, whom we got to know from

Pink Floyd shows he did there, The Wall and Dark Side of the

Moon. I learned from talking with Craig that Pink Floyd

members Roger Waters and David Gilmour knew of what he

was doing with their albums Dark Side of the Moon and The

Wall at the Planetarium and approved of it.

We saw both “concerts” and were blown away by them,

especially The Wall. I gave Craig an unfinished copy of our

video “Tempus Fugit,” in its earlier form, and he said he

would watch it. He was open to us doing a “Tempus Fugit”

concert at the Planetarium along the lines of what he did with

the Dark Side of the Moon and the Wall.

Craig told us he would project large cathedral images on the

side walls when people came into the building and that for

the song Hell he would project huge flames all along the

circular walls, creating the illusion of a pit of fire, perfect for

Hell. 

As it turns out, we had to cancel our plans for a Tempus Fugit

show at the Planetarium as the album itself was not complete.

We had more recording to do on it. 

Cyndie and I were looking to move out of my Mom’s

basement and get settled somewhere by ourselves. We had

been there for three years. I was singing in care homes and

teaching singing lessons and bass lessons. Neither of us was
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making much money, and on our tours we broke even.

Cyndie was offered a full-time job teaching ESL, English as a

Second Language. While in Mission, BC, on the last official

day of winter, on our silent retreat during a drive to

Westminster Abbey, Cyndie shared a word from the Lord

with me in the car that she had. It was that we would leave

at the start of May and tour to Ontario and she would not

take the ESL teaching job offered to her. 

As soon as I heard this, I felt a spiritual joy, a lightness, that

could only have come from God. I knew she was right and

that we needed to go on tour and also relocate to Ontario

somewhere.

We were about to have our Exodus. It was Cyndie who heard

from God that we needed to head east. We decided to look

into buying a trailer plot there to base ourselves in while we

were on tours. 

We began to search online for places to see. The first city we

looked at was Windsor, ON, because the houses were quite

inexpensive. God had other plans in store for us. At the

suggestion of my Mom, we began to search for a home in

Chatham, Ontario. We also found great bargains there. My

Mom wanted us to be close to my Cousin Joanne and her

family.

We jotted down a few potential homes to view in Chatham

and then set out in our silver PT Cruiser on a marathon trip

there. We arrived in Chatham and immediately began to

check out some of the houses. The first one we saw was

around $65,000, but it had a mold issue in the basement.
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We saw a couple more, but they each had some issues, such

as being right beside a large manufacturing plant and railroad

tracks and the other had a strange interior, with each room

looking like a different house, not to mention a very steep

stairway to two tiny bedrooms.

It was when we were driving by an old brick house that had

an open house sign outside of it that we stopped and saw, for

the first time, our new home. The realtor, Carol Myers, was

still inside and getting ready to leave and was surprised by

our knock on the door. 

She showed us each room, and we loved the hardwood

floors, high ceilings, the stained glass front door, the layout,

and the size. It also had a beautiful back yard, a garden area,

shed for our stuff and the biggest bonus was a long driveway

where we could park our RV. It was alongside a laneway, so

it was not so visible to neighbours and onlookers. 

The price was over our budget, but we proceeded as if things

would work out, and they did. The house, we were told, was

at least 100 years old. I investigated the potential to set up our

recording studio in the home and was happy to see that we

could indeed set up a home studio with a couple of rooms.

We bought the house and then left our car at Cyndie's father's

house a few hours away and flew back to Vancouver to pick

up our tour bus and drive it back to our new home in

Chatham with all our belongings in it. 

I wrote a booklet called “Prayer for the Renewal of the

Church.” I gave a copy to Cardinal Collins when we visited
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Richmond Hill in Ontario, and I e-mailed a copy to Bishop

Ronald Peter Fabro of London, as we ended up moving to his

diocese.

We returned to Burnaby, and Cyndie and I packed our tour bus,

affectionately known as “the Silver Bullet,” with all our

belongings, other than a few stage props like my wooden coffin

and some studio equipment that we left behind at my Mom's

house, and drove across Canada to Southern Ontario. I ended

up selling our casket to a public school in Burnaby. I was going

to use it for a music video for our song “Bishop of Rock.”

We rented a small U-Haul trailer and crammed all the rest of

our stuff on our tour bus. I really should have booked a much

larger trailer, as we could barely move on the bus. Still, we

managed to make it work, sleeping on a couch that folds out.

We had some technical issues on the way in Thunder Bay,

which meant we had no heat every night, but we gradually

got that fixed later in the trip.

We were quite used to dealing with unexpected glitches from

our earlier years of touring in various kinds of vehicles,

starting with a van, then a class C motorhome and finally a

top of the line class A motorhome.

I remember while we were somewhere in Ontario in our tour

bus on the way to Chatham I had a dream about Robert Plant

on May 23, 2011. It was a dream that confirmed our new

direction in life:

"I was in a classroom, and Robert Plant was at the blackboard,
and he taught two words: Mission and Victory."
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It was a cool dream for me for a couple of reasons. First of all,

Robert Plant has always been my favourite lead vocalist.

Second, I had been praying earlier, and the Lord gave me a

word about our move to Ontario; “Victory.” So, Robert Plant,

in my dream, was confirming a word from the Lord that we

would have victory in Ontario. Finally, this victory seemed to

be associated with our “mission,” as seen in the dream. It was

a very reassuring dream for Cyndie and me as well. What was

the victory in Ontario? I think it may have been Cyndie and me

surviving on our own with our respective lines of work, as well

as a tour to the East Coast, and local concerts by Myztery. 

On May 25, 2011, just two days after my dream about Robert

Plant, I had a dream about Paul McCartney: "I was with Paul
McCartney, and I was singing to him a new song I wrote based on
two Beatles songs. Paul liked my song." 

On October 22, 2011, I had a dream about St. Faustina It was

at the end of a 9 day novena I made to St. Therese of Lisieux: 

"I was in some restaurant or lounge, and I saw a nun
dressed in a habit like St. Faustina's, complete with the black
and white veil headpiece. Then I saw that it was St. Faustina.
She was sitting on a wood chair at a small high table and
reading a book or saying her prayers from a prayer book. I
approached her, sat on the empty chair across from her table
and said hi to her, asking if she would pray for me. I told her
my name is Peter. She said she would and started to pray
something like, "Lord, please bless Father Peter . . . " and
yet I did not tell her I was a priest, but because she is St.
Faustina she already knew who I was. 
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Then I drew closer to her on her side of the table and said,
"You look like St. Faustina!" Then her veil and headpiece
were off of her head, and she just had her dark hair. She
smiled. Then I said thanks or something and started to walk
away. Then she dropped a spoon, a plastic one I think, and
I went to pick it up for her, but she got to it first. She then
said, "I'd like to take the shears to you!" I understood
that she was likely saying she wanted to cut my long and
messy hair short." 

One day Cyndie and I invited the Most Holy Trinity to be

members of our band Myztery in a mystical way. Our task is

to proclaim the mystery of Christ to the world with music,

videos, words and our example.

After we settled into our new home, we called it “The House

of Bethany.” It means a place of rest. It is a town mentioned

in the New Testament, and Jesus liked to stay with his friends

in Bethany at their home. We welcomed our friends and

family in our home. Our friend from Vancouver, Clark

McLaughlin, came out a few times. He was a good friend of

my brother Dave. Conveniently, we lived near to my Cousin

Joanne. We could walk to her place in about two minutes. I

gave my Cousin Katey some lessons on the guitar and taught

her how to play harmonics for tuning.

Thea Fiddick, another friend from New Westminster, also

came out. She bought us two plastic arm chairs for our porch.

I continued to play music in our home. I played rock music

and quiet songs on Celtic and kinnor harps, and psaltery.
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Cyndie played her keyboard at home mainly and I wrote

music about life and my spiritual journey. 

I had a dream about St. Therese of Liseux: 

"Cyndie and I were up in heaven with lots of things around
us. St. Therese was sitting down in her habit, and I came
up to her and placed my hands and arms on her lap and told
her something like "I love you, St. Therese." She stood up
and gave me a stone and said that I am a modifier. I then
said that a giant asteroid, about 30 miles wide, travelling
at 30,000 miles an hour is also a modifier and she agreed." 

Cyndie and I opened a store in downtown Chatham called

Mystical Rose, after the name of our record label. We sold

women's clothing, jewellery, our paintings, our Myztery CDs

and t-shirts and our Tempus Fugit book that went along with

our Tempus Fugit album. We took out a year long lease.  You

can listen to our Myztery “Tempus Fugit” album at

www.myztery-tempus-fugit.net. You can also watch all four

Tempus Fugit videos on that website and read all the lyrics.

The first Myztery CD we sold was to a couple from Detroit,

MI. It was our Cyber Superstar album. We decided to move

our recording studio downtown to the back room of our store

since it was a big empty room that we didn’t use.

One of our monitors stopped working. It was the one that fell

to the ground while recording our song Hell at Cyndie’s

aunt’s basement during the first recording session, so we

bought a new and slightly better pair at a music store down

the street, Frank’s Music Centre. I also traded in my Ovation
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Custom Balladeer acoustic/electric guitar for a black Taylor

acoustic/electric. They gave me a great deal on the trade in.

My Ovation got cracked on top, but they knew how to repair

it. I also traded in an extra mandolin I had for a tear-drop

shaped mandolin that was thicker than mine.

I learned of a local lead guitarist just down the street from us

named Chris Rupert, who ended up doing a concert with us.

He had long grayish black hair. We ended up becoming

friends. Chris looks a lot like Randy Rhodes, and he can play

Randy’s solo on Crazy Train by Ozzy. His progressive rock

band is called Falling Edge. He is also Catholic. 

A section of our porch roof started to collapse, and we had to

spend over $2,000 to get it fixed. Because of our expensive

house repairs, we had to cancel both Pat Steward on drums

and Miles Hill on bass for the recording of the Bishop of

ROCK song. Both of them live in Vancouver, and they were

going to email us the tracks they recorded. It ended up that I

did the bass and Josh Gyssels did the drums, and David

Sinclair did the lead guitar. 

We also had to put a new roof on our house. We were able to

pay for it because we sold our tour bus, the Silver Bullet, as

we wanted to have a smaller tour vehicle that was more

economical on gas. We spent a lot of money on diesel fuel

with the Silver Bullet. We sold it to an RV dealer in London,

ON.

Still, it was a blast driving around in that giant bus. It felt like

we were in the “big leagues” of rock and roll. In reality, we

were little leaguers with a big league mentality. 
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One day around three a.m., I woke up and had this thought

in my head: "I want to die." The catalyst for this feeling was a

legal case I was involved in that caused me a great deal of

anxiety. We settled out of court, but it was the start of nine

months of depression for me. It was nine months of hell.

These feelings were present almost every day during these

nine months. 

So many times, I wanted to die to escape the pain. I felt

trapped, useless, even rejected by God at some points. It got

so bad that several times Cyndie had to hide the kitchen

knives fearing I would use them to slash my wrists or stab

myself in the heart, images of which I had going in my head

on many occasions.

It was my Great Depression. I had been depressed and felt

like dying many years earlier, about fourteen years or so, but

that only lasted a month. I thought this depression would

never end. I called the emergency crisis line a few times.

I found it very hard to function. I did not want to call my friends

from BC or family members. I mainly just talked with my Mom

on the phone. I didn't even want to go to the corner store,

Mighty Jim’s, to buy milk because I felt so self-conscious and

found it challenging to keep a conversation going.

I wanted so badly to go on anti-depressants but none of the

three doctors I asked to do this for me agreed. I learned later

that the reason they did not want me on anti-depressants is

that bipolar people may go into mania if they are on an anti-

depressant. I barely slept, only about two or three hours a

night.
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I got some sleeping pills and was able, eventually, to get

about six hours of sleep and sometimes even seven hours,

which was a great blessing to have. I felt so tired and just

wanted to sleep. Cyndie was a great help because she got me

focused on doing household chores, cleaning the floors,

vacuuming, tidying up, mowing the lawn, and so on. She also

got me on a basic schedule that included taking a break to go

for a walk and have a coffee.

She would often take me along with her to her work as she

drove around to various towns visiting clients with her job,

for fear that I would possibly harm myself if I were left alone.

She would drop me off at a coffee shop for a while. She also

prayed a great deal for me. I asked many people to pray for

me, including a local prayer meeting I attended once, as well

as my Mom, siblings, and friends. I also kept busy with many

concerts at retirement homes where I played guitar,

mandolin, piano and sang. 

I decided, spontaneously, to have a party for my 50th

birthday, September 28, 2012, at our home. I called friends

and neighbours, and we rocked the place. One guy named

Marshall spilled his glass of whiskey on our dining room

floor while some other guys broke our porch railing by sitting

on it. In their defence, it had rotted out completely. I later

crammed a drinking glass between the floor and the fence to

keep it up. 

I had a blast at my party, playing acoustic guitar, singing my

favourite rock songs including Eighteen by Alice Cooper,

Born to Be Wild by Steppenwolf, Take it Easy by the Eagles,
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Proud Mary by CCR, Rocky Mountain Way by Joe Walsh and

many others. I did a few gospel songs as well like I Saw the

Light and Blessed Be the Name of the Lord. People had a blast

at our party.

There was lots of music, pizza, beer, and fun. I also did some

original Myztery songs in the kitchen like Party in the Kitchen

Tonight, which I played on my dulcimer.

My party lifted me out of depression. It was quite amazing.

It’s like I needed a shot in the arm of fun and letting loose. It

was just what the doctor ordered. For two weeks after my

party, I was pretty much out of depression, other than a

couple of anxious moments I had. Then, to my horror, I

dropped back into the jaws of despair again, like a lead blimp.

Now I was back where I started. I felt defeated. I thought God

had healed me. I even posted this on Facebook. Now I had to

post that I was depressed again. It was tough, but I did it. I

also kept asking people to keep praying for me, which they

did, especially Cyndie.

One day, around the time of the canonization of Blessed

Kateri Tekakwitha, Cyndie prayed that the Lord would heal

me. Well, I got set free that very day. The Lord lifted me out

of my sorrow. This time, however, it felt different. I felt more

robust, more complete, more whole. It felt like it was the real

deal, and had made a final recovery. I felt great.

Then, in another few days, I was down in the dumps again. I

met with my doctor and told him what all my worries were

and he told me that he felt I needed counselling for the issues
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I was worried about. So, I made an appointment with my

counsellor, Alicia.

I shared with her what my doctor had said and started to tell

her the same things I told him. Very soon, she perceived what

the root problem was in my life: I had not forgiven myself for

all the things I did wrong. I was shocked. I knew I had

confessed all my sins, but I realized that I was holding them

against myself, I was blaming myself still and hanging on to

a kind of self-hatred.

I was so moved by what she was saying that I interiorly spoke

these words to myself: "I forgive you. I love you. I accept you." I felt

a real release right after speaking these words of peace to myself.

It was a silent and gentle voice with which I spoke, but it was

from my heart to my heart. I knew I pulled a trigger.

The healing process had begun and over a very short period

of time I was completely cured of all depression and could

sleep, once again, like a log. Thank God. Self-love is not a bad

thing. Healthy self-love is a good thing.

After all, if we are called by God to “love our neighbour” as

ourselves, then how can we really love others if we don't first

love ourselves? We are all, individually, loveable, for we are

made in God’s image and likeness. Yes, every human being

is made in God’s image and likeness.

No matter how heinous, wicked, stupid, ornery, disgusting or

rude a person may be, he or she is still an image of God, who is

love, and the way we treat that man, woman or child is the way

we treat God. That is why St. John of the Cross taught that "in
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the evening of life, we will be judged by love.” So I say, let's love

each other. Let the loving begin. Let the love last forever. If

music is the food of love, let's have a major banquet.

God is our Father, and God is a Trinity of Divine Persons:

FATHER LOVE, SON LOVE, AND SPIRIT LOVE. ONE

LOVE! What is heaven but an eternal Banquet of Love and

rock and roll? Well, ok, there could be a jazz section and a hip

hop section, but you'll find me in the area of ROCK! 

Sometimes we need another person to discover something

deep inside of us that we wouldn't otherwise notice. It is a

gift to have a friend, family member, or someone like a

counsellor to bounce things off of and get a different

perspective on whatever problem or issue we are facing. 

I am learning to be who I am wherever I am and embrace

both my gregarious, loud life of the party side as well as my

quiet, academic, prayerful side. Both aspects are no longer so

significantly separated but have begun to move together and

even overlap. Equilibrium is a great state to have. Now I

know that I can pray and I can rock and have a good time. I

can accept all of who I am when I am alone in the silence.

For quite a while during the depression, I strongly regretted

that we moved to Chatham. I missed my Mom, my family,

my friends, and the land I knew so well, the mountains and

the ocean. For a couple of months, I regretted not having any

children.

Over time I began to see that Chatham was a great place to

live, and it would be an excellent place for Myztery to
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establish a home base. We were close to Detroit, Michigan,

Chicago, and New York for tours in the USA and not too far

from Toronto for trips in that part of Canada.

Cyndie and I had to live like grown-ups now. We didn’t live

in my Mom’s basement anymore where we had lots of help

and support when we needed it. We were on our own and

had to make a living. The store didn’t bring in a lot of money,

so we closed it. Cyndie had to get a job so she took a job

selling insurance on commission only and I continued to sing

and play in care homes. Cyndie worked really hard travelling

from town to town and it was hard but she became really

good at it and helped us pay the bills. 

We still struggled to make ends meet, so we decided to play

anywhere. Cyndie especially got up to speed with the music

for a rock show to bring in extra money. She was a quick

study, and soon we had a good band, and we made more

money this way. We found a drummer named Chris Davies

who did a few gigs with us in Chatham at Big Shots, the

Sandbar in Erieau and a small place in Petrolia. We did

mainly classic rock with a few original Myztery songs. 

Our friend Rob operated the followspot a couple of times,

and our other friends from Chatham came out to our shows

to support us. Rob’s girlfriend Patty worked at the door for

our Valentine's Day gig at the Retro Suites hotel in Chatham. 

We played some Pink Floyd, the Rolling Stones, CCR and other

bands. Chris had a heart attack while pushing his tractor in

freezing weather. We are thankful that he has made a full

recovery. We did a photoshoot with Chris at Walmart.
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We recorded our fourth Myztery album called Listen to the

Heartbeat and released it as a CD and also on iTunes. We did

the recording in our home studio in Chatham. My favourite

song on the album is Holy is the Lamb, written by Cyndie. It

is a powerful song that focuses on the Passion of Jesus.

One of the great benefits for us living in Ontario was that we

could spend time visiting Cyndie's Dad and her sisters and

all the rest of her family there as well as my aunts and

cousins.

Our Exodus turned out to be a necessary step to find our

independence, grow as a couple, to both have jobs to make

money and to write and record a compelling Myztery album.

Cyndie also wrote and published her book, Heaven ROCKS,

which deals with her near-death experience at the age of 13.

I also wrote and published my book, A Year of Merciful Love,

the official manual for the novitiate of the Missionaries of

Merciful Love. 
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CHAPTER 17

Beautiful BC

“For as many as are led by the Spirit of God, these
are sons of God.” 

(Romans 8:14)

Just when I thought I had everything figured out in terms of

where we lived and what we were doing, God pulled a fast

one. It all began with a trip to visit our family and friends

back in Vancouver and Burnaby.

We flew there and had a great two weeks of visiting. The air

was fresh compared to Chatham, the mountains were

majestic, and our family and friends were happy to see us.

Also, there was no ethanol plant in the city to stink up the air

all the time.

We flew back to Chatham and got back to our routine. I had

been talking with Cyndie about my desire to move back to

Burnaby. We were hesitant to make this move because we felt

it would be difficult to sell our house. I applied for a job as a

youth coordinator at a parish in Courtenay, BC, in the Diocese

of Victoria on Vancouver Island. I received an email telling
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me that I got the job. Now we knew it was time to leave

Chatham and move back to BC. 

We knew that with the current housing situation in Chatham,

the house might take a long time to sell. People weren’t

exactly knocking the doors down to buy there at the time. It

was a real market slump, and that is why we bought the

house for such a reasonable price in the first place.

So, we put selling our house in Chatham into action and

obtained the services of Carol Myers from Realty House, who

sold us the house. Carol was a woman who had boundless

energy and loved her job as a realtor. She was sad to see us

go but quickly went into action with photos of the house,

newspaper listings, TV listings, open houses and so on. 

We hired Two Small Men with Big Hearts moving company,

and they came with a big truck and lugged all our stuff into

it. It took them until about two a.m. to finish as they came

quite late to our home. We were experiencing a reverse call

from what Abram had: “The Lord had said to Abram, ‘Go

from your country, your people and your father’s household

to the land I will show you.’” (Genesis 12:1) God called us

back to my hometown.

After they left with our belongings, we started our journey

with my Ford 150 truck and Cyndie’s new Honda Fit. I also

towed our new seventeen-foot Myztery tour trailer behind,

which we slept in, saving lots of money on hotels. For the

most part, it was a pleasant journey, but one day our battery

conked out, and we were cold in Sioux Ste. Marie. 
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The next day or so Cyndie tripped at night on a rock in a

Walmart parking lot in Winnipeg and fell forward, injuring

her ribs severely. We went to the local emergency department,

but there was not much they could do. She was in pretty acute

pain for the whole drive back to BC in her little Honda Fit.

She had to be careful not to get pneumonia with the bruised

ribs as she had trouble breathing and we were cold at night

in the trailer. We did our best, sometimes driving eight hours

a day, but usually we drove about six or seven hours. That

was enough!

It felt great to be back in BC again after three years of being

in a small town. For one, we have much more access to local

media than we did in Chatham.

We took a ferry over to Courtenay, and I started my job as a

youth coordinator. We rented a two-bedroom apartment close

to the church. I enjoyed working with the youth and the

Catechism students. Unfortunately, the job did not last as I

quit the job after a month as I wanted more freedom in self-

employment that I had been used to as a musician and

Cyndie transferred to Vancouver with her sales job. 

We moved back into my Mom’s basement for a year while we

waited for our house to sell. One day we heard from Carol

that there were two offers on our home. We ended up selling

it to a young woman.

I booked more retirement home concerts, and Cyndie sold

insurance all over the Lower Mainland. We decided to buy a

condo. Our friend Brian Power showed us a lot of condos, but

we didn't choose any of them. Eventually, we were ready to
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buy one, but the inspection revealed that it was a leaky

building, so we passed on it. 

We eventually bought a brand new condo in Burnaby. The

price was not much more than some of the used ones we

viewed, and it is a one-bedroom condo with a den. There are

walking trails to a local park right behind us. Our parish

church, Our Lady of Mercy, is just a few minutes away.

Cyndie's office is just down the road. I am positioned

centrally for my concerts in the Lower Mainland. We even

have our studio set up in the living room. We have both been

successful in our self-employment endeavours. We are

currently recording our next concept album.

We mixed and mastered our album, Listen to the Heartbeat,

at EarArt Studios in Delta. Tim Neuhaus was the engineer.

One day we mailed Archbishop Miller a copy of my book A

Year of Merciful Love and Cyndie’s book Heaven ROCKS! He

assured us of his prayers. 

Sadly, our friend and lead guitarist Derek Mason passed

away in 2015 from cancer. We were also sad to hear of our

friend and lead guitarist, David Sinclair, who passed away

from cancer in December of 2018. Both of these amazing men

and fellow musicians dedicated their lives to their craft. We

miss them both dearly and are grateful for their friendship

and music. 

In May 2016, I had a dream that is quite like the dream I had

as a teenager about a stadium full of people, but this time, the

dream did not suddenly go black: 
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I was in Rogers Arena, and it was a packed stadium. I was thinking
of Myztery playing there. I felt that a lot of kids were at the Who
concert and that means there is a market for classic rock style music
like ours.

I wrote this prayer for rock musicians:

ROCKERS’ PRAYER

God of ROCK, may our love be strong, our hearts be true,
our friends be many, and our faults be few. Thank you for
the gift of volume, reverb, and distortion. May we rock the
world to its foundations and see all people living as one. 

In the name of the radical rocking table-flipping Jesus.
Amen 

Even though you may like rock music, you don’t have to sell

your soul to rock and roll! Why? Because GOD ROCKS

harder, longer, and louder than anyone or anything else. The

merciful love of Jesus can transform anyone’s life, no matter

how sinful they are. If God can change my sinful life into one

of living in his merciful love day by day, he can do the same

for anyone. The key is trust. Trust in Jesus. God wants the

world to turn away from sin and confidence in the mercy and

love of His Son Jesus. 
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CHAPTER 18

Missionaries 
of Merciful Love

“But I have trusted in your merciful love; My heart

shall rejoice in your salvation. I will sing to the Lord

because he has dealt bountifully with me.” 

(Psalm 13: 5-6)

Saint Therese of Lisieux said, “My vocation is love!” My

motto is, “My vocation is merciful love!” After Cyndie and I

returned to Burnaby, the Lord showed us that we needed to

be more in tune with his direction for our life and ministry.

We began to seek the Lord for what he wanted us to do now. 

We noticed that quite a few people, men, and women, from

Nigeria and Kenya, were contacting us to join the

Missionaries of Merciful Love that we had started. Most of

these people are studying philosophy or theology to become

priests. We also have people from other countries. We

currently have a director for the MML in Nigeria, Father Chris

Princewill and we have another priest in Nigeria, Father

Patrick C. Omeh. 
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We started to do street evangelization with music in the

Lower Mainland of BC, meeting people, handing out MML

cards with a bible verse and a link to our website. 

I recently heard that by 2020, over 7 billion people will be

online. Our goal is to reach as many of these people as

possible with our music, especially our latest album. Jesus

told St. Faustina that she would prepare the world for his

Second Coming. We want to be co-workers with St. Faustina

in this respect.

So now we are continuing to live the life of Missionaries of

Merciful love. We both work at our jobs, and also we are

building an ever-growing community of other Missionaries

of Merciful Love around the world and also spreading the

Merciful love of Jesus through music with Myztery and

different artistic ways such as painting, writing, and videos.

We still do concerts and tours from time to time, and we are

taking advantage of the internet and putting our music,

books, and art out there.

We are living in a time when we have a window of

opportunity to use our gifts and talents to spread the Gospel

of Jesus Christ. I also encourage you to do the same. We need

to be where we are and use what we have to spread love and

peace in a world full of darkness and pain. 

Even if you feel you have very little to give, that tiny gesture

of love can cause a ripple effect. So no effort is too small.

Together we can work towards love and peace, and the most

authentic source of love and harmony is Jesus Christ. 
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The merciful love of Jesus consumes all sin, darkness, and

evil. Let’s turn to Jesus and allow His gracious love to

transform our lives and ask him to help us do the will of God

with simplicity and prayer.
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CHAPTER 19

The Cherry Tree

“I, therefore, the prisoner of the Lord, beseech you to
walk worthy of the calling with which you were
called.”

(Ephesians 4:1) 

The Lord works in mysterious ways. We can’t always know

or even begin to comprehend what he is doing. What may

appear ugly or just plain awful according to the opinion of

others and ourselves is often the very hand of God at work

in our lives purifying and shaping us into someone to be used

by him to glorify him. When we surrender to the will of God,

it is he that is to be revered and worshipped and not us. It’s

the exact opposite of a musician or singer dancing around on

stage idolized and worshipped as a ROCK STAR. 

We can use music to glorify God, but there is a fine line

between being up on stage and rocking the house down for

him and taking the glory ourselves. Pray for our musicians

as it is a colossal battle to remain humble with all the

cheering, accolades, and flattery in this position. Remember,
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Satan himself was a musician. There is much temptation for

musicians to receive glory rather than Christ. Only the Lord

can take a vessel and make it shine his glory to the world. 

I am a work in progress, but I am excited to see how I will

glorify the Lord in my life. I am humbled and grateful to be

a part of spreading love and the Gospel of Jesus Christ to the

world. It is the Great Commission for each one of us.

Scripture reminds us to walk worthily of our calling. My life

has been a life of extremes. Sometimes up and sometimes

down and once in a while, it is balanced in the middle. I have

lived a full and tumultuous life as a young boy with a quiet

and sensitive nature in a house full of noisy siblings. I have

learned to be loud and find attention on the rock and roll

stage feeding my passions and ego.

I followed the example of Augustine of Hippo when he

prayed before his conversion, “Make me chaste, Lord, but not

yet.” For many years he lived in sin with a woman and had a

child with her. Eventually, through the prayers and tears of

his mother, Monica, and the preaching of St. Ambrose, and

by reading an epistle of St. Paul he was converted, baptized

and became a priest, bishop, and saint.

In my life, before and after ordination, I struggled with the

virtue of chastity until one day, be the grace of God, I prayed,

“Make me chaste, Lord, now.” I made a good confession,

went to Mass and received Jesus in Holy Communion and

repeated my prayer, “Make me chaste, Lord, now,” and Jesus

set me free: “Therefore if the Son makes you free, you shall

be free indeed.” (John 8:36)
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My confessor gave me two Scriptures to meditate on: "And

He said to me, ‘My grace is sufficient for you, for My

strength is made perfect in weakness.’ Therefore most gladly

I will rather boast in my infirmities, that the power of Christ

may rest upon me." (2 Corinthians 12:9) and "But put on the

Lord Jesus Christ, and make no provision for the flesh, to

fulfill its lusts.” (Romans 13:14). 

I have searched after fun, parties, girls, music, drugs, alcohol,

and adventures. At the same time, I have sought the solitude

and quietness of prayer and God and followed the life of St.

Francis of Assisi and even became a priest in the Catholic

church. I have played acoustic prayerful and worship songs

and went on long silent retreats in search of God, balance, and

meaning in life. I have gone from being a touring rock

musician to a Catholic priest and back to being a musician

with my lovely wife, Cyndie. 

My health and state of mind have often mirrored these

extremes with the manifestation of an illness called bipolar

disorder. This illness is of the brain, by the way, which is a

part of the human body. So be it physical or mental, it is an

illness nonetheless, and I hope and pray that I will have

healing one day. Thank the Lord; there is much more

education and insight into health issues such as these since it

is ever more prevalent in society today than ever before. We

need to continue to love one another, weaknesses and all. 

We are not defined by what we do as a vocation, nor are we

determined by our physical or mental ailments. Instead, we

are defined by who we are as individuals. God looks at the
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heart, and man looks to the outward appearances. It is God

who sees our innermost thoughts and judges accordingly. He

is in the business of shaping every one of us into his image,

the image of Christ Jesus. We as believers have died to the old

self and are continually putting on Christ who is in us. 

Death to self is not easy to handle. I have had to die to many

things, and I'm still being transformed daily into the image

of Christ, so I continue to die to self daily. My journey has not

finished; the song has not yet finished in my life. 

Even though my life has been one of ups and downs, I follow

Jesus through the ride, and I know that in the end, he is what

I need through it all.

There is a cozy little coffee shop called The Cherry Tree back

in the town of Blenheim near Chatham, Ontario. I remarked

to one of the guys who worked there about how great the

Mexican coffee was, and he told me that it is because they

roast the beans right there in the store. Then he gave me a

coffee bean to try that he did not roast. I did, and it tasted like

rubber and was hard to chew.

It had little or no flavour. Then the worker gave me a roasted

coffee bean. It tasted like fresh ground coffee. I was amazed

at the difference, and then I extrapolated. I told him that it is

like that in life. When we go through the fire, we get roasted,

and as a result, we have much more flavour.

Looking back, I am grateful for having gone through the

furnace of affliction because it has made me a better man. I

highly recommend that you don't abandon ship when you go
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through rough waters in your life. Hang in there. The sea will

eventually calm, and you will be more refined too. 

****

I would love to hear from you about your experience of

reading my story and I would enjoy getting a book review

from you that I could post on our website. To send a review,

please e-mail info@pete-mason.com

Thanks to everyone who helped me with this book:

Cyndie Mason, my amazing wife, who did a great job

editing my manuscript and came up with the title of this

book. 

Dee Lippingwell, the world's best live rock photographer,

for reviewing my very roughmanuscript in its early stages and

offering her helpful suggestions as well as her great photos

of Myztery concerts. Thank you, Dee, for capturing the

essence of Myztery in so many of your shots. Cheers!

Dr. Leslie (RIP) and Freda Mason, my parents, for the gift of

life and letting me drive them crazy with my first electric

guitar, amp, and a fuzz pedal, playing Smoke On the Water

over and over and allowing me follow my dreams of rock and

roll stardom :) I am so blessed.

Romeo and Eunice Grozelle, Cyndie’s parents, for their love,

support, and sharing their daughter Cyndie with me.
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All the friends and bandmates I’ve had over the years,

particularly in Fantasy, The No-Name Band (aka Rush 2112

Band), Tom Foolery, Roxcity, Quantum Leap, Tyranny, The

Pete Mason Band and Myztery.

Karen Bliss, for her suggestion to keep my book as an

autobiography, not a biography.

Rhéal Girard, Victor Dezso Foto, Karen Kilbride, Steve

Dunsmoor, Lisa Clarke and Tom Hawkins, for their superb

photographic work.

Arlene Prunkl, for her excellent advice on how to improve

my style of writing and be more expressive of my feelings

and insights as well as stressing the importance of being more

visually oriented.

Rev. Johanna VanderSpek for helping me to decide to alter

certain sections. 

Chris Rupert, for his feedback on the cover of this book. 

Sonja Stockle, from Precision Sound Corp., for designing the

barcode for this book.

Lisa Persyn, from Abstract Marketing Inc., for designing the

front and back covers. 

Kylie Grocott, for designing my Coat of Arms.

Karyn Hynes, from Volumes, for her valuable assistance in

printing this book.
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Peter Chan, from Nova Design, for his assistance in

organizing the photos for this book. 

St. Therese of Lisieux, St. Faustina Kowalska and St. Francis

of Assisi, for their prayers and spiritual companionship. 

Listen to some music at Myztery www.myztery.net

For Myztery bookings or to book me to speak at your event:

info@myztery.net or call 604-379-5936

Watch music videos at Tempus Fugit | www.myztery-

tempus-fugit.net

Check out lots of artistic products including the books A Year

of Merciful Love by Pete Mason and other books by Pete

Mason at Pete Mason | www.petemason.net

Check out music books and art by Cyndie Mason at Cyndie

Mason | www.cyndiemason.com 

Take a free 40 day course at www.mercifullove.com

Get free ebooks, music and more at

www.mysticalroseproductions.com/FreeGifts.html

Contact Pete Mason: info@pete-mason.com

Scripture passages taken from the ebible.org: World English

Bible at Wikisource Copyright: Public domain (copyright

waived) Complete Bible published 2000.
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